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Abstract

Measurements on hadron sampling calorimeters are presented. The calorimeters consisted of lead-
or depleted uranium plates and of scintillator plates of different thicknesses. Design properties which
influenee the energy resolution were investigated. It is shown that the thickness of absorber- and
•clntillator plate» is a very important par&meter. Tbe absorber material and plate thickness leading
to the Optimum energy resolution of a hadron calorimeter are determined.

A high energy resolution is indispensable to reconstruct precisely jets in scattering processes at high
Q* with the ZETJJJ detector at the electron-proton storage ring HERA. The measuiements on hadron
sampling calorimeters show that the energy resolution of such Instruments can be optlmized if one
reduces parti of the sjrongly fluctuating fraction of nondetectable energy. This can be done indirectly
by elastic collisions pf the released spallation- and fission-neutrons with protons of the hydrogen atoms
in the scintillator material. In addition, the fluctuating electromagnetic fraction of the hadronic shower
du« to neutral pipn, decays has to be compensated such that there is, on the mean, an equal response
in the calorimeter Jo.eJectromagnetic and purely hadronic showers. This is described by the fraction
e/h. Tbe strength pf compensation can be influenced by the choice of the absorber material and the
thickness ratio of the absorber plates to make e/h = 1. In this case the energy resolution reaches its
optimum value. ( . .

The hadronic energy resolution of a lead- scintillator calorimeter with a thickness ratio of passive
to active absorber of Rj = 0.95 U measured to ^(h)= jt}fffii/l + 6-1% between 3 and 9 GeV. The

e/h-T&tio is < e//i'>= 1.34 and its deviation from l causes the large additive term in the hadronic
energy resolution. The energy resolution for hadrons improves for a depleted uranium- scintillator
calorimeter of Rd = 0.64 to ^(h)= ]&&*.* + 3.2% between 3 and 9 GeV at < e/h >= 1.10.

£< yJi[OeKJ
WHh a depleted uranium- scintillator calorimeter of Rj = 2.0 one can achieve over compensation, i.e.
< e/h >= 0.76, at an hadronic energy resolution of -^(h)= ?3\Jfö \ 3.4% between 5 and 40

ti y/£[GeVl
GeV. The Optimum energy resolution of ^|{h)= ffijffiii + 0.5% between 10 and 100 GeV at

; ti y£t[(*ev\ e/h>= 1.00 is achieved for Rd = 1.07.

Starting from predictions obtained from Monte Clarlo calculations, compensation is also achieved
with a Iffld- scintillator calorimeter for Rj = 4.0. The measured energy resolution is — (h)=

E
between 3 and 75 GeV at < e/h >= 1.05.

The results are discussed and compared with results of other m«asurements and with predictions
from Monte CarloJsimulations.



Zusammenfassung

In dieser Arbeit werden Messungen vorgestellt, die an Hadron- 'S ampling'- Kalorimetern vorge-
nommen wurden. Die "Kalorimeter bestanden aus Blei- oder abgesicherten Uranplatten und aus
Szintillatorplatten unterschiedlicher Dicke. Es wurden Konstruktionseigenschaften untersucht, die die
Energieauflösung beeinflussen. Es kann gezeigt werden, daß die Dicke der Absorber- und Szintillator-
platten ein sehr wichtiger Parameter darstellt. Das Absorbermaterial und die Platten dicken, die zur
optimalen Energieauflosung eines Hadron- Kalorimeter s führen, werden .ermittelt.

Eine hohe Energieauflösung ist unerläßlich, um 'jets' in Streuprozessen bei hohem Q* mit dem
ZEUS-Detektor am Elektron- Proton Speicherring HERA präzise rekonstruieren zu können. Die Mes-
sungen an Hadron-'Sampling'-Kalorimetern zeigen, daß die Energieauflösung dieses Instruments opti-
miert werden kann, 'wenn der stark fluktuierende Anteil nicht nachweisbarer Energie reduziert wird.
Dies kann indirekt über elastische Stöße der freiwerdenden Spallations- und Spaltneutronen mit den
Protonen des wasserstoffhaltigen Szintillatormaterials geschehen. Zusätzlich muß der fluktuierende
elektromagnetische Anteil des hadronischen Schauers, der im wesentlichen von neutralen Pion- Zerfallen
herrührt, so kompensiert werden, daß der elektromagnetische und der rein hadronische Schauer ein
gleichgroßes Signal 'im Kalorimeter erzeugt. Dies wird durch das e/h- Verhältnis ausgedrückt. Die
Stärke dieser Kompensation kann durch Wahl der Absorbermaterialien und durch das Verhältnis der
Absorberplattendicke beeinflußt werden, um e/h = l zu erzielen. Die Energieauflösung erreicht dann
ihren optimalen Wert.' '

Die Energieauflösung für Hadronen eines Blei-Szintillator Kalorimeters mit einem Verhältnis der
passiven zu aktiven Absorberplattendicken von R* = 0.95 wird zu — (h)= i^\^J\A + 6il% 2wis'

eben 3 und 9 GeV gemessen. Das gemessene e/h- Verhältnis beträgt < e/h >= 1.34 und seine Ab-
weichung von l verursacht den großen additiven Beitrag in der hadronischen Energieauflösung. Die
Energieauflösung für Hadronen verbessert sich für ein Kalorimeter aus abgesichertem Uran und Szin-
tiUator mit Rj = 0.64 auf ^r(h)= ffiffi,! + 3.2% zwischen 3 und 9 GeV bei < e/h >= 1.10. Mit

E \jh,\(j>ev\m ab Bereicherten Uran-Szintillator Kalorimeter mit Rj = 2.0 läßt sich Überkompensation, d.h.

1 *ff K1 1*7

"*"< e/h >= 0.76, erreichen bei einer hadronischen Energieauflösung von -— -(h) = /E\GeV\n 5 und 40 GeV. Die optimale Energieauflösung von ^(h)= ffiffi,! + 0-5% zwischen 10

^ £/ y & [<-» e v \d 100 GeV bei < e/h >= 1.00 wird für Rd = 1.07 erreicht.

Ausgehend von Vorhersagen aus S imulat i Gasrechnungen wird Kompensation ebenso mit einem
Blei-Szintillator Kalorimeter bei Rj = 4.0 erzielt. Die gemessene Energieauflösung beträgt — (h)=

zwischen 3 und 75 GeV bei < e/h >= 1.05.

Die Ergebnisse werden vergleichend gegenübergestellt, mit denen anderer Messungen und mit
Vorhersagen aus Simulationsrechnungen verglichen.
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Chapter l

Introduction

According to the present understanding the proton has a rather complicated structure, which in the
description of the theory'w the strong interaction (QCD) is constituted by valence quarks and a
sea of quarks and antiquarks, bound by the strong gluonic forces. This structure can be probed by
lepton-proton scattering, äs examplified by the pioneer experiments on deep inelastic electron-proton
scattering, and later on by experiments with high energy muon and neutrino beams. The HERA
storage ring, which is presently beeing constructed, will allow such measurements at momentum
transfers and therefore at'kn'equivalent spatial resolution which greatly surpasses investigations that
have been carried out so far. '

In the final state of the'inelastic electron-proton scattering process the quarks manifest themselves
äs 'jets', i.e. äs particle streams of high multiplicity and high energy density.

Hadron calorimeters are suitable instruments for the detection of jets. The importance of these de-
vices äs the essential part of detectors grows with the present construction of new particle accelerators
Uke HERA or LEP and m&y cöminand the center of attention for still larger projects presently under
discussion l. Several workshops on HERA experiments [EXP83, DIS85] and SSC studies for detector
research and development [SSC86] reflect the need of hadron calorimeters for future experiments.

A calorimeter is a detector absorbing the total incident energy of a particle while generating a
signal that is proportional to this energy. One of the first large detectors of this kind built by N.L.
Grigorov and coworkers in 1957 was used in cosmic ray physics [MUR67]. It is desirable to use a dense
material in such a calorimeter in order to absorb and an active material to detect all the energy of
the incoming particle. Those features are combined in materials like NaI or lead glass; hence compact
electromagnetic calorimeterfhave been built by using NaJforming the Crystal Ball Detector at SPEAR
or by using lead glass for' the electromagnetic calorimeter of the JADE detector at PETRA. Another
way to combine these features is to Stack thin plates of dense material alternating with thin layers of
detector material. An electromagnetic calorimeter like the lead-liquid argon calorimeter of the TASSO
detector at PETRA or an hadron calorimeter out of marble and proportional tubes/scintillator plates
forming the CHARM detector at the SPS at CERN have been built in this manner.

In electromagnetic calorimeters the energies of electrons, positrons and photons are measured.
The underlying physics is' well understood and recent developments ahn at finding new materials
(e,g. BGO, Csl) with excellent energy resolution (e.g. ~ 0.02/\/Er[GeV] for BGO) and studying new
readout methods with new light collection (e.g. fibers) and conversion Systems (e.g. photo diodes,
vacuum triodes).

Hadron calorimeters, hbwever, have a poorer energy resolution of 0.5— l.O/y/E [GeV], depending on
the calorimeter configuration. The reason for the poor energy resolution is attributed to the followmg
fact: a hadronic particle penetrating into a calorimeter deposits its energy in form of ioiüzation loss,
in nuclear interactions lilce excitation, spallation and fission of nuclei and consumption of nuclear
binding energy. Only part of the deposited energy can be detected directly in the readout medium,
while fluctuating fractionS of the deposited energy remain undetectable. These fluctuations may be
large, thus generating a broad distribution of the detected signal.

'SSC: Suptrconduetinj Suj«I Collidei, USA
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The idea to compensate for the undetected energy due to nuclear interactions was first introduced
by W.J. Willi* who proposed to use fissionable material like 238t7 in Order to recover some of the
undetected energy [FAB75].

A huge effort went into the theoretical investigations to understand the shower development in
hadron calorimeters and the mechanism of compensation. By the help of Simulation programs one
has tried to describe the generation and development of a nuclear cascade in a hadron calorimeter
[GAB73], including nuclear fission of 238 U later on [GAB78]. Only recently a major breakthrough has
been achieved based on extended theoretical and experimental studies.

T.A. Gabriel and coworkers improved the Simulation package called CALOR, using the HETC
(High-Energy Nucleon-Meson Transport Code), a three dimensional Simulation of the transport of a
nucleon and meson cascade together with the neutron transport program MORSE and the EGS code
for electromagnetic shower calculations [GAB85J. This program package has also been used by J. Brau
[BRASS] for a comparison with measurements of different calorimeter configurations.

H. Brückmann and coworkers [BRÜ86] used a Simulation program called HERMES that includes
a modified Version of HETC (HETC-KFA), MORSE-KFA and EGS-KFA [BRÜ87].

With the help of simplified Simulation programs, R, Wigmans investigated the various influences
of the shower eomponents on the energy resolution of a hadron calorimeter. Predictions for the energy
resolution of different hadron calorimeters have thus been made [WIG87].

On the experimental side, measurements with uranium-scintillator calorimeters have been per-
formed to investigate the energy resolution and its dependence on the electromagnetic to hadronic
response (e/ft-ratio) [BOTSlb, AKE85, AKE87, AND86, DEV86, CAT87a].

Furthermore, a massive ur&nium Stack äs well äs different uranium-scintillator calorimeter configu-
rations have been exposed to a hadron beam by C. Leroy and coworkers and the induced radioactivity
has been measured after dismanteling the Stacks [LER86]. From this measurement the total neutron
yield in the shower development and the number of fissions, the shower profile, the influence of the
readout material on the composition of the shower etc. could be deduced.

Taking the predictions of R. Wigmans and H. Brückmann, a lead-scintillator calorimeter was built
by U. Kotz and coworkers and tested in trying to achieve compensation with lead absorber äs well
[BERIT],

Many ofthose theoretical and experimental studies were motivated by the requirement of achieving
the beit energy resolution posiible in hadron calorimeters for new detectors. A high energy resolution
of a hadron calorimeter is essential to measure the transverse momentum spectrum of scattering
processes or the missing energy carried away by neutrinos.

The Axial Field Spectrometer (AFS) at the Intersecting Storage Ring (ISR) at CERN is one
of the detectors with a hadron calorimeter of high energy resolution. This calorimeter is made of
uranium/copper-scintillator plates and achieved an energy resolution of cr.E/£(h) = 0.36/^/fTfGeV7]
[AKE85],

Many experimental investigations were carried out in the framework of the development of the
HELIOS and the ZEUS detector. HELIOS is a detector at the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) at
CERN to study reactions of heavy-ion collisions and the calorimeter used is an upgraded Version of
the AFS hadron calorimeter [AKE87]. The ZEUS detector presently under construction at DESY will
be able to detect reactions of electron-proton scattering processes at HERA [ZEU85]. The kinematic
quantities ofthose processes, in particular of charged current events, have to.be known very precisely
from the calorimeter measurements of the jet energy and the angle. A good energy resolution will
allow a precise measurement of the cross sections in the entire possible kinematic ränge.

This work describes investigations carried out in the framework of the ZEUS collaboration

— to understand the mechanism of compensation and the dependence on the energy resolu-
tion of a hadron calorimeter on different parameters like absorber material, thicknesses of
absorber plates, Ught yield and uniformity of the light read-out, longitudinal and transverse
leakage, etc.;

— to learn how to build an hadron calorimeter by eliminating the sources of detector im-
perfections like nonuniform readout, air gaps, attenuation lengths of the scintillator plate,



etc.;

to come to a fundamental understanding of calorimetry, which can lead to a scientific design
of a hadron calorimeter well suited for the use within the ZEUS detector.



Chapter 2

The ZEUS Detector at the HERA
Storage Ring

2.1 Physics at the HERA Storage Ring

3.1.1 Survey

HERA il a high energy electron-(positroh-) proton beam facility presently under construction at the
DESY laboratory in Hamburg [HER81]. At nominal beara energies of 30 GeV for electrons (positrons)
and 820 Ge V for protons it will provide collisiom yielding a center-of-mass (cms) energy of i/ü =
314 GeV. Fig. 2.1 shows the layout of the storage ring HERA with the linear accelerator», two
Synchrotrons and the PETRA storage ring äs preaccelerators.

Electron-proton collisions at HERA open the opportunity to study the following maln areas of
phyiic» [ECF80, EXP83, ZEU85, CAS87J:

1. Measurement» of StructureJPunc^ionsjit^the HJghest Momentum Transfers
and Test of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)

2. Te»t of Eectroweak Interactions a t h e

• search for further weak bosons

t search for right handed current s

3. Search foy New Particles

• leptoquark*

• excited quarki and leptons

• super Symmetrie particles

• pair production of heavy quarks .

• «ubitructure of quarks.

2,1.2 Kinematics

Considerhig the kinematics of ep-collisions at HERA energies one can derive kinematic Limits for the
occurence of varlous processes starting from the cp-scattering diagrams Fig. 2.2 (neutral current) and
Flg. 2.3 (charged current).



Figure 2.1: Schematic View of the ep Storage Ring HERA with its Preaccelerators [WOL86]



Figure 2.2: Neutra» Current ep-Scattering Oiagram (iour vectors of particles are given in brackets)

proton
jct

Figure 2.3: Charged Current ep-Scattering Diagram (four vector» of particlei are given in bracket»)

The four momentum .vector« of the particles given in bracket« are fc£ for the incoming electron of
total energy E«, p£ fojr^he incoming proton of total energy Ep, l£„ for the scattered lepton of total
energy E'e y, r£j, h^ for ui« proton and current jet& and p£ for the incoming parton. The center of mass
(cms) energy of the reaction i« known from the colliding particle energies, and at the high energies
considered her«: ;

S* = 2 JiTip - (2-i)
.i,-

•>/» . . . center of mit» energy
Ä» , , , \tmmm »nwgy^of «l«ctron*
JEP . . . beam energy >of protons.

The inclusive scattering process can be described by the two variables

(2.2)

four momentum transfer squared
four momentum of incoming electron
four momentum of scattered electron or neutrino

and



W2 . . . total mass.qf final hadronic state squared
gM . . . four momentum transfer

or,

= ̂  <2-4;
x ... in the quark parton mode! fraction of the four momentum of the proton

carried by the struck quark
mp... proton mass

and

y = k» p

= ^^ (2.5)

with

v = 9>tP£. (2.6)

The variables Q3, x and y can be determined in the limit of small rest masses from the outgoing
lepton energy E't and its scattering angle Ot:

» * t e\ /

(2.8)

In the case of charged currents the energy E'v and the scattering angle 6V of the outgoing lepton
are not measureable so one has to determine x, y and Q3 from the energy E} and the angle 6j of the
current jet:

— - -
l - -=r cos2 -i

£f 2

(2.11)

y - c o s 2 . (2.12)
£•« ^

In reconstructingthe kinematics of a charged current event the problern of the irüssing ftnal neutrino
and the loss of hadrons in the beam pipe arises. This problern can be solved by using a method
introduced by Blondel and Jacquet ([EXP83], and references therein}: from the measurement of the



momenta of all hadrons outside the beam pipe it is possible to reconstruct the quantities x, y and Q
from the formulae:

2Et

r.*)a (2.14)
l - y

x = ?! (2.15)
»y

wher«:

p, ,' . . . momentum component along the proton beam direction z
of the t-th final hadron

pT,i . . . momentum components perpendicular to ptj {transverse momentum)
Eh,i ' . . energy of the t-th final hadron.

In eq. 2.13, 2.14 the »um is taken over all final hadions. As can be seen from eq. 2.13, hadrons
travelling along the initial proton direction will not contribute to this quantity because pj = 0 and
therefore E* = pt. The quantities Q3 and x (eqs. 2.14, 2.15) are not very sensitive to hadrons of high
energy and low py travelling along the beam pipe. If those hadrons are missed, then x and Q7 will
only sUghtly be underestimated except at Qy < 1000 GeV* [ECF80].

2.1.3 Standard Model Cross Sections and Physics at HERA

The cro« section of the neutral current process in terms of the quark distribution functions q(x,Q2)
and }(x,<?3) for left (right) handed electrons is:

,Q*) [B, + (l - y)3 A,}} - (2.16)

Q . . . fine structure constant.

It receives contribution from Z° and from -y-exchange. The coemcients Af l, ß, in eq. 2.16 are different
for left handed and right handed electrons (see [LOH83] for the explicit expression).

In the ca»e of charged current processes mediated by a single W of coupling G p the cross section
for left handed electrons is:

Q2)+(l-yf<j(z,Q*)} (2.17)
dxdy

GF... Fermi coupling constant; GF = 1 .2- 10~5[GeV~2]
MW .' - mass of W boson; Mw = 82 GeV.

The cross section for right handed electrons vanishes in the Standard model because the outgoing v
has helicity -1.
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Using these fonnulae the expected event rates have been calculated ([WOL86], and references
therein) for an integrated luminosity of 200 pi"1 which is the estimate for 2 years of data taking with
2 • 1031cm~2s~l peak luminosity. The results are plotted in Fig. 2.4, where one reads off the following
event rat«:

• Neutral Current:

- K 3 • 106 eventi with 3 < Q2 < 104GeVa

- R; 103 events at Q"1 > 104 GeV2 where the contribution from Z° exchange starts to dominate

- neutral current studies with event rates of the order of ~ 10 up to <?3 Ä; 3 • IQ4 GeV3

• Charged Current:

- ss 10* eventi at <?3 < 104 GeV3

- ss 103 event« at Q2 > 104 GeV3

- charged current studies with event rates of the order of ~ 10 up to Q2 äs 4 • 104 GeV .

Only precise measurements of Q2 ,z and y may address the physics topics mentioned previously:

1. QCD Teiti and Substructure

- Teit of QCD
The Feynman diagram describing deep inelastic ep-scattering in the Standard model are
shown in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.5. Fig. 2.5 shows the diagram in first order o, leading to a
quark and gluon jet in the final state. The determination of the strong coupling constant a,

Figure 2.5: First Order QCD Di a gram in ep-Scattering

at the presently accessible Q3 ränge is difficult because of 'higher twist' effects: beside the
g3 dependeuce of o, that can be calculated in perturbative QCD there are non-perturbative
'higher twist' contributions like l /g3, l /g4 ... terms, hadron masses in the final state or
resonance formation that are not calculable at present [PER81], At the high Q3 ränge of
HERA those effects should become small so that a precise measurement of a, and a check
of perturbative QCD without these uncertainties should be possible.
The Q3 dependeuce of a structure function F(x,Q3) äs predicted by the Standard model is
of the form [BAR87]

—. (2.18)

The present Q* ränge of the available structure function measurements is 0 - 300 GeV2

while HERA will increase it to 40000 GeV3. The QCD scale parameter A.QCD ca
measured with high reliability.

10



• Substructure
At Q2 ~ 40000 GeV3 HERA will be able to probe spatial distances of

< aO-16cm. (2.19)

If electrons and quarks are composed of common constituents one expects [EIC83] residual
4-fermion interactions äs shown in Fig. 2.6 arising, for example, from the interchanee of

"• • 9Hpreons with a coupling K —j-, where g n is the dimensionless coupling constant of the new

force and A// the new Substructure scale. Assuming a strong preon coupling, e.g. —
4
rfr

Figure 2.6: Electron and Quark Scattering by Common Constituent Interchange

large effects in neutral and charged current cross sections are expected already at Q2 •< Ajj
[RÜC84]. The structure function Fj(x,Q*) should be sensitive to that.
Substructure effects due to residual interactions are characterized by the ratio of structure
functions

where

F*(xiQ*)\SM . . - dimensionless structure function of the nucleon
in the Standard model

Fz(xiQ*)\Ri • • • dimensionless structure function of the nucleon
if residual interactions occur.

The ratio is plotted in Fig. 2.7 for left handed electrons or right handed positrons [RUC84].

2. Test of Electroweak Interactions

• Search for a second W3

In the"cross section eq. 2.17 it was assumed that the reaction is mediated by a single W
with it» coupling g given by

™\v
A second boson W% with higher mass would modify the propagator in eq. 2.17,

2 2 2
9 0? 0?**1 i *** /*> 01 ^-— -r- —' -— r + —— —= (4.ZI)

Q* + MW Q* 4- TTlj Q2 + TTlj

where 31, 33 are chosen to retain Gp in the low Q2 region:
2 2

*"T ** l i "2 / *> Ol\ = —j- + —5. (2.22)
mj rrij

11
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Figure 2.7: The Expected Ratio '

Q 2 ( G e V 2 )

due to Residual Interactioni of Left Handed Fermions for

varioui Valuei of AJJ [RÜC84]; fdotted curve: Standard Model Results (7 + Z°); -dashed curve: One
Photon Exchange ContributJon)

In Fig. 2.8 the ratio for different masses of W2 is shown assuming gi =

Within the expected errors, two years of data taking leads to a sensitivity of possible W3

masses up to =» SQQGeV. Similar estimates hold for neutral currents and additional Z°s
[WOL86].

Right handed currents
In the Standard model the right handed charged current cross section is zero. If measure-
ments with longitudinally polarized electrons at HERA would show deviations from zero
then thls would indicate the presence of a right handed charged current. From present ex-
perimenti there have been put lower limits on the mass of the right handed charged boson
Wji, ranging from 200 to 10000 GeV depending on the underlying assumptions [WOL86].
For neutral current processes the contribution from right handed Z° would lead to devia-
tions from the Standard model cross section äs shown in Fig 2.9. The lower limit on a right
handed neutral boson Z£ is MZft > 150 GeV [WOL86],

12
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3. New Particlgs

• Leptoquarkf
Leptoquarkfresult firom superstring models, grand-unified theories, technicolor theories and
models of quark-Iepton substructure [LOH87J. They occur äs resonances in ey-collisions,
so HERA woüld be ideal to search for such particles [RÜC87], They may be detected in
the inclusive/^-distribution determined from the scattered electron variables, up to a mass
limit of TTILQ*ZOO GeV [LOH87].

• Excited Quarks «nd Leptons

compositene« of quarks and leptons would consequently lead to excited states g*, l* of
quarks and leptons. Masses of q* and /' up to 250 GeV can be studied at HERA [WOL86].

• Supersymmetric Particles
although there i» still no evidence for supersymmetric particles, HERA will open a new mass
ränge of theil production, jf they exist . Supersymmetric partners (q, c) of the Standard
quarks and leptons will be produced via the exchange of 7, Z or W, the supersymmetric
Partners of the Standard bosons. Calculated cross sections of these reactions give a mass
limit of m^W* = 16QGeV if 10 events per 200pb~l can be detected [WOL86].

• Pair productton of heavy quarks
a heavy quark*&ntiquark pair can be produced by photon gluon fusion according to the
diagram in Fig, 2.10. The total cross section of this process decreases steeply with the

Figure 2. 10:- Quark Pair Production by Photon Gluon Fusion in ep Scattering
. i i"
•• ! ; ,;(• '-.

heavy quark mass äs:
<r{e<7 - qgX) - M"4; (2.23)

however, event rates of ~- 7000 for b-quarks and ~ 50 for t-quarks (Mt = 40 GeV) per
lOOpfr"1 are expected [RÜC86]. HERA will be sensitive to top quark masses up to 100 GeV
[WOL86]. .-i -

2.2 The ZEUS Detector

The layout of the ZEUS detector is shown in Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.12 [ZEU86]. It will be composed of
" 's * j .

• a vertex detector (VXD) with an estimated resolution of 30jmi

• a central track detector (CTD) consisting of a cylindrical stereo wire drift chamber
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• a transition radiation detector (TRD) with 30/zm thick polypropylene foils acting äs radiator, a
planar drift chamber (FTD) in the forward a» well äs one (RTD) in the backward direction

• all theie tracking chamben are enclosed within a thin superconducting solenoid coil (SOLENOID)
with a magnetic field of 1.8 T

• a high resolution electromagnetic (EMC) and hadron calorimeter (HAC) of depleted uranium-
scintillator layers with wavelength shifter readout, surrounding the coil over the füll solid angle

• & backing calorimeter (BAC) with limited streamer tube readout and iron absorber plates which
act äs iron yoke for the magnetic flux

• & barrel and rear muon detector (MU) of drift chamber and limited streamer tube type
"it .

• a forward muon spectrometer (FMU) of plastic proportional tubes operating in the limited
streamer mode.

Details on each of the Üste4 components can be found in [ZEU86, ZEU87]. In this section the
requirements for the hadron e*lorimeter to measure precisely the physics quantities mentioned in the
previous section will be cUscuued only.

The decisive quantities of * hadron calorimeter which determine the attainable physics are:

- the relative responteto electrons and hadrons (e/h-ratio)

- the entrgy resolution ffg/E for electrons äs well äs hadrons

- the angular resolution

The e/h-ratio, formally expressed by:

E(h)vi.

where:

E(e}vlt . . . visible energy of an electron or photon
in a calorimeter

• • • visible energy of a hadron in a calorimeter

is a crucial parameter: if tb,» response to the electromagnetic component of the hadronic shower is
different from that of the pure hadronic component (e/h ^ 1), then the large fluctuations in the T°
fraction of the hadronic shower will deteriorate the hadronic energy resolution. This will be discussed
in more detail in sec. 3.3. '•' •.

For Jets with a fluctuating number of ir° particles the energy resolution of a noncompensating ca-
lorimeter (e/h ^ 1) is degradedVtoo. A longitudinal segmentation of a noncompensating calorimeter
into an electromagnetic and Jti*dronic compartment improves the energy resolution for jets, äs can be
seen from Fig. 2.13 [ZETJ85]^j$b* TT° content of the jet deposits most of its energy in the electromag-
netic part and, by knowingtne e//»-ratio which is about 1.4 for a noncompensating calorimeter, one
can adjust the electromagnetic response with respect to the hadronic response, leading to a total sum
with better resolution.

Even for compensating calorimeter s a longitudinal segmentation would be advantageous because
a calorimeter subdivided in ĵ |ui electromagnetic and hadronic part provides the ability of electron-
hadron Separation.

For the specification of the required energy resolution of a hadron calorimeter some major aspects
of the physics to be measured have been considered [ECF80, EXP83]:

- Neutral Current Events
Studies of inclusive processes require the Identification of the scattered electron and aprecise
measurement of its momentum (see eqs. 2.7, 2.8, 2.9); a good electron- hadron Separation
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Figure 2.13: Calculated Energy Resolution for Jets with given Calorimeter Characteristics [ZEU85];

(topcurye: without Longitudinal Segmentation; middle curve: with 20 XQ Deep Longitudinal Segmen-
tation; bottom curve: Compensating Calorimeter; ® denotes quadratic addition)

is essential for the electron Identification. Exclusive investigations like study of details
of the current jet or new particle observations require a good particle identification and
momentum resolution of individual tracks.

- Charged Current Events
The scattered neutrino will not be observed in this class of events. The variables x, y and
Q2 have to be extracted frorn the current jet alone (see eqs, 2.14, 2.13, 2.15). Hence, a
hadron calorimeter with high energy resolution is important for charged current events. In
addition, an almost 4 TT coverage is needed for the reasons discussed in sec. 2.1.2. Also, a
good electron-hadron Separation is necessary to make sure that the scattered lepton is not
an electron.

Table 2.1: Specified Energy Resolution for the Electromagnetic (EMC) and the Hadron Calorimeter (HAC)
for Neutral (NC) and Charged Current (CC) Events

NC

EMC
0.1

CC

0.1

HAC
0.6 0.3
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Under thete eonliderationi the required en«rgy re*olution of the electromagnetic and hadron calori-
meter for the preeise measurement of neutral and charged current events could be specified and are
given in Tab. 2.1 [ECF80].

The general ahn In the meaiurement of »tnicture functions is to cover the largest ränge in the r,
Q2 are« ai penible. In achieving this ahn one would be able to detennine the slope of the structure
functions versus QJ with a large lever arm. In addition, one can put conitrainti on the shape of
itrueture functionl tf one cover» the füll x ränge at different Q*. One will also be able to match the
highest Q* valuei reachable at HERA with the present values, provided z and Q5 are measured with
high accuracy.

O

O

K

30

25

20

15
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0.2 0.4 0.6
X

0.8 1.0

Figure 2.14: Accessible Regions in the z, Q3 Plane for two Calorimeter Configurations [ZEU>5);
(dashed line: trg/E(h) = 35%/v/£[GeV], e/h = 1; füll line: trE/E(h) = 6Q%/^/E[GeV], e/h =
1.4)

For th« spedfieations of the hadron calorimeter the ZEUS collaboration performed further calcu-
lations with two alternative calorimeter configurations:

<T£ - 60%

E( '- v/£[ÖeV]

0E,. ^ 35%

In order to estimate measurement errors in the determination of the deep inelastic cross section,
the z and Q2 plane was subdivided into bins of equal distance on the Qa scale (log <?3 = 3.0 —>
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4.6, A log Q* = 0,2) and of increasing distance on the z scale (z = 0.0 —* 0.06, A z - 0.03; z =
0.06 -» 0.10; x = 0.10 -» 0.20, A z = 0.05; z = 0.2 -» 0.5, A z = 0.1). The migration of events
out or into those bins wa» recorded according to the criteria given by Longo [EXP83] which requires a
fraction /j > 0.6 of original events rernaining in the specified z and Q3 bin and in addition a fraction
/2 < 0.4 of events migrating into the bin. Fig. 2.14 shows the covered region in the z, Q"1 plane for
the two calorimeter coofigurations assumed. Obviously, a much larger area in the x and Q3 plane can
be measured with a compensating calorimeter than with a noncompensating one.

Thus the ZEUS collaboration concluded that a compensating calorimeter with the following prop-
erties provides an important physics gain over a noncompensating one [ZEU85]:

" " " "E• electromagnetic energy resolution: ~^-

• hadronic energy resolution:

• equal response to electrons and hadrons:

At the time when th«.ZEUS detector was designed there was only a partial understanding of how
to build a compensating .calorimeter (e/h = 1) with the required energy resolution of cTs/E(h) -
35%/'•v/E[(7eV] for hadron^. Therefore the ZEUS collaboration started a large program to study the
various parameters influencing the energy resolution and the e/ft-ratio of hadron calorimeter s.
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Chapter 3
r

( . .
Hadronic Showers in Sampling
Calorimeters

3.1 Structure and Operation of Calorimeters

Calorimeters are used to measure the energy of high energetic elementary particles. The principle of
such a detector is to absorb the entire energy of the primary particle while generating a measurable
signal that is proportional to this energy. A calorimeter can either be made out of an absorption
material that simultaneously generates a detectable signal or out of alternating passive and active
layers of different substances where the active layer produces the signal to be measured. The former is
called homogeneous, the latter sampling calorimeter. A homogeneous calorimeter can be realized with
materials like HjO, lead-glass, NaI, CsJ, BGO etc., a sampling calorimeter with iron, lead, uranium,
marble etc. äs passive absorber and liquid argon, gas, scintillator etc. äs active detector.

Depending on the type of the primary particle that enters the calorimeter various interaction« with
the calorimeter material take place, creating secondary particles and thus giving rise to a ca$cade or
ihower. The development of such a shower and the energy deposition within the calorimeter result in
large fluctuations which limits the energy resolution.

Two klnds of showers can be distinguished, the electromagnetic and the hadronic one, with the
hadronic shower containing also an electromagnetic component.

S.1.1 Electromagnetic Showers and the Energy Resolution

Electrons and positrons within an electromagnetic shower lose their energy by collisions with atomic
electrons and by radiation of photons in the field of a nucleus. At the heginning of the shower where
the energy of the electrons is high the radiation loss dominates and determines the propagation of the
shower within the calorimeter material. The average fractional energy loss in a certain substance due
to radiation (integrated over the bremsstrahlung spectrum) in MeV per radiation length XQ is:

<^>= -§~0 t3'1)

wher«:

t [Xo\.., thickneu of material in [X0]
E [MeV],.. energy of incident electron in [AfeV].

The radiation length X0 can be calculated using the following formula [ROS52J:

4a—f-Z(Z + 1) r]
A '_L : l̂ L- (3.2)

l + 0.12 (Z/82)3 g

with:
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Q .

A
Z

ftc
mass number of material in [g]
atomic number of material
Avogadro number
classical electron radius in lern]

Table 3.1: Values of the Radiation Length X0 for Some Materials

. Material

Polystyrene
AI
Fe
Pb
U

Z

< 3.4 >
13
26
82
92

A [g]

•
26.98
55.85
207.19
238.03

[ s 1
'Um'j

1.060
2.70
7.87
11.35
18.95

X \ ]
X°[cm*\8

24.01
13.84
6.37
6.00

Xo[cm]

41.3
8.89
1.76
0.56

0.32

In Tab. 3.1 the values of XQ are given for sorne materials of interest in this work [PDG86, LOH85].
Approximately, l XQ u given by [AMA81]:

-180 4
\

< ±20% for 13 < Z < 92) (3.3)

(throughout this work au abbreviation like Q[u\s t hat the quantity Q is given in units of u).
At lower energies of the electrons the collision loss will be the dominating process. There exists

no simple expression for the probablilty of collisions in which the electron acquires an energy of the
order of the binding energy of electrons in atotns. One therefore replaces these collision losses by a
continous energy dissipation to introduce a collision loss per radiation length [ROS52]:

t (E)
dE

(3.4)

In a wide energy ränge around a certain energy c0 the variable collision loss c(E) varies only slowly
with energy E [ROS52J. Therefore one replaces the variable collision loss e (E) by a constant collision
loss £0 ~ e (to), the collision loss per radiation length of electrons with energy CQ. Under this
approximation 1 the critical energy £Q is the energy at which the radiation and collision loss of electrons
are equal. It is given by [AMA81]:

c0[MeV] =
550

< ±10% for 13 < Z < 92 J (3.5)

Values of the critical energy £0 are given in Tab. 3.2 [ROS52] for some substances.
In the following a qualitative description of the electrornagnetic shower development will be given

by considering a very simple model [ROS52].
It is assumed that each electron penetrating some material with an energy well above the critical

energy c0 emits a photon after a distance of one radiation length and that half of tbe energy of
each electron is carried away by the photon. Let each photon annihilate into an e+e~ pair after a
second radiation length and let each initial electron emit a second photon. The photon energy in
the annihilation proces» is supposed to be equally shared between the pair of particles. Compton
scattering and collision loss of electrons with energy greater than CQ has been neglected 3 in the simple
model. Those electrons with energy less than «o ar« assumed to deposit their energy inunediately via
collision loss without any further radiation. The particle and energy balance under this consideration
looks äs given in Tab.3.3.

'Thii Approximation i* called "Approximation B" [ROS52] und« the following additional asBumptioo: Compton
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Table 3.2: Values of the Critical Energy e0 for Some Materi*ls

Material

Polystyreae
AI
Fe
Pb
U

eo [WeV]

% 80
48.8
24.3
7.8
=s6

Table 3.3: Particle «nd Energy Babpce under the Conslderation of the Simple Shower Model (see Text)

Depth [JT0]

0

1

2

;

f

Numbet of Particle«

1

2

, , . *

i
2*

Energy

£

£ £
. T + 2

£ £ £ E
7 + T + I + T

JE -2-'

Process

<~

e- + 7

e~ + 7 + e+e~

Thus after t radiation lengthf the total number of electrons and photons Ne,-, is:

N - 2(•"«,7 — *

with:

t... depth in [X0]

while the energy t of each particle decreases with increasing t:

(3.6)

e = (3.7)

with:

E ... incident energy of primary electron [MeV].

The total number of particles ezceeding a certain energy t increases exponentially from t = 0 to
t = *"(e), where T(C) is the depth in units of radiation length at which the particle energy has fallen
to c:

(!.-

£ = £.2- r<*> (3.8)

: : =* r(e) = ̂ . (3.9)

In the discussion 10 far the shower particles in one step have been assumed to carry all the same
energy. Actually, at a given depth t they follow an energy distribution from which one can obtain

ng i« nejlected and thc brauHtzaUung and put production proee»»e» can be docribed by «ymptotic formuln«
for cotnplet« •deeniuc of the clectric field of the nucletu by atomic elections

'Thi* U called "Approximation A!"
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the total number of shower particles that exceed the energy £, averaged over the depth in radiation
length:

fe> = f T ' Nf„ dt
Jo

= rl"2<
Jo

In2
E/e
In2 '

(3.10)

ThJs shows that the average number of shower particles exceeding e is inverse proportional to their
energy e. The result is only valid for energies greater than the critical energy CQ. As long äs the
particle energies are above CQ the multiplication process continues. For t — e0 the maximum number
of particles is reached at tma«:

= *&•
One expects that at the depth where the number of shower particles has its maximum the energy de-
position of the shower reachea its maximum, too. Behind this depth the remaining energy is deposited
immediately via colüsion loss, according to the assumption above.

The total average number of charged particles can be determined by the use of eq. 3.10, 3.11. This
number is equal to the average total track length < T > [XQ] of charged particles in units of XQ:

2 /•'«t«
> [*o] = ~ / *«,T dt

•i Jo
E

3 In 2 £0

« -. (3.12)
s:r £0

The factor 2/3 is the ratio of charged (e + , c~) to neutral (7) particles under the assumption made
in the simple model that they all carry away an equal amount of energy after each radiation or
materialization process.

The average total track length < T > [XQ] of the charged particles is proportional to the energy
E of the primary particle. This is the important result that makes calorimetry possible.

The average detectable tradt length < Tj > [X0] is always smaller than < T > [X0} by a factor
F ( z ) :

<Td> [X0] =• F(z) -, (3.13)
£o

where, under "Approximation B" [AMA81],

In (^)] (^?-10% f » r z < 0 . 3 ) . (3.H)

with: ,
(3.15)

CQ

Ethr... threshold energy (minimum detectable energy).
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"Approximation B" i» only valid for light materials, for different materials eq. 3.15 has to be redefined
to [AMA81]:

z = 4.58 -
A CG

The factor F ( z ) in eq. 3.13 depends upon the Ihres hold energy Ethr, the minimum detectable energy
below which the detector is no more sensitive to electrons or positrons [AMA81].

In the discussion so far the average behaviour of the shower has been concerned only. A description
of the fluctuations around the average shower development can not be done on the basis of a simpllfied
model. A quantitative investigation of the fluctuations within an electromagnetic shower and of the
resulting energy resolution is only possible by the use of the Monte Carlo technique, e.g. the EGS4
shower Simulation program [NEL85].

A homogeneous lead-glass calorimeter configuration has been simulated by [LON75]. The calcu-
lated Intrinslc energy resolutibn was:

••i '<.
OB 0.7% {3U,
E *e'~ ^E[GcV}'

Experlmentally, an energy resolution of

<*E , •. 4 — 5% ,Ä .„,

was obtalned with teveral,lead-glass calorimeters large enough to fully contain the whole electro-
magnetic shower ([IWA79], and references therein). The obtainable energy resolution with lead-glass
detectors is limited by fluctuations in the number of photoelectrons (« 400 per GeV [PRE84]) pro-
duced by th« conversion of the Cherenkov light in the photomultipliers. The fluctuations in the number
of photoelectroni icalei äs l/^E[GeV] [AMA81, HOF82].
A total energy resolution of

was me&sured with a homogeneous calorimeter of JVa/(TJ)-crystals 24 A"0 deep [HUG72]. High light
yield can be achieved with thit material, so photostatistics should not be a limiting factor [PRE84]. The
minimum detectable energy Ethr is v*ry low in this detector and hence the contribution from shower
fluctuations, too. The major efiects influencing the resolution probably come from non-uniformity
in light collection throughout the volume and leakage of shower particles out of the cryst&l block s
[HUG72, PRE84].

3.2 Sampling Calorimeters

A sampling calorimeter with alternating layers of dense passive and active ab sorber materials has the
advantage of being

• rather compact in order to fully contain a shower in a reasonable length;

• adaptable to ipecific experimental requirements like electron-hadron Separation or position mea-
surements [FAB85].

On the other hand, U has the disadvantage of giving an additional contribution to the energy resolution
bec&use the total track length of the shower, which is proportional to the total energy to be measured,
is randomly subdivided ('«amptaf ) into visible and non visible parts of the total track. This leads to
fluctuations around the visible fxaction of the total energy.

These fluctuations have experimentally been studied for electromagnetic »ampling calorimeters and
compared with Monte Carlo calculations or analytic expressions.
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3.2.1 Sampling Fluctuations

Several effects contribute to the total sampling fluctuations [FAB85] :

• 'intrinsk' sampling fluctuations

• 'Landau' fluctuations

• 'path-length' fluctuations.
- •< ; • • u

Intrinsic Electromagnetic Sampling Fluctuations

The average detectable total track length of an electromagnetic shower in radiation lengths < Tj
(eq. 3.13) in a sampling calorimeter is composed of the track lengths of charged particles that cross
the individual active plates of the calorimeter. With a constant thickness d[A"0] of the calorimeter
layer (one active and one passive plate) one obtains, under "Approximation B", the average number
of charged particle crossings ('samples*) Nt in the scintillator plates:

„ . <K> [X0}_ {32())

'~ d [X0] •

With eq. 3.13:

N,~F(z) TUT}- (3-21)

Assuming that the number of tracks in the individual crossings are independent and that N, is normally
distributed one obtains a relative width of the distribution of N, given by [AMA81]:

^i = * (3.22)
N v/ÄT

and with eq. 3.21: ' ' '

Equation 3.23 does not Jiold for very small layer thicknesses were the number of crossings are no longer
uncorrelated. In addition, eqs. 3.20, 3.21, 3.23 are derived under "Approximation B" which is only
valid for light material, and it ignores transverse shower properties.

The transverse shower propagation scales in uiüts of the Moliere radius [AMA81], defined by:

cm

-
Z \M

- 7 - < ±10% for 13 < Z < 92\)- - j

with:

Em* = "ic\/— ... constant in multiple scattering theory.
v o

The Moliere radius describes the average lateral deflection of electrons with critical energy CQ after
traversing l X0. For absorber elements of high atomic number Z the transverse spread of the electro-
magnetic shower in [Xo], given by the deflection angle 0 of the track with respect to the shower axis,
is much larger than for absorber elements of low Z. The angle 0 depends on AM, i.e. on £m,/£oi and
from Monte Carlo calculations one obtains [AMA81]:

< co&O >~ cos
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Equation 3.25 U vaUd for threshold energies not too large, i.e. Ethr [MeV} < \Qlcü(MeV}. The
effective thicknefi of the layw for a shower particle is d [X0] / cos 0 and, using eq. 3.23, one obtains for
the intrinsic s&mpling fluctuations of an electromagnetic calorimeter:

E
(e) > 3.2%

\0(MeV] d[X0]
F(z) • cos I( Em. \ [GeV]

(3.26)

Equations 3.26 and 3.21 show that one has to increase the number of charged-particle crossings in
order to decrease the contribution of sampling fluctuations to the total energy resolution. This can
be done by increaiing the number of samples N. per radiation length, i.e. making the layer thickness
d [Xo] a* small äs possible.

Landau Fluctuations

Landau fluctuations arise in thln absorbers (see Appendix A) and are small for ionization losses of a
few MeV (i.e. few mm of scintillator), but are comparable to the intrinsic sampling fluctuations if the
amount of ionization los* is in the keV ränge, e.g. for gaseous detectors [FAB85]. The contribution is
estimated to [AMA81]:

(3.27)

where;
1

Aza . . . thickness of active absorber plate in [gern""3].
•

P a t h- Length Fluctuations

Ch&rged particles cao cross the active plates of a sampling calorimeter under large äs well äs small
deflection angles. The large deflection is due to multiple scattering of low-energy particles. Different
crossing angles result in path-length fluctuations. In addition, the increased multiple scattering in
dense materials makes straight crossings less probable and therefore r«duces the path-length fluctua-
tions.

In summary the Landau äs well äs the path-length fluctuations are small compared to the intrinsic
sampling fluctuations in a sampling calorimeters with dense active absorbers of a few millimeter. The
overall sampling fluctuations are dominated by the layer thickness of the calorimeter, äs given by
«q. 3.26, that determines the sampling frequency of an electromagnetic shower.

Hadronic Sampllng Fluctuations

Sampling fluctuations have been discussed so far only for electromagnetic showers. For a hadro-
nic shower in a sampllng calorimeter no equivalent description has been given so far. However, a
parametritation has been derived by [FAB85] from measurements on different hadron calorimeters:

where:

dE
= -j— (Tnip) Ax .,. miuimuro ionization loss in [A/eV] of all particles of the different

hadronic shower components in a calorimeter layer
(one active and one passive absorber plate)
of thickness Az in l—rl.

cm'

Compared to eq. 3.26 one can conclude that the hadronic samplmg fluctuations are considerably larger
than the electromagnetic ones.
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3.2.2 Sampling Fractions

By describing the shower devejopment in a calorimeter using tbe total average track length < T > [X0]
one can define an absolute energy scale in the response to an electromagnetic or hadronic shower. In
the case of a sampling calorimetei, the part of the energy that is carried away by the different kinds of
shower particles is deposited in the active (Evi,) and passive (£?i„wf») layers of the calorimeter; this leads
to the defuütion of the sampling fraction [BRÜ86], i.e. the fraction of the deposited energy detected in
the active absorber layers of the sampling calorimeter, for the different components i = 6,7,/i, mip, n
etc. of a shower: ,,. ,

5(0 =
Evi. (i)

(3.29)

where:

Evit(i)...

Einvi, (*) • • •

e, 7,/i, mip, n . .

visible energy in the active absorber plate
of shower component i
invisible energy in the passive absorber plate
of shower component i
shower component, consisting of electrons or positrons (e),
photons (7)^ hadrons (/i), minimum ionizing particles (mip),
where for neutrons (n) the energy deposition is understood to occitr
indirectly in the form of inelastic or elastic collisions of neutrons
with nuclei or protons.

The various sampling fractions 5 (t) are usually given relative to the sampling fraction of a minimum
ionizing particle, 5 (mip) = mip, where:

E (mip) =
dE
-p-
dx

Az (3.30)

with:

E (mip)...

—

energy loss of a minimum ionizing particle in the active (visible)
or passive layer (invisible)

mean energy loss of a minimum ionizing particle (see Appendix A)

in the active or passive absorber of thickness Az, tabulated in
[LOH85, STE84, PDG86].

In this section a discussion!of the e/mip-ratio for the electromagnetic shower will be given. The
ratios for the components of the hadronic shower are described in sec. 3.4.

According to the definitiori of the sampling fraction eq. 3.29, the e/mip-ratio is:

(3.31)
mip S(mip)

To measure the electromagnetic sampling fraction e one has to rescale from the measured average
pulse height of electrons (<• PJl(e) >), mostly given in units of ADC CHANNELS, to units of
energy (GeV) by taking muoni of the same energy äs the electrons. The measured electromagnetic
sampling fraction is then given äs follows:

S(e)
< PH (e) >

E
(3.32)

where:
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< PH (c) > .,. meaiured average pulse height in \ADC CH.] of electrons in the calorimeter
E ... incident energy in [GeV] of electrons or muons
A.E0 (**)... mean deposited energy of muons with energy E in [GcV] in the active absorber

plates of the calorimeter (see eq. 3.33)
PH (/i)|m ... mean value of measured pulse height distribution of muons in [ADC CH.]

with energy E (see Appendix A for detailed discussion on mean and
mo*t probable values of pulse height distribution of muons).

Under the assumption that none of the energy lost by the muons in the passive absorber is transferred
to the active plate or vice versa, the deposited energy of muons A£a (ji) in the active layer is due to
ionization, bremsstrahlung and pair production:

s«10" dB BREMS PAIR

• Azfl MeV (3.33)

with:

dz~

dE

(/*)
ION

AzB . , ,

BREMS
Aza

PAIR
Az

mean energy loss of muons due to ionization in the

active absorber of thickness Azfl in [McV]

mean energy loss of muons due to bremsstrahlung in the

active absorber of thickness Aza in [Af eV]

mean energy loss of muons due to pair production in the

active absorber of thickness A*a in [AfeV],

Instead of the
i c

•-ratio the -r-ratio of a sampling calorimeter is sometimes quoted, for example
mip

in |BOT81a,b; AKE85]. This ratio is defined äs follows [AMA81, FAB85]:

e = < PH(e) > t(n)\*°N+ c(/*)|j

A "
with:

\°N
mp E - ION (3.34)

mp

« "*

mo$t probable value of measured pulse height distribution of muons
in [ADC CS.] with energy E (see Appendix A for detailed discussion on
mean and mott probable values of pulse height distribution of muons)
moft probable energy loss of a muon at minimum ionization in [Af r V]
in the active absorber of given thickness
mott probable energy loss of a muon at minimum ionization in [A/eV]
in the passive absorber of given thickness.

The i/mip- and eV/t-ratio «e different because of the following effects:

• muons ar* only minimum ionizing at energies of 300 - 400 MeV- normally, calorimeter meajiure-
ments are performed in the GeV-range so the deposited energy is larger than at the minimum

of the ——curve because of the relativistic rise (Fig. 3.1);

• in addition, relativistic muons lose their energy by bremsstrahlung, e+ e~ pair production [LOH85]
and by normal ionization where in high-energy transfers to the atomic electrons of the absorber
material Ä-rays are produced; depending on the thickness of the absorber plate this may lead
to a tail to high energies in the distribution, known äs Landau distribution [LAN44] (see Ap-
pendix A);
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Figure 3.1: lonization Loss (dotted and dashed Imes) and Total Energy Loss (füll lines), Including lonization,
Bremsstrahlung and Pair Production, of Muons in Uranium and Polystyrene (Scintillator) äs a Function
of the Muon Energy (LOH85). The most probable lonization Loss of Muons in Uranium is plotted for
Comparison

• the muon sampling fraction is therefore energy dependent and hence'the e/p-ratio, too; this is
not the case for the sampling fraction of the minimum ionizing particle and hence the c/mtp-ratio
does not depeod on the energy;

• to obtain an approximately energy independent muon signal the most probable value of the
muon distribution FF(/i)|mp and the most probable energy loss e (/i)|0 is used which ia
ahnest energy independent äs can be seen from Fig. 3.1; the most probable value is, however,
not proportional to the thickness of the absorber that is traversed by the muon, which is true
for the mean value (see Appendix A).

As suggested also by [BRÜ86, WIG87] it is therefore more convenient to express the various
sampling fractions norznalized to the mip rather than to the £ sampling fraction because e//i-ratios
of different calorimeters and different energies are difficult to compare.

Measurements with calorimeters of different sampling configuration have been perfonned and the
response to electront in an absolute energy scale were given [ABR81, AKE85, BOTSla, CATSTb,
DRE83, HOF82, LOR87}. A survey is given in Tab. 3.4, the e/mtp-ratios have in many cases been
recalculated according to eqs. 3.32, 3.33. Despite of some uncertainties in the quoted numbers, in
particular in the obtained values from the Cu-scintiliator calorimeter, the measurements indicate that

• the e/mip-ratio is always gmaller than l for sampling calorimeters;

• the e/mip-ratio decrease* with increasing difference &Z = Zp - Za, where Za and Zp are the
atomic numbers of the active and passive absorber materials;
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• in addition, measurements with a lead-scintillator electromagnetk calorimeter of different lead
thicknesse« [HOF82, Fig. 2] indicate that the electromagnetic sainpling fraction and hence the
("/iuip-rntio decreatet with increating thickness of the lead plates at a constant thicknesi of
brintilUtor plates.

Table 3.4: Rtcalculated e/mtp-ratios from given Refercnces of P«rformed Measurements with Different
Sampling C*lorim«ters

l
mip

0.72
0.78
0.80
0.65
0.57

E [GeV]

10
5
6
1

-10-40

A2

=»23
»26
w 26
SB 79
«89

Calorimeter Configuration

25 mm Fe/5 mm Scintillator
5 mm Cu/2.5 mm Scintillator
5mm Cu/4 mm Scintillator
l mm Pb/5mm Scintillator

10mm U/2 mm Fe/ 5mm Sei

Reference

[ABR81]
[BOTSla]
[LOR87]
[DRE83]

[CAT87b]

The observed faets have been conftrmed with EGS4-Monte Carlo calculations [NEL85] by [FLA85,
BRÜ86, WTG87] and are explained with the different Z-dependences of the different processes involved:

• at the beginning of the electromagnetic shower (high energies of the shower particle«) the
bremsitrahlung (at'Z*) and pair production (a Z3) processes dominate;

• M the ihower develops, the total energy is shared between an increasingly larger number of
shower particles and therefore their average energies become lower (see eq. 3.10); electrons
and positrons start to lose their energy via iorüzation (<x 2), low energy photons by Compton
scattering (a Z) orby the highly rnaterial-dependent photoeffect (oc Zs; see for instance photon
ma»* attenuation cxirve« in [PDG86, W1G87]).

Hence, low-energy electrons get produced in high-Z absorber materials by the photoeffect and their
small amount of energy is also deposited there, cutting off significantly the low-energy component of
the electromagnetic shower.
Making the absorber plates thinner improves the ability of the low-energy electrons (created by the
photoeffect) to escape from the high-Z absorber plate. They therefore contribute more to the measured
signal in the active Uyer. Tbi» effect becomes »atuiated with a thickness of the passive absorber plates
of about > 5 mm for lead (measurement by [HOF82]) or > 3mm for uranium (simulation by [BRÜ86,
WIG87]).

.,u •

3.3 Development and Components of a Hadronic Shower in a Samp-
ling Calorimeter

3. S. l Hadronic Showers

A hadronic-initiated shower in a calorimeter arises by successive inelastic hadronic interactions of the
secondary particles with the nuclei of the absorber material. Pions and nucleons are most abundant,
their relative fraction depends only weakly on the incident energy [IWA79]. Interaction» with nuclei
can be considered äs quasl-free collisions on bound nucleons at high energies, where the primary
energy is much larger than the binding energy of the nucleons. The inelastic cross-section for primary
nucleons is approximately proportional to A3/3 and proportional to A3/4 for mesons [IWA79].

The scale for the longitudinal development of hadronic showers is given by the nuclear absorption
length

cm
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er, . . . inelastic nuclear coss section [cm3]
.4, N ̂  . . . see eq. 3.2.

In Tab. 3.5 values of A0 are listed for some materials [PDG86, LOH85],

Table 3.5: Values of the Nuclear Interaction Length for Some Materials

Material

Polystyrene
AI
Fe
Pb
U

A„f 9 ]
A°[cm'J

82.0

106.4
131.9
194.0
199.0

A0[cm]

l" 77.4
39.4
16.8
17.1
10.5

A hadronic shower consists of two components:

1. an electromagnetic component with electrons, positrons and photons due to TT°-, rj- etc. decay;

2. a hadronic component consisting of protons, pions ()r±), kaons (Ä"±), neutrons, nuclear 7-rays,
light ions etc.; there are also neutrinos and muons from TT- and Ä"-decays and a certain fraction
of neutrons that escape from detection; excitation, break-up, rearrangement and recoil of nuclei
consumes a major fraction of the available energy which will not be detected ('lost' energy).

The incident energy of the primary hadron initiating the shower is shared among these two com-
ponents:

(3.36)

(3.37)

with:

where:

/cm • •

A. . .

^em •

Eh..

E...

E
f - ^M E

fern + A = (3.38)

electromagnetic fraction (mostly neutral pions) of the incident energy E
available in the calorimeter from particles of the electromagnetic component
purely hadronjc fraction (including 'lost' energy) of the incident energy E available in the
calorimeter from particles of the hadronic component
available energy from the electromagnetic component
available energy from the purely hadronic component,
including 'lost1 energy
incident energy of primary particle.

The relative fluctuations between fem and //, lead to fluctuations between the visjble part of the
electromagnetic and hadronic component in a sampling calorimeter. This is one source of fluctuations
that contributes to the energy resolution of a hadron calorimeter. A further contribution to the energy
resolution comes from large fluctuations in the hadronic component caused by the fluctuating fractions
of energy consumption for nuclear binding energy, break-up and recoil of nuclei etc..

In order to optimize the energy resolution of a hadron calorimeter one has to minimize both kinds
of fluctuations. The mentioned fluctuations will be minimized if the e/h-r&tio becomes equal to 1. To
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explaln this one has to look at the measurable e/n-ratio that is defined äs follows:

PH(e)
PH(h)

*° , h< fem > •-=?- + < fh > ••»=-
mip mip

(3.39)

where:

< Pff(e) > ... roeasured average pulse height in [ADC CH.} of electrons with
incident energy E in the calorimeter

< PH(h) > ... measured average pulse height in {ADC CH.} of hadrons with
incident energy E in the calorimeter

-==r .., visible fraction of available energy from electrons, relative to that
mip

of a Tmnimmrt ionizing particle (mip) {sec. 3.2.2)
< /«m > ,. • average fraction of incident energy available from the electromagnetic component

(mostly T°§) in the hadronic shower:
< /,m ><«0.12ln£[GcV]
for few GeV < E < few 100 GeV [FAB85] (3.40)

T°
-=p-... viiible fraction of available energy from electromagnetic component
mip

(mostly »°s), relative to that of a minimum ionizing particle (mip)
< / * > , . . average fraction of incident energy available from the purely hadronic component

of the shower, i.e. without the electromagnetic component

-—=r- ... visible fraction of available energy of purely hadronic component,
mip

relative to that of a minimum ionizing particle (mip).

The visible parti of the »vailable energy (sampling fractions) due to neutral pions (n"0), electrons
(e) and hadrons (except neutral pions) (h) are determined by the kind of ab sorber material and the
calorimeter eonnguration. Thia was discussed in the last section for electrons and'will be described in
the next section for hadrons. If the relative sampling fractions of all three components e/mip, T°/mtp
and h/mip can be made equai by the use of the appropriate absorber material and configuration, the
measurable e/h-ratio will be equal to l, äs can be seen from eqs. 3.39, 3.38. This means that the
average responie of the calorimeter to hadrons would be independent of the fluctuations between the
electromagnetic and hadronic component of the hadronic shower thus improving the energy resolution.

For eqjual connguration of the electromagnetic and hadronic section of a calorimeter the sampling
fraction *°/mip of the electromagnetic component, (mostly neutral pions) is equal to the sampling
fraction of electrons, c/mip. This was shown by Monte Carlo simulations [AND87b, ZEU87]. One
therefore ha» to eompentatc for the undetectable part of the available energy of the hadronic component
to achieve i/mip = n/rnip and hence an optimum energy resolution.

The hadronic component can be decomposed into fractions with different responses in the calori-
meter [BRÜ86]. Together with the underlying nuclear processes, this will be discussed in more detail
in sec. 3,4,

In the following some values of the energy resolution and of c//i*ratios obtained with different
hadron c&lorimeters will be listed to illustrate the connection between both quantities. Most of the
hadron calortmeters are sampling calorimeters but for comparison the result of a measurement with a
komogeneout liquid scintillator hadron calorimeter (8.7 A0 deep) will be given [BEN75] (no e/h-i&tio
is quoted from this measurement). With this latter calorimeter an energy resolution for hadrons of

~(h)-12% 2QGeV < E < ISOGeV (3.41)
hi
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was measured, parajnetrized [AMA81] for fully contained hadronic showers äs:

i ? - ; . . < lf(/l> = JElGeV] + 9% *3'42*

with: •) ,

E... energy of incident hadrons in [GeV].
With a fine graizied tampling hadron calorimeter of 38 units of 8 cm thick marble (CaCOs) plates

äs passive absorber and 3cm thick scintillator plates and proportional tubes äs active media (7.7 A0

in total) the CHARM collaboration [CHA87] achieved an energy resolution of

^j-(h) = -^==L=^ + 1.27% ± 0.3% Scintillator (3.43)

+ 8'10% ± IM Proportional Tubes (3.44)

for hadrons in the energy ränge of 7.5 to 140 GeV. An additional contribution to the energy resolution
is included in the given numbers due to sampling fluctuations (see sec. 3.2.1).

A much finer sampling calorimeter with 3 modules of 5 mm copper and 2.5 mm scintillator and 3
modules of 5 mm lead and 2.5 mm scintillator (6.9 A0 deep in total) was exposed to pions of 5, 7 and
10 GeV [BOTSlb]. The obtained energy resolution for hadrons was:

ffK/L. (50.6-53.8)%

The presented calorimeter configurations yield a measured e/h-ratio larger than l, i.e. for the
CHARM-calorimeter [CHA87]

T = l-27|75G.v-» l-*3|WG«v Scintillator (3.46)n

- = l-18|r.BGeV ~* i-O'luocY Proportional Tube s (3.47)
! * • • • •

and for the Cu/Pb-calorimeter [BOTSlb]

r / \ l.«ls.Ta«v t3-48)

As dlscussed in MC. 3.3.1 a compensating calorimeter (e/h ss l) should give a better energy
resolution for hadrons. Thls was experimentally verified by [BOTSlb] with a calorimeter configuration
of 2 and 3mm uranium and 2.5mm scintillator plates (total depth: 6.9 AO). The obtained energy
resolution for hadrons fräs:

(3.49)
E * '

The e//i-ratio was measured to 1.09 - 1.15, but is probably influenced by transverse and longitudinal
leakage and by the light attenuation length of the wavelength shifter through which the signal is
transported to the photomultipliers (see sec. 4.5.4).

3.3.2 Longitudinal and Transverse Hadronic Shower Development

The average longitudinal and lateral propagation of hadronic showers will be considered first before
the individual components are discussed in more detail.

The average longitudinal distribution scales approximately in units of the mteraction length AQ.
The first interaction of the incoming hadron with the absorber material is import&nt for the further
longitudinal developmcni of the shower. Close to the shower vertez one observes an enh&ncement in
the longitudinal dis^ribution due to the contribution of the electromagnetic component. For larger
distances from the styqwer vertex the distribution decreases ezponentially [CATSTb].
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The vertices of hadronic showers are distributed over the whole depth of the calorimeter. Its
number decreases exponentially äs the distance from the front end of the calorimeter increases. The
resultlng average shower distribution rises close to the front end of the calorimeter and falls ahnost
exponentially with growing depth. This behaviour results frora the superposition of many showers
close to the front end of the calorimeter and a diminishing number of interactions far away.

In transverse direction the distribution depends on the longitudinal propagation with a rather
narrow cor« of the shower (0.1-0.5 Ä0 fwhm) that increases with the depth in the calorimeter [PAB85],
This eore eonsists of high-energetic particles while it is surrounded by low-energetic ones, mainly
neutrons and photons, at a considerable distance (few cm) away from the shower axis. The following
parametrization* are found from experimental data [FAB85]:

• th« poiition of the shower maximum:

tmo.[Ao] - 0.2 In E[GeV] + 0.7 (3.50)
AH'

where:

t'iax • • • depth in [ AO] »t which the maximum of the shower occurs
E ... energy of incident hadron in [GeV];

• longitudinal Containment of 95% of the shower energy:

- t™* [Ao] + 2.5 Aatt[A0] (3.51)

where A«« is the exponential decay length of the shower beyond fmox in [Ao] given approximately
by:

'

• transverse radius for 95% of energy Containment (very approximative):

Ä»s% < AO. (3.52)
»dir! i.

Tbere is an addition&l leakage from the front side of the calorimeter called albedo. It is due to
neutrons and backscattered secondaries. The resulting energy leakage is estimated to be 2-3% with
large fluetuation» because of the small number of secondaries at the early stage of the shower [IWA79].

The energy reiolution of a calorimeter is more effected by longitudinal than by transverse leakage
because the fluctuations among the average longitudinal energy deposition are much larger than that
in transverse direction. Incomplete Containment of the hadronic showers deteriorates the energy
resolution because of the following effects:

• in the case of energy leakage the total pulse height becomes smaller resulting in an asymmetric
distribution of the hadronic response;

• the average hadronic response of the calorimeter will not scale linearly with the energy E of the
incident hadron a* well äs the resolution will not scale with l/^/E[GeV].

The total length of a hadron calorimeter should be about 8 AO in order to contain 95% of the energy
of 350 GeV carried by an incident pion [FAB85]. With a calorimeter set-up described in KC. 5.2.1
more detailed criteria häve been derived for the longitudinal Containment of a hadron calorimeter at
different energiei [KRÜ86, CAT87b].

3. 3. S Hadronic Shower Composition

Although the individual physical processes involved in hadronic showers are quite weU understood, the
interplay of the varitms hadronic processes, influenced in addition by the alternation of active (low-Z)
and passive (high-Z) m&terial of a sampling calorimeter, leads to a very complex development of such
a shower. This makes a deseription of its various stages rather complicated. Therefore, only a brief
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generalized picture of a hadronic shower in a uranium-scintillator sainph'ng caJorimeter will be given.
Emphasis is put on those components t hat give a niain contribution to the energy resolution; a pure
hadronic shower is aasumed, i.e. without an electroinagnetic component.

The first interaction of a charged pion or proton with the calorimeter material will probably be ion-
/ dE ION \ dB ION

'ization loss (see Fig. 3.2} in the passive l -r-(p, Tf±) and active l — (p, jr
V

Az,^ dx
layer. A signal will be created in the active layer only. The hadronic interaction with the absorber
material at high energies (£50MeV) is a spallation process, i.e. a series of independent particle-
particle collisions inside the nucleus and subsequent deexcitations by particle emissions and evapora-
tion [ARM83]. For heavy nuclei, the spallation process is accompanied by high-energy proton induced
fission and by fast neutron induced fission in the case of J38E7 at each step of the deexcitation process.
The fraction on the total inelastic cross section due to proton induced fission is (see Appendix B):

• in p-Pb reactions [PAP66, BRA71]:

^ i£-J2 _ o.05 - 0.1 (3.53)

where:

<TJ (Pb(p, /"))... cross section of proton induced fission in [fr]
<7t... total inelastic cross section in [6]

• in p- U reactions:

g/* tP' JJ = 0.6 - 0.8 , (3.54)

where the maximum fissionability occurs in the energy region of the protons of 100 - 300 MeV
[PAP66].

Several competing nuclear reactions occur if a high energy hadron interacts with a nucleus and,
because they are the decisive mechanisms in hadron calorimeters, they will be described in more
detail. The description is based on the cascade model for higher energies (£50 MeV) of the projectile,
introduced by R. Serber (see, for instance, [ARM83, ATC79, HIN81, HYD64, SNQ81]) and on the
model of the compound nucleus (see, for instance, [SEG77, MAY79]) for the low energy ränge (few
MeV up to - 50 MeV).

A spallation process with its subsequent steps of deexcitations develops äs follows:

1. At high energies (•£ 50 MeV) the charged penetrating particle interacts with individual nucleons
inside the target nucleon because of their low binding energy (~ 8 MeV) relative to the energy
of the incoming particle; this leads to an intranuclear cascade propagating through the nucleus
during a short tjme interval of ( Ä 10~".j while a few nucleons and mesons of relatively high
energy (— 100 MeV) can leave the target nucleus. Some of them wiU excite further (internvclear)
cascades or, moitly high-energy or cascade neutrons, will leave the entire target. A long-lived
(~ 10~17j) so called compound nucleus is formed in the medium energy ränge (few MeV up to
~ 50 MeV) of the incoming charged projectile.

2. The excited rest nuclei undergo deexcitation within t äs 10~lfl.s [PAP66, BRÜ87] in successive
evaporation steps of nucleons; for heavy nuclei deexcitation is in competition with either further
evaporation, mpstly neutrons because of the Coulomb barrier for protons and light jons, or
high-energy (>, lOOÄfeV) n- äs well äs p- and tr- jnduced primary ßssion. The highly excited
fragments will subsequently evaporate further neutrons, which in the case of 238f7 will result in
»econdary fission».
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Figxire 3.2: Block Diagram of a Simplified Pure Hadronic Shower in a 238U-Scintillator Calorimeter (the
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Fig. 3.3 showi the measured neutron spectrum from a moderated source, built of a Pb- or U-target
that was surrounded by light water or polyethylene for neutron moderation and bombarded by protons
of 590 MeV and 1100 MeV [HIN81]. One observes an enhancement in the neutron energy ränge from
— 20 to ~ lOOAfeV which is due to the high-energetic neutrons relcased during the intranuclear
cascade step.

The highly excited fission fragments evaporate neutrons with a higher average kinetic energy than
the evaporated neutrons from the parent 3M17 nuclei of the same excitation energy. This is shown in

-
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Figure 3.4: Dependence of the Mean Kinetic Energy of the Evaporation Neutrons on the Excitation Energy
of the Parent 33*U Nucleus for Atomic Masses 238 (Parent Nucleus), 119 (Symmetrie Fission) and 98,
140 (Asymmetrie Fission) [ATC79J

Fig. 3.4 [ATC79] äs a result from a statistical model calculation for a parent 338 U nucleus and is simply
because the excitation energy per nucleon is higher in the fission fragments than in the parent nucleus.
Fragments of n-induced fission of 338 U have an excitation energy of 20 - 30 MeV [HÜBSl]. This will
lead to neutron emissicrai with an average kinetic energy of the neutrons of about 1.9 MeV, according
to the parametrization of the evaporation spectrum of neutrons from fission fragments [SEG77]:

exp(-aß) MeV -i (3.55)

where:

E...
a = 0.775 [MeV-1] ...

kinetic energy in [A/eV] of the evaporated neutrons from fission fragments
parameter obtained from measurements.
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Those neutrons are able to induce further fissions in 33SU nuclei because of the low fissjon threshold
at ~ 1.2 MeV. Hence, the fission capability of 238U leads to an enhancement above ~ 2MeV in the
total neutron spectrum of spallation reactions ("hardening" of the neutron spectrum) [ARM83].

In summary, the neutron spectrum due to spallation processes in heavy nuclei consists of the
following components:

• a low energy component (few MeV) of evaporation neutrons from compound nuclei with a
neutron enhancement above ~ 2 MeV for 338t7 (slow neutrons);

• a high energy component (-~ 20 to several 100 MeV) of cascade neutrons released in the in-
tranuclear cascade process (high-energy neutrons).

During the evaporation step only very few charged particles like protons and alpha particles are
%

released because of the Coulomb barrier of the excited nucleus. It is proportinal to — p and amounts
A*

to ^ 14 MeV for a proton in 238U. Ahnost all protons are therefore produced in the fast cascade step
with a fraction approximately equal to the fraction of protons to neutrons of the target nucleus, i.e.

N (n) A - Z
Measured spectra for secondary proton and pion production cross section for 590 MeV incident

protons on uranium and lead under two difFerent laboratory emission angles are shown in Fig. 3.5
[HIN81]. The data are corrected for energy loss in the target material, the target thicknesses are
3.1mm (U) and 4.4mm (Pb). Measurements with 1100 MeV protons on a 2.5cm thick lead target
indicate that the energy of the emitted protons is ahnost proportional to the energy of the incident
protons [HIN81]. Integrating over the observed energy ränge yields the cross section given in Tab. 3.6.
At this particular proton energy and the given emission angles one observes that proton production

Table 3.6: Differential Cross Section for Secondary Proton- and Pion-Emission from Uranium and Lead for
Bombardmcnt by 590 MeV Protons

Emission

Angle [<•]

90

157

Particle

P
T*

P

W±

Pb

da \mb~\ [i^\3

5.0
25.1
10.4

U
da [mfrl
55 M

97.6
7.4

26.0

10.5

in the spallation process is more abundant than pion production.
If the remaining excitation energies of the hit nuclei or the fission fragments are less than the

binding energy of a nucleon, further deexcitation will proceed via 7-emission. Most of the photons are
prompt, whereas n-capture of 3MC7 leads to a delayed 7-radiation [BRÜ85].

Having discussed so far only the individual nuclear reactions, their interplay in a massive 33*17
äs well äs in a calorimeter stack of 338U or Pb and plastic scintillator will now be explained. An
experimental investigation has been done by [LER86] to study the components of a hadronic shower
and to determine the neutron yield in massive 238U, in a uranium-scintillator stack and also in lead.
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These measurements are based on the analysis of radioactivity induced by protons of 591 McV
and negative charged pions of 300 GeV incident on a massive 238f7 stack, a calorimeter Stack with
3mm and 9mm thick 238[7 and 2.5mm scintillator plates äs well äs a stack of 50mm thick Pb
plates interleaved with 3 mm 23S U plates to measure the neutron yield. From the measurement of the
radioactive isotope distribution after the dismanteling of the stack one was able to deduce informations
on the hadronic shower composition at different positions (see [LER86] for details of measurements).
Protons of 591 MeV have been selected because JT° production is negh'gible at this energy [LER86],
but increases with energy according to eq. 3.40.

The result of the measurements shows that after 0.6 A0 in the massive 238U Stack the spallation
products are strongly concentrated near the beam axis since they are predominantly produced by
primary particles (see Fig. 3.6). The same is true for fission products which in addition give a wider
tail in the transverse direction due to the n-induced pari. This is because of the mean free path of
the neutrons, which lies in the order of a few cm. For the same reason the products of the neutron
capture process are widely distributed laterally.

Table 3.7: Number of Fiisions generated and Number of Neutrons captured per GeV of deposited Hadronic
Energy for DifTerent Calorimeter Configurations [LER86]

Calorimeter
Configuration

Total Number
of Fissions
per GeV

Fraction on Total
Number of Fission«
per GeV induced by

Charged Particlei
Neutron Induced

Fission Yield
Relative to Yield
in Massive 33*17

Number of Neutrons
captured per GeV

Number of Neutron-
Induced Fission
to Number of

Neutron Capture»

Incident Particle
and Energy

p (591 MeV)
T- (300 GeV)

p (591 MeV)

p (591 MeV)

p (591 MeV)

p (591 MeV)

Massive
238 V

9.8 ± 1.3
4.1 ± 0.4

100 %

43 ± 7

20% ± 1%

3 mm338 U
2.5mm Scint.

8.0 ± 1.1

14 % ± 2 %

80% ± 3%

47 ± 8

14%± 1%

9 mm238 17
2.5 mm Scint.

8.9 ± 1.2

90% ± 3%

51 ± 13

15%± 2%

50 mm Pb
3mm"*l7 t

5.7 ± 0.8

53% ± 5%

14 ± 3

33% ± 3%

' The given numbers are the neutron-induced fission or the neutron captures measured with thin
uranium plates inserted in a massive lead block (see text)

The longitudinal distributions of the spallation and fission products measured in the massive 238U
stack are shown in Fig. 3.7. The number of spallation products decre&ses smoothly with increasing
depth until a proton ränge of ~- 1.3 AO, where it drops steeply. At ~ 0.3 AO the number of fissions
shows it» maximum and decreases until a rapid drop occurs again at ~ 1.3 AQ. This is the ränge of the
protons that may induce fission in the 33*[7 target. From this measurement it can also be concluded
that pion production is not significant at this energy. For completeness, the distribution of neutron
capture products is also shown.

Photonuclear reactions like 23*U(f ,n)t37U or 33BU(-y ,j»)33TPa could also be detected in this mea-
surement: the transverse distribution of 737U nuclides is rauch more concentrated near the beam axis
than that of the fusion products; longitudinally a pronounced deviation frorn a smooth curve was
found at around 10 Xo that was attributed to the maximum of the electromagnetic shower generated
by the high-energy 7-component.
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The results obtained from these measurements have been used [LER86] to derive the number of
fissions per GeV for the different Stack configurations, which are listed in Tab. 3.7,

The result» of the fission yield measurements can be summarized äs follows:

• the total number of fissions decreases if scintillator is the readout material between uranium
plates and this effect becomes strenger if the ratio of uranium plate thickness to scintillator
plate thickness becomes smaller;

t comparing the massive 238U with the Pb configuration the neutron yield in lead (measured with
inserted uraniura plates) is 53% of the neutron-induced fission yield in massive 238U. Further-
more, the neutron yield in lead is 33% of the number of neutrons captured by 338t7 which has
to be compared with 20% for massive 338U. Neutron capture by 238U occures in the resonance
region of the neutron energy of 10 - 1000eV [HÜB81] (see Appendix B) while the neutrons,
capable to induce fission in 238t7, must have energies > 1.2 A/eV; the conclusion is that in lead
the neutron spectrnm is harder;

• in the measurementi performed with a 300 GeV TT~ beam incident on the massive 338U »tack one
observes that 58% ± 7% of the deposited energy results from the electromagneüc component
(in fair agreement with eq, 3.40 yielding ~ 68%); the total number of fissions obtained from the
measurements at this energy includes an estimated fraction of 7-induced fissions of about 1%.

A remarkable difference has been seen between the massive 238 U stack and the 3 mm 338 U-2.5 mm
scintillator configuration:
Slow neutrons produced in »pallation or fission reactions have, äs mentioned previously, an energy of
< 20 M eV, but before they eventually induce further fissions they will scatter both elastically and
inelastically off the target nuclei. Organic scintillator material contains free protons so the neutrons
will undergo elastic np-collisions with the protons of the scintillator. The energy loss E of neutrons with
energy EQ in an elastic collision under the scattering angle 0 in the center-of-mass system is given by
E A7 + l +2Ata*0 ,
— 5= 7-7 r^——- Elastic np-scattermg is the dominating process of energy loss of neutrons
£>Q (A + l)' **
In the icintillator wherea« in 238U inelastic collision» dominate. Neutrons will be slowed down very
fast (moderatlon) if scintillator plates are inserted between the uranium plates thus dropping below
the ftssion threshold of 23*U of 1.2 MeV and beeing captured much closer to their creation point by
3S*U nuclei in the retonance region 10 — lOOOeV. As measured, the number of fissions decreases if
scintillator plates interleave the uranium plates.

Suxnmarizing, the following hadron induced interactions take place in a calorimeter:

• the main nuclear reactions are spallation, high energy (~ 100 M eV) p-,*-- and n- äs well äs low
energy (~- 2AfeV) n-induced fission, evaporation, n-capture and -y-emission;

• neutrons of different energy, protons, to a smaller extend pions and prompt äs well äs delayed
nuclear 7-rays are secondary products of these reactions that can contribute to the measurable
signal in a hadron calorimeter;

• fast neutrons (~ 100 MeV) are produced during the intranuclear cascade step, neutrons of
"- 2 to ~ 20MeV are evaporated after high-energetic p-, -K- and n-induced and low-energetic
n-induced fission, respectively, while neutrons are captured in the resonance region of 23*17 at
10- 1000 eV.

Interleaving 3 mm 23*[7 plates with 2.5 mm scintillator plates reduces the total number of fisiions per
GeV from 9.8 in massive 23817 to 8,0 and increases the neutron capture yield by 9% relative to the
yield in massive 33817 due to the moderation of neutrons via elastic collisions in the scintillator.

The total visible calorimeter signal will result from all these components if their relative fraction
ts taken into account. This is the subject of the next section.



3.4 Calorimeter Response to the Shower Components

The average response of the hadronic shower has been considered in terms of an average fraction on
the inddent energy available from the electromagnetic and the pure hadronic component (sec. 3.3.1).
This average hadronic response has been compared to the average response of an electromagnetic
shower ( (e /h)m ) and it was shown that the fluctuations in the detected energy can be minimized if
the nieasureable e//i-ratio is 1. A discussion of the different components, of their influences on the
average hadronic response and on the e//i-ratio will be given in this section.

The purely hadronic component of a shower, i.e. without the electromagnetic component, will be
considered in this d^sqassion; accordingly, the e//i-ratio to be considered here is not the mensurable
but the intrinsic e//i;r.atio of the calorimeter. The intrinsic e//i-ratio is defined äs follows:

where:

l'ON

mip

mip

< A >

i
mip

with:

mip

fi
ION
-^=^

mip

(3.56)

+ <
mip mip

average'fraction of the incident energy available from ionization
due tö protons, pions and muons, excluding the electromagnetic fraction

• ' ' ' - , •
sampling fraction of protons, muons and pions, relative

. {" v > '

to the sampling fraction of a minimum ionizing particle (mip)
(see e,q'.?3,29)
average fraction of the incident energy excluding the electromagnetic component
available from neutrons with E < 20MeV from evaporation,
from fission induced by high-energy protons, pions and neutrons and from
fission induced by slow neutrons of E < 2QMeV

sampliug fcaction of energy deposit of neutrons, relative

to the sanipling fraction of a minimum ionizing particle (mip)
(see eq. 3.29)
average fraction of the incident energy excluding the electromagnetic component
available from nuclear 7-rays of deexcitation i) during spallation reactions,
ii) via inelastic (n, «'7) reactions and iii) during fission or
iv) neutron capture reactions; i) - iii) are prompt 7-rays while
iv) are delayed

sampling fraction of photons, relative to the sampling fraction of a minimum

ionizing1 particle (mip) (see eq. 3.29)

where:

// + /n + A + /£, =

Ej + En + E^ + EL

E - Em
(3.57)
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/L ... fraction of,incident energy that is 'lost' because it goes into nuclear binding energy
break-up of nuclei, recoil energy of the target nucleus and neutrinos

Ej ... available energy in form of ionization
En • > • available energy from neutrons
£, ,.. available energy from nuclear 7-rays
E,m ... available energy from the electromagnetic component (mostly T°S)
EL ... nondetectabl* energy that goes into binding energy,

break-up of nuclei, recoil energy of the target nucleus and neutrinos.

Both (e/h)m- and (e/h)i-ratios become identical if the e/mtp-ratio is equal to the h/mip-ratio äs
can be seen from eq. 3.39 assuming that e/mip = Tr°/mip. Except for low energies (<,2GeV) where
the incident hadron does not generate a hadronic shower the average fractions of the incident energy
< /; >.< fn >•>< A > are almost energy independent and are specific constants determined by
the absorber material of the calorimeter. The intrinsic e/h-ratio is therefore a specific quantity of
a speciftc calorimeter configuration while the measurable e/h-ratio contains the energy dependent
variable < /<m > (eqi, 3.39, 3.40). It is possible to achieve a measurable e/h-ratio equal to l if the
average fraction < /cm > can be measured on an event-by-event basis. Eq. 3.39 shows th&t in this case
the me&sured fraction /,m has to be multiplied by a certain factor for each event in a way that (e/h)m

becomet 1. To estimate the fraction ftm the sampling calorimeter has to have a fine longitudinal
segmentation to resolve the electromagnetic shower. This method of achieving a measurable e/h-ratio
equal to l ii known a* CDHS correction [ABR81] and has been introduced by [DIS79].

The average fractions of the incident energy available from the different hadronic shower compo-
nenti have been calculated by the use of Simulation programs, of which the HETC [CHA72] can be
regarded äs the most elaborate one, Various calorimeter configurations have been studied with the
program package CALOR including the HET-Code (e.g. [GAB73, GAB78, GAB85, BRA85]), but
only reiult« for the configurations of interest will be given here [GAB85]. One calorimeter consists of
3,6mm Pb embedded into two 1.2mm AI plates and 3mm plastic scintillator plates, the second is a
design of 72 cells with 2 mm U and 3 mm plastic scintillator plates followed by 275 cells of 3 mm U
and 3 mm plastic scintill&tor plates. In Tab. 3.8 the available energies from a proton of 5 GeV incident
on the two calorimeter configurations mentioned above are üsted. The absolute values of the available
energy in the entire calorimeter (passive and active absorber plates) in MeV are given in the first
colmnn for each configuration. There is energy deposited directly in form of ionization energy (pri-
mary and secundary protons, charged pions and muons) and dcctromagnetic energy from electrons,
posltroni and photons of electromagnetic interactions (mainly from x°-decay) or source energy from
neutron* during spallation and fission reactions and nuclear f-rays. For each of these form» of energy
the fractional available energy is listed in the second column. In order to discuss the average fractions
< / > of the incident euergy contributing to the mtrmjiic e/h-ratio (eq. 3.56) the pure hadronic energy
without the «lectromagnetic energy (E - Eern) will be considered. Taking the pure hadronic energy
a» 100% the average fractiom of the different forms of available energy is given in the third column of
Tab. 3,8. The results given in Tab. 3.8, subdivided into the different forms of energy deposition, can
be interpreted äs follows:

• Energy m Form of lonination
The overwhelming pari of the ionization loss is due to secondary protons, most of them released
In tpallation proces&es, äs explained above. The fraction on the total ionization due to »econdary
proton» is 71.67« for the Pb-SCI calorimeter and 70.4% for the U-SCI calorimeter (for Fe-SCI
it i* 74.5%, taken from the same reference [GAB85]). As discussed above, this energy loss de-
pend* on Z/A, the fraction of protons in the target nuclei and on Z/A i, the Coulomb barrier
for charged particles. The smaller the ratio Z/A, the smaller the number of proton» released
during spallation and hence the ionization loss. For j^U, Z/A = 38.7%, which is about 2.4%
»maller th&n for "ffiPb. Hence, the ionization loss due to secondary protons is smaller in the
U-SCJ (29.4%) than in the Pb-SCJ (33.4%) configuration.
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Table 3.8: Energy AvaÜable from a 5 GeV Proton in a Pb-Scintillator and U-Scintillator Calorimeter äs
caiculated with CALOR (the time cut is 50 n,«) [GAB85]; < / > denotes the Average Fraction of the
Hadronic Energy ava!labte from the DifFerent Components of the Hadronic Shower (eq. 3.56); (for an
Explanation of the Different Components see Text)

Energy in Form
of Ionisation

Primary p
Secondary p

T±

t*

Electromagnetic
Energy (c±,7,'mostly

from ir0-decay)
Neutrons

neutrons with
En < 20 MeV.

(neutrons from high-
energy p-,T- and n-induced

Assion included, but
neutrons from induced

fission by neutrons
ofEn < W MeV

excluded)

fission produced
neutrons with

< En > = 2 M e V
from n-induced fission
with En < WMeV

Photons from
Nuclear Interactions

7 (excitation)
7 (high-encrgy

p-, T-, and n-induced fission)
T {neutron capture,

(n,n'7 )-reactioju
and n-induced fission

(En < ZQMeV))
ESUM

E — Eem
E

Pi>-Scintillator [ L'-ScintUlator

Deposited Energy

[MeV]

1877

211
1415
344

7
764

616
516

SOS

106
0

202

3565

4236

5000

[%]

100.0

10.7
71.6
17.4
0.3

100.0
100.0

100.0

34.4
0.0

65.6

< / >

[%]

46.7

5.0

33.4
8.1
0.2

12.1
12.1

7.3

2.5
0.0

4.8

100.0

Deposited Energy

[MeV]

1838

216
1294
323
5

607

855

646

209

940

89
120

740

4249
4393
5000

[%]

100.0

11.8
70.4
17.5
0.3

100.0
75.6

24.4

100.0

9.4
12.6

78.0

< / >

(%]

41.8

4.9

29.4
7.4
0.1

19.5

14.7

4.8

21.6

2.0
2.7

16.9

100.0
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The pion yield during spallation is small (8.1% Pb-SCJ, 7.4% U-SCI). In 33817, the minimum-
ionizing protons lose about 220 MeV on the average before they undergo a nuclear interaction;
below ~ 150 MeV this is the only way of energy loss for about 90% of the protons, i.e. they do
not perform any further nuclear interaction [WIG87]. This leads to a nonlinear hadron response
at low energies (< 2GeV).

• Neutron*
The fraction on the incident energy going into neutron production in high-energy p-,T- and n-
induced fissions is higher in the U-SCI configuration because there is an additional contribution
froro fissions induced by low-energy neutrons (> 1.2MeV) if 338U is used äs passive absorber
material.

- Neutrons with En < 20 MeV from p-,T- and n-induced fission except neutrons from in-
duced f iss iun by neutrons of E„ < 20 MeV:
those neutrons are created during the intranuclear cascade or in high-energetic p-,ir- and
n-induced fissions; although an energy of about 200 MeV per high-energetic p-,*- and n-
induced flssion is released (almost all of it (~ 170 MeV) in form of heavy fragment recoil),
this energy remains almost invisible because it is deposited within the lead or uranium
plate [GAB78].

.
- Neutrons with < En > = 2 MeV from induced fission by neutrons of En < 20 MeV:

the fragments of slow neutron-induced fission of 33817 evaporate further neutrons with a
mean energy of 2 MeV; at this energy the cross section for elastic np-scattering in }H (see
Appendix B) becomes larger than the cross section for inelastic np-scattering in uranium.

• Nuclear -j-Ray«
The decxcitation of the nucleus occurs in form of photon emission during spallation reactions,
in inelastic (n, n ' f ) reactions or during fission or n-capture processes. Photons from n-capture
processei are delayed because the neutrons to be captured have to be slowed down until they
reach the low energy ränge where the cross section for neutron capture is high. Photons emitted
in all the other deexcitation processes are prompt. The yield of 7-rays is much greater in the
U-SCI configuration (21.6%) than in the Pb-SCI one (7.3%) because of the induced fission by
slow neutrons (En < 20MeV) and neutron capture in 238U.

After the discussion of the deposited fraction of the incident energy by the different components of
the hadronic shower the visible part (sampling fraction) of each component (see eq. 3.56} in a sampling
calorimeter will be described:

• The i/mip-ratio has been discussed previously (see. 3.2.2); it decreases with increasing atomic
number Zp of the passive absorber, and the larger the difference Zp - Za the smaller this ratio
becomes. Below a thickness of ^- 6 mm of the passive absorber plate it increases with decreasing
thicltnesB of the passive absorber plate if the thickness of the active absorber plate remains
constant [BRÜ86, WIG87].

• The ION/mtp-ratio is the visible ionization loss of the protons, charged pions and muons in
the hadronic shower, relative to the samplingfraction of a minimum ionizing particle; because
protons are dominant (seeJTab. 3.8), the p/mtp-ratio determines this visible energy fraction in
the calorimeter. The p/rmp-ratio shows the different dependences stated below [WIG87]:

1. Limited ränge of low energy protons in dense absorber material (e.g. a 40 MeV proton has
a ränge of 3 mm in uranium): therefore p/mt'p decreases for low energy protons.

j E1

2. The ratio of ionization losses in the active and passive absorbers, -^(p)
dx

protons at low energies differs from the ratio of a minimum ionizing particle,

for

dE( • ^— (rmp)
dE

l ~(mip) , depending on the material combination. This ratio relative to
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that of a minimum ionizing particle is given in Tab. 3.9 (dE/dx-vaiues are calculated
according to the formula given in [LOH85]). Therefore p/mip increases for proton energies
<

Table 3.9: — (j

dE
Relative to -r~(mip)

dx

for Protons in Different Material Combinations at the given Energies,

dE
l —(mip) of a Minimum lomzing Particle (a: actjve, p: passive absorber layer)

E
[MeV]

10
100
1000

Polystyrene
Uranium

1.6367
1.0894
0.9405

Polystyrene
Lead

1.6050
1.0893
0.9400

Polystyrene
Iren

1.2233
1.0355
0.9732

3. The light output of a scintillator does not increase linearly with the specific energy loss
of a traversing particle due to Saturation effects. Those effects are caused by ionization
quenching of particles with higher ionization t hau fast electrons (> WOkeV) according to
the semiempirical relation [BJR64]:

dL
dx

p _ dt (3.58)

dx

where:

dL»

5 . . .
k...
_ dE

specific light yield in the scintillator due to the ionization loss

of protons [^1
absolute scintillation efficiency per l MeV electron
quenching parameter; kB in j^^^,»

specific density of ionized and excited molecules

along the particle track.

The factor kB has a specific value for a certain scintillator type. 1t has been measured
by [BEC85] for three types of scintillator s. The results are given in Tab. 3.10. These

Table 3.10: Valucs of kB for Different Scintillator Types

Scintillator

NE 102A
Altustipe UV

SCSN-38

™ [infer]
0.00893 ± 0.00007
0.00978 ± 0.00009
0.00835 ± 0.00007

measurements show that SCSN-38 provides a higher light yield from proton ionizations
compared to the other organic scintillators because of the small kB -value. Because of the
nonlinear respons« of the scintillator to protons the p/mip decreases at lower energies of
the protons.

4. For very low-energy protons the influence of multiple scattering in the absorber material
with high atomic number Z will become larger: therefore p/mip decreasea for low energy
protons.
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The combined effects äs function of the proton energy (Fig.3.8) and thicknesses of the ura-
nium äs well äs the sdntillator plates (Fig.3.9) have been studied by the use of a Simulation

dE
program [WIG87]. At low proton energies (Fig.3.8) the energy deposition — in the 2.5mm

scintillator plates increases before it falls steeply for proton energies below 50 MeV. The p/mip-
ratio decreases rapidly for proton energies below ~ 100 MeV. The thicknesses of the absorber
plates inilneiice* the p/mip-ratio (Fig.3.9) in a way that for a fbced scintillator-plate thickness
(2.5mm) the p/m*p-ratio increases slightly with the uranium-plate thickness until it becomes
constant above ~ 3mm. For a futed thickness of the uranium-plate the p/mip-ratio decreases
considerably with the thickness of the scintillator plates.
In »ummary, the ION/mip-ratio and hence the hadronic calorimeter response can be increased
If one uses thin scintillator plates in connection with passive absorber material of high atomic
number Z.

The dominating energy deposition of neutrons at low energies (< 20 MeV) is by np-scattering
(see cross section for n —*} H in Appendix B) and, because 2.5 mm scintillator corresponds to the
ränge of a proton possessing ™- 17 MeV [WIG87], all the energy carried by recoil protons will be
deposited in the scintillator [BR.Ü85]. Again, Saturation effects in the scintillator at low proton
energies according to Birk's law (eq. 3.58) make the signal due to proton recoil less dependent
on the low energy of the neutrons. Because this signal is produced within the scintillator plate
the energy deposited in form of proton recoil due to neutron-proton collisions is not sampled
by the calorimeter in the same way äs the signal of a minimum ionizing particle. Hence, in a
sampling calorimeter with active layers containing free protons the n/mip-ratio depends mainly
on the sampling fraction of a minimum ionizing particle in such a way that [BRU86, WIG87]:
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1. decreasing the Scintillator thickness ttecreasee the sampling fraction of a minimum ionizing
particle (mip) which in turn increases n/mip and leads to a smaller value of (e/h)i;

2. this effect will be more pronounced if the fraction of free protons in the readout material is
enJarged or if its Saturation tendency can be reduced. The first effect has experimentally
been observed with a uraniunvgas calorimeter, where gas mixtures of different hydrogen
contents have been used [GAL86]: the higher the hydrogen content the higher the calori-
meter response to pion Initial ed hadronic showers.
To reduce the Saturation effecf s in the readout material one has to use Scintillator materials
with small kB values, äs mentioned above.

• The 7/mip-ratio in a calorimeter configuration of 3mm 238C7 and 2.5mm Scintillator is about
0.5 to 0.6 above a photon energy of ~ 2 MeV according to an EGS4 Simulation perfonned by
[W1G87], More than 90% of the prompt nuclear T-rays bave an energy below 2 MeV; in this
energy region the 7/mip-ratio decreases sharply from 0.5 at ~ 2 MeV to almost 0 at ~ 0.1 MeV
[WIG87J. An average value of & 0.3 is given by [BRÜ86] for a nuclear fission 7-ray spectrum.
The 7/mip-ratio decrease» with increasing atomic number of the passive absorber.

Tbe energy deposited by neutrons and deexcitation 7-ray s from nuclear reactions is time dependent:
most of the neutrons are prompt, but it takes a finite time until they are slowed down by elastic
collisions with the protons in the Scintillator material. The neutrons will reach thermal energies where
the n-capture cross section of 3S*17 becomes the dominating process. The 7-rays from these processes
are delayed. The detection ejficiency of plastic Scintillator, however, is very low for 7-rays (~ 2 %
[BRU86]), but due to the delayed neutron contribution to the hadronic signal one would expect an
increase of the hadron response of the calorimeter with increasing Integration time. According to
[GAB78], low energetic neutrons (E < 20 MeV), high-energy particle- induced fission 7-rays and
deexcitation 7-rays deposit their energy in the time interval of 0 to <•- 30 na. Photons from n-
capture processes start to conflibute after ~ 100 n« [BRÜ86]. The individual time dependence of
those components (p-recoil due to n — p elastic collisions, 7-ray s from fission fragxnents and n-capture
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processes) have been shnulated with the DYMO program [BRA86, BRÜ86], A qualitative description
according to this Monte Carlo program is shown in Fig. 3.10 where the visible energy of the three
components and the total sum is plotted versus the Integration time. The simulated calorimeter
configuration consisted of 3mm depleted uranium, cladded with 2 x 0.4mm Cu sheets and interleaved
with 2.5 mm scintillator.

•
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Figure 3.10: Visible Energy «s • Function of the Integration Time due to p-Recoil in n-p Collisions, 7-Rays
from Fission Fragments and from n-capture Processes calculated with the DYMO Simulation Prosram
[BRU86]

Tab. 3.11 summarizea the discussion on the contributions to the visible signal in a sampling calo-
rimeter. From the discuswon one conchides that a passive absorber with a high neutron contribution
(< /« >) to the hadron «gnal has a slightly decreased contribution due to ionization (< // >) com-
pared to other absorbers. The thickness of the absorber plates plays a significant role in the hadronic
response of a lampling calorimeter. The (e/h),-ratio of a sampling calorimeter with scintillator readout
can be tuned to l by the following parameters:

1. the passive absorber has to be a material with a high atomic number 2P; in this case the e/mip-
ratio is smaller and the neutron contribution to the hadron signal is larger than for a passive
absorber material with low atomic number 2P

2. uslng thin scintillator plates, which means that the sampling fraction ofj^minimum ionizing
particle is small, one can profit by the released neutrons because the n/nwp-ratio increases in
thii case. There is, however, a practical limit in making the thickness of the scintülator plates
very thin.

»ITC

In a first approximation, the sampling fraction is inversely proportional to the ratio of the thickness
of the passive to the active absorber plate, Rd = s 4. Jt was predicted by [BRÜ85, WIG87]

da
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Table 3.11: Componcnts of the Visible Hadronic Signal in a Sampling Catorimeter (Rj means thickness
ratio of passive to active abiorber plate; the e/mip- and 7/mip-ratios are taken from [WIG87])

< / / >
< /n >

< fn > of low energy
n-induced

fission

< A >
< /y > of high energy

p, n-induced
fission

e

mip

P
mip

h
mip

7
mip

Calorimeter Configuration
Fe-SCI Pb-SCI U-SCI

i;57.0% 46.7% 41.8%

7.8% 12.1% 14.7%
4.8%

8.3% 7.3% 18.9%
2.7%

0.84 0.61 0.59

increases with Z

of passive absorber

at proton energies
< IGeV

0.74 0.42 0.36

Influence of
Passive Absorber

-

increases with

decreasing thickness

< 6mm
almost constant

äs function of

thickness

Influence of
Active Absorber

-

decreases with

increasing thickness

Saturation at
low proton energies

increases with

increasing

ff - ^
Rd ~ ~Ä~d„

increases with

decreasing thickness

< 6mm

-

that in the case of a 2.5 mm organic scintillator plate and a varying thickness of the uranium plate
the following relation hold between the (e/Ä);-ratio and the thickness ratio Rj:

(e/h)i « l if Rd « l
(e/h)i < l if Rd > l
(e/h)i > l if J2d < 1.

A similar relation holds for lead plates with a scintillator plate thickness äs above. A higher ratio
R^ is needed in order to reach compensation:

(e/h)i K! if Rd Ä 4
(efh)i < l if Rd Z 4
(e/h)i > l if Rd £ 4.
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3.5 The Energy Resolution of a Hadron Calorimeter

The energy refolution of a hadronic sampling calorimeter can be expressed äs the sum of several terms
listed below:

• intrinsic energy resolution
The total nuclear binding energy loss in a hadron shower is a huge source of fluctuations that
contributes to the total energy resolution. If neutron and 7-ray detection is neglected these
contributions give rise to an intrinsic energy resolution of [WIG87]:

The amount of the nuclear binding energy loss is correlated with the amount of energy going into
neutron and nuclear 7-ray production. The detection efficiency of the scintillator for photons
is very low (~ 2% [BRÜ85]), so only a good neutron detection in a calorimeter will lower the
fluctuatioii» In the amount of nuclear binding energy loss. For a calorimeter with hydrogenous
readout materia.1, i.e. where elastic np-scattering occurs, the total intrinsic energy resolution has
been calculated [WIG87] tp be of the order of:

' <«•«>
• • ..

for a compensating calorimeter ((e/h)i — 1). The neutron detection capability of a calorimeter
iiilluences the intrinsic c/fc-ratio via the n/mip-ratio. Improving the neutron detection in a way
that the intrinsic e/Ji-ratio becomes l leads to mmimized fluctuations in the deposited fraction
of the Incident energy due to the electromagnetic component (see eq. 3.39).

• mtinpling fluctuations:

The contribution of sampling fluctuations in hadron calorimeters have been estimated from
measurements with different hadron calorimeters, given by eq. 3.28. Those fluctuations are
proportional to ^A£[AfcV]/£[GeV], i.e. to the thickness of the calorimeter layer.

In sec. 3.1,1 the shower development has been described under simplifying assumptions. One of the
results was that the total average number of shower particles which is proportional to the number of
ionizations in the »ctive absorber plates of a sampling calorimeter increases with the incident energy
(eq. 3.10). The width of the corresponding distribution then decreases with \jvE. The average
deposited energy fraction due to the electromagnetic component {eq. 3.40) depends on the incident
energy, but in the case that the intrinsic e/Ji-ratio is l these fluctuations will not contribute to the
energy resolution. Any deviation from (e/h)j=l results in a deteriorated energy resolution which can
be expressed äs follows [WIG87]:

(3.61)

with [WIG87]:

a ~ 32% for 2.3mm CT-2.5mm PMMA (e/h)i=l
a - 39% for 4.3mm U-5.0mm PMMA (e/h)i=l
a - 57% for 24.0mm Pb-5.0mm PMMA (e/h);=l
a ~ 44% for 12.0 mm Pb-2.5mm PMMA (e/A)*=l
b « 1.7% If \(e/h)i - l\ 0.1
6 « 4.8% if \(e/h)i - 1[ = 0.2

Simplified calculations have been performed by [WIG87] to predict the energy resolutions according
to eq. 3.61 for calorimeters with different passive and active absorber materials of different thickness
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ratios RJ. The parameter a is a quadratic addition of the contribution from the intrinsic energy
resolution and the samp'ling fluctuations. The given values for o are obtained from [WIG87] for
(e/ft) , = l, the quoted values for b are also taken from [WIG87].

There are two independent predictions for the measurable e//i-ratio of different calorimeter configu-
rations, based on the simplified calculations by [WIG87] and more elaborated Monte Carlo simulations
by [BRÜ86, BRÜ87, ZEU87].

The predictions for the' measurable e//i-ratio and the hadronic energy resolution for the calorimeter
configurations on which experimental results will be presented in the following chapters, are stated
below, calculated for 10 GeV ([BRÜ86, BRÜ87, WIG87, ZEU87]) and 100 GeV [WIG87] incident
energy. All e//i-ratios have been calculated for an Integration time of 100 ns.

(a) 4.75mm Pb - 5mm Scintillator SCSN-38:

> = 0.95• <

48% for £ = 10 GeV

[ZEU87]

[WTG87]

[WIG87]

(b) 10mm Depleted Uranium (DU) • 5mm Scintillator NEllO
(DU plates with l mm Fe cladding on each side [BRÜ86] äs used for the measurement;
PMMA scintillator [WIG87] similar to NEllO used for the measurement):

• Rd = 2.00

= 0.82

for E = 10 GeV

for E = 100 GeV

[BRÜ87]

[WIG87]

[WIG87]

[WIG87]

(c) 3.2mm DU- 5mm Scintillator SCSN-38:

• Rd = 0.64

- 38% for E = 10 GeV

(d) 3.2mm DU- 3mm Scintillator SCSN-38:

• Rd - 1.06

~ = 1.03

34% for E = 10 GeV

[BRÜ87]

[WIG87]

[W1G87]

[BRÜ87]

[WIG87]

[WIG87]
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- 36% for E - 100 GeV

(e) 10 mm Pb - 2.5mm Scintillator SCSN-38:

• RJ = 4.00 :

for £ = 10 GeV

for E = 100 GeV

[WIG87]

[ZEU87]

[WIG87]

[WIG87]

[WIG87].

There are contribution* \o the energy resolution resulting from detector imperfections, namely:

• fluctuatlons in tranivers« and longitudinal leakage of energy out of the detector;

• fluctuationi of the tignalfrom the active layers resulting from the finite number of photoelectrons
in the photomultiplier [HOF82]:

fTT-t **

(3.62)
E

with;

e,,, few percent, depending on the readout system.

Becauie the»« contributioni ou the energy resolution are detector dependent they will be deternüned
from the meaturement for the individual calorimeter configurations.
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Chapter 4

Measurements with a. > • • » •'
Noncompensating Lead-Scintillator
Calorimeter

. • i '
4.1 The T60 Lead-Scintillator Calorimeter and the Beam Set-Up

i .1
To study the influence of ahsorljer material and sciutillator thickness on the energy resolution of
hadron calorimeters the ZEUS collaboration started the investigation by exposing a lead-scintillator
calorimeter to a beam of different particles at different energies.

The entlre calorimeter consisted of 4 identical modules with dlmensions and specifications given
in Tab. 4.1, while in Fig. 4.1 öne of these modules is sketched.

In this measurement (T60Pb) 30 layers of 4 mm thick lead plates were inserted in the first module
(downstream), alternated with 5 mm thick scintillator layers, while the last 3 modules contained 5 mm
thick lead plates instead, again alternated with 5 mm scintillator layers. In total the calorimeter was
103.7 X0 or 4.3 A0 deep. - u. :

One scintillator layer consists of 12 strips, each of.them with a sensitive area of 50 x 600 mm2.
Each strip was wrapped first in white paper and additionally in aluminized mylar foil in order to
achieve good reflectivity and to decouple each scintillator strip optically.

At both 50 mm wide ends the light was collected by a 50 mm wide and 3 mm thick wavelength
shifter bar almost perpendicular to the scintillator ends. The wavelength shifter bars were wrapped
in a similar manner äs the scintillator strips with the open side area pointing to the scintillator edge.
A 0.3 mm nylon thread serves to maintain a small air gap between the wavelength shifter bar and
the passive absorber plates. Thii air gap is required to ensure the total internal reflection of the light
trapped int o the wavelength shifter.

At one end the wavelength shifter bars were glued to a plexiglass lightguide that was bent by
180° with a radius of ~ 11 cm. The lightguide was fed into a XP2011 type photomultiplier. In total
there are 12 readout channels on lthe left and 12 on the right side of each module, and a group of 12
photomultipliers at one side was ropplied by the same high voltage.

The analog Output signal» of the photomultiph'ers were digitized by the ADC1 type 2282 A
(LeCroy), a current integrating ADC with a dynamic ränge of 12 bits and a gain of 4 counts/pC
± 10 %. One module has 48-iijput channels so that for the entire calorimeter 2 modules were nec-
essary in addition to a 2280 CAMAC2 System Processor module (LeCroy). The CAMAC crate was
connected to a FDP 11/73 online Computer acted äs a Supervisor of three microprocessors. The read-
out of the ADCs, the histogramming and the control of run parameters has been done by the three
microprocessors while the PDP 11/73 performed the tape writing.

'Analog Digital Converter
'Computed 4>utom*ted Me«xurement £nd Control Standard
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Table 4.1: Dimension« and Specifications of the T60Pb Calorimeter inserted with 4 and 5mm thick Lcad
and 5mm thick Scintülator Ptates

Calorimeter

Lateral Dimension«

Number of Modules
Number of Layers per Module

Total Deptb of 1 Layer

Total Depth of 1 Module

Total Depth of Calorimeter
Airgap per Layer

600 x 600 mm2

4
30

13mm

390mm

1560 mm
3.5mm
2.5mm

Mod 1
Mod 2-4

Mod 1
Mod 2-4
Mod 1

Mod 2-4

Mod 1
Mod 2-4

46.13.Yo
51.92Xo

O.TSJto
0.9lXo

21.92.Yo
27.26*0

103.7*o

1.97Ao
2.11A0

O.Ü3lA0

0.037A0

0.93A0

l.UAo
4.3A0

Passive Layer
Lateral Dimension«
Thickness of Plates

•
Total

Thickness of Plates

• !
Total

Material

600 X 600 mm3

2mm Pb
0.5mm AI
2mm Pb
4.5mm

3mm Pb
0.5 mm AI
2mm Pb
5.5 mm

Pb

Mod 1

Mod 2-4
0.72*0

0.90JTo

0.025A0

0.031A0

Active Layer

Dimension of Scintillator Strip
Number of Strips

Thickness of Plates
Material

50 X 600 mm2

12
5mm

SCSN-38 (Polystyrene Base)
O.OlJTo 0.007A0

H-eadout

Wavelength Shifter
Thickness of WLS

Material

Light guide
Photomultiplier

50 x 390 mm2

3mm
PMMA Base, UV absorbant

K27 (120 mg/1)
Bent PlexigLass

XP 2011

•-'
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SIDE VIEW

TOP VIEW

Figur« 4.1: Top and Side View of a T60 Calorimeter Module ax used for thix Measurement
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reoPb TÖOUA

Figur« 4.2: Beam Line T7 al th« Proton Synchrotron (PS) at CERN (TMPb. T60UA and TPb indicat«
th« Place of th« Calorimeter Module» in the ßeam Lin«)



The measurement was done at the T7-beam in the East Hall at the Proton-Synchrotron (PS) at
CERN. The PS operated at a magnetic field cycle time of 1.2 s including a spill time at the flat top of
~ 300 ms. Only every 7th burst was used for the beam lines in the East Hall because of the multiple
taslts of the PS. The primary beam was slowly extracted by a septum magnet and hit an external
target. Fig. 4.2 shows the described beam line. The experimental set-up is sketched in Fig. 4.3 with
beam defining scintillätibn counters; for electron-hadron Separation a threshold Cherenkov counter
filled with CO3 was installed. The beam halo was suppressed by the B3 counter, having a hole of 2cm
in diameter. The whole calorimeter was put on a moveable stage in order to reach difFerent scintillator
strips of the calorimeter.

Particle selection was done by a trigger defined äs follows:

Beam: BEAM = Bl • BI • B?

Electrons: e = BEAM • C
Muons: p = BEAM • Si • 52

Typical event rate« at 5 GeV for example with a collimator width of ± 8 mm were:

B\ 67 500 - 50 000

The beam content has been measured using the calorimeter äs well äs the beam counters. The
results are given in Tab. 4.2.

Table 4.2: Contents of T7-Beam at the CERN PS. measured with the T60PB calorimeter
E [GeV]

1
3
5
7

8.75

ß [ % ]

0.5
0.9
3.1
1.9
3.6

e[%]
83.9
29.6
6.8
2.9
2.0

h(%]

15.6
69.6
90.1
95.2
94.4

T60 Calorimeter

0.9
(1.1)

Ao
1.1
Ao

1.1
Ao

1.1
Ao

Figure4.3: Beam Set- U p for the T60 Measurements at the CERN PS

Measurements hav$ performed äs follows:

first the pedestal values were determined for each ADC input with the high voltage (HV) of
the photomultipjiers switched on. Thus the pedestals include possible effects from the pho-
tomultipliers, cable«, ADCs and cosmic ray particles. The pedestal values were stored in the
memory of the System Processor 2280 and subtracted from the actual measured values before
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transfered to the Computer. The gate width was 150ns for the pedestal and the actual measure-
ments. Pedestals have been determined in regulär time intervals of about 1/2 hour in order to
correct for fluctuations du« to temperature variations. The pedestal values were stähle within
5 - 7 ADC CH,) with. a few input channels of greater Variation < 16 ADC CH.\, actual measurements have been done under one of the trigger conditions mentionend above;

usually 500 electron or nmon triggers and 1000 hadron triggers could be taken per run (~- 30
resp. - 60 bursU).

4.2 Calibration and Particle Selection

4.2.1 Calibration

The relative response of each channel has to be calibrated to a certain reference signal in order to
obtain a uniform response of each readout channel. For this purpose muons with an energy of 5 GeV
have been selected. The modules were mounted individually on the moveable stage. The stage was
moved to various vertical positions so that the beam could hit the center of each scintillator strip.
Due to the low beam height the two outer strips 11 and 12 at the top could not be reached. They
have been calibrated in a differeiit way to be described below. For the measurements with electrons
and hadrons all four modules were put behind each other.

A final check of all modules in this arrangement has been done with muons traversing the center
of the entire calorimeter.

To determine the Calibration constant of each readout channel the most probable value (Em(lp) of
the muon distribution was talcen from a Moyal function [MOY55] convoluted with a Gauss function
(see Appendix A) that ha» been fitted to the data. As an example such a distribution with the fitted
function h plotted in Fig. 4.4. The statistical error on the obtained most probable value was 1%.

The calibratlon with muons was compared with that of electrons. Therefore the central strip of
each individual module has also been exposed to electrons of 5 GeV immediately after the muon run.
The ratio of the muon response (most probable value) of the left to the right side in the central strip
was compared to that of the electrons (mean pulse height). The deviations are given in Tab. 4.3 for
the central strip of each module.

Table 4.3: Deviation* of the Signal Ratio of the Left to the Right Side in the Central Strip for Muons from
that for Electron* at 5 GeV

r . i '
o/.

Module
1
2
3
4

Deviation in [%]
+2.01 ±1.40 %
-6.47 ± 1.66 %
+3.25 ± 1.38 %
-0.86 ± 1.34 %

Strip 11 and 12 were calibrated by using the transverse hadronic shower distribution (see sec-
tion 4.3.1) at 8.75 GeV; the pulse height distribution was assumed to be Symmetrie with respect to
the central strip. This allowed a very rough Calibration of strip 11 and 12 of each module. Because
of the very low pulse heights in module 4 in the outer strips the calibration is not very precise for
those strips. From the left-over-right ratio of the average pulse height of hadrons the accuracy of the
calibration for the outer strips was estimated to be 7% and 10% for strip 11 and 12.

The int er calibration between the 4 modules was checked by taking the electron response in the
central strip of each individual module when thJs module was put in front. The modules were calibrated
with the constants obtained from the muons äs described above. Tab. 4.4 shows the deviation of the
mean pulse height in the front module from tbe average pulse height of all four modules for electrons
at 5 GeV. For module l the deviation is large because the diiferent thicknesses of the lead plates have
been taken into account by a factor of 0.8, i.e. 4 mm / 5 mm. Necessarly the modules had to be moved
which may have disturbed the System after having measuied the electron reference signal. The effect
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1.2

0.0
0.0 50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0

PULSE HEIGHT [ADC CHANNELS]

250.0

Figure 4.4: Muon Signal at 5 GeV in one Readout Channel (Emop denotes the most probable energy loss
of the muons) - L

Table 4.4: Deviation* of the Mean Pulse Height of the front Module from the average Signal of all 4
Modul« for Electrons at 5 GeV; the Modules are calibrated with Muons

. -S*

Module
1
2
3
4

Deviation in [%]
-3.92 ± 0
+0.79 ± 0
+0.71 ±0
+2.42 ± 0

.23%

.29%

.23%

.26%

on the calibration constants due to the movement of the modules can be seen from Tab. 4.5. In t bis
table the deviations of the calibration constants obtained with muons for the central strip of each
module before and after the rearrangement are given. There is no deviation for module l because it
has not been moved.

After the calibration procedure with muons the corrected pulse heights have been used throughout
the whole analysis.

• i ; 't . ,: . • i •
4.2.2 Particle Se îipia

With the trigger described in the previous section almost clean electron, hadron and muon samples
could already be selected online. Inefnciencies of the trigger made some additional selections necessaxy:

1. Random Trigger
During normal ruh« a few random trigger occured. The few events (< 0.4 %) are observed
around 0 in the total sum PHr (e, ̂ , h) so a cut of less than 1% of the total sum rejected those
events.

2. Pile Up due to High Particle Rate
The high particle rate at the T7-beam caused pile up effects. More than one particle within
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Table 4.5: Deviation« of Caübration Conitants obtalned with Muons after moving the Calorimeter Module»
Module

1
2
3
4

Deviation in [%]
—

+0.25 ±2.17 %
-2,91 ± 2.07 %
+5.03 ±3.67 %

the 150 nj of the ADC gate causes higher pulse heights in the calorimeter than a single particle.
These eventi could be rejected by a cut in a scatter plot

M AX

where P/TjjJ •*•*(«, h] is the pulse height of the module that contains the maxiinum pulse height of
the shower. Events with »pulse height almost twice äs large äs the mean pulse height were cle&rly
separated. They have been rejected by a cut of 3<r above the average values of PH^AX (e, h)
and PHT (e, h).

6.5

v

3.0

cx
•Wj

-0.5

ß

m •
• •
• •

-100.0 400.0
4

900.0 1400.0 1900.0

Z PH
U-2

[ADC CHANNELS]

Figure 4.5: Muon Separation: the Pulse Height for Muonc, Electrons and Hadrons from the last 3 Module»
relative to the Pulse Height for all Particles from Module l versus the Pulse Height for all Particles from
the last 3 Module« (sce text)

ibo.

3. Muoo»

Muons have be«n idcutiiied with a cut indicated in Fig. 4.5 where the following correlation i»
plotted:

!,«, A)

u va V* PH M (/i, e, /»)
A
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with:

PH M (n, e, h)... pulse height for muons, electrons and hadrons
•<.id* in one module.

0)

i

a
CL-

01

a:
(X

0.0
0.0 0.5 1.0

PH^Gz.e.h)/ PH

Figure 4.6: Electron Separation: the Signal of Muons, Electrons and Hadrons of the 3 adjacent Strips of
Module l with MaximuroiPulse Height Relative to the Total Pulse Height in Module l versus the Fraction
of Module l on the Total Pulse Height

4. Electrons
They were separated from hadrons by their different longitudinal and transverse energy depo-
sition in a calorimeter. Longitudinally 98% of the electromagnetic shower is contained within
21 X0 at 5 GeV, i.e. within the first module of the considered calorimeter. Transversally a
cylinder of radius 4 RM encloses 95% of the total electromagnetic energy which is a diameter of
~ 7cm for the present calorimeter. Accordingly, two quantities of transverse and longitudinal
energy deposition have been defined:

with:

3

E
5=1

pulse height for muons, electrons and hadrons in one module
pulse height for muons, electrons and hadrons in entire calorimeter

muon, electron and hadron signal from 3 adjacent strips

with maximum pulse height in module l.
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They are plotted in Fig. 4.6: electrona are located in 3 adjacent strips of the first module
s

«o the quantity V = ̂  PHH*ftS(nJeth)/PHT(tt,e,h) is about ~ l a« well äs the quantity
s=i

x = PHj4vi (/*,e(h)/P£Tr(/i>e,'»); the cut for electron selection around this region is indicated
in the figure; muons are located at x äs 0.25 but because of the low muon rate they are hardly
visible; hadrons which do not interact in the first module deposit their minimum ionizatlon
energy in one itrip of the first module, i.e. y = 1; because of the huge total pulse height PEr
they are observed at very low values of x\s that interact already in module l are located
below the electron region.

5. Hadron»
The hadron sample consistcof all the events left over fromthe rejection (l.,2.) and the Separation
(3., 4.).

4.3 Transverse and Longitudinal Leakage of Hadronic Energy

4.3.1 Transverse Leakage

The vertical segmentation of the modules into 12 scintillator strips each 5 cm wide allows to determine
the amount of energy leaking out of the calorimeter in form of hadronic shower particles in transverie
direction.

For this purpoie the transverse shower profile of the whole calorimeter was determined by surnming
up the pulse height PH M (h) of the selected hadrons in the i-th strip of all 4 modules:

This results in the plot given in Fig. 4.7. Note the logarithmic y-scale and that on the x-axis the lower
strip (1) of the calorimeter ii on the left and the upper strip (12) on the right side. Excluding the
central strips on which the beam was directed the pulse heights of the neighbouring strips decrease
tuwards the top and bot tom sides of the calorimeter.

The ihower 1s radial Symmetrie with respect to the beam axis but the dlstribution is measured
in a calorimeter of quadratic cross section. It is found that the transverse distribution in rectangular
coordinates of the calorimeter is described by the exponential function /(x):

« « p - , (4.2)

-

with:

x . . . transverse coordinate in [cm]
x0 . . . Impact point of the shower.

The function was fitted to the data (füll line) taking 6 äs free parameter. Values of the parameter 6 äs
ohtained from the fit »re given in Tab. 4.6 together with the values of x3 for 3 (top) and 2 (bottom)
degrees of freedom.

The dashed areas (left and right) represent the amount of energy leaking out of the top and
bottom side of the calorimeter and, under the assumption mentioned above, this is almost half of the
transverse leakage of the whole calorimeter. Note that the transverse leakage in diagonal direction
from the eentral strips is not taken into account by this method. Therefore the determined amount
of transverse leakage is less than half of the transverse leakage of the whole calorimeter. In Tab. 4,7
the values of transverse leakage in percent of the measured energy are given for all energies. The
first two coluxnns of the table give the values of transverse leakage from the top and bottom side of
the calorimeter, determined by integrating over the dashed areas. Under the assumption of radial
symmetry of the shower the leakage from the left and right sides of the calorimeter should be the same
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Table 4.6: Values for the Parameter 6 äs obtained from a Fit of eq. 4.2 to the Transverse Shower Distribution
E

[GeV]
3
5

*d7

* 8.75

6 (top)
[cm]

8.75 ± 1.05
9.20 ± 0.85
8.90 ± 0.70
8.80 ± 0.60

X*

0.9
1.2
1.5
0.8

6 { bottom)
[cm]

8.60 ± 1.45
9.05 ± 1.15
8.45 ± 0.90
9.40 ± 0.95

X3

0.2
1.3
0.1
0.1

as the leakage from the top ,and bottom sides. The sum of the leakage from the top and bottom sides
is given in the third column ,(>f Tab. 4.7 while the total transverse leakage given in the fourth column
is twice the sum of the ton;.»^ bottom leakage.

10000
5000
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Figure 4.7: Transverse Shower Profile at 5 GeV: the Curves are Fits of an Exponential Function to the
Data, the Dashed Areas indicate the Amount of Transverse Leakage out of the Top and Bottom Side of

, i^-j .i i • i
the Calorimeter ,

Table 4.7: Transverse Leakage out of the Top and Bottom Side of the Entire T60Pb Calorimeter
E

[GeV]
3
5 •, .
7 ,.,

8.75^

top
[%]

0.84 i 0.40
1.03 ± 0.37
0.96 ± 0.30
0,94 ± 0.26

bottom
[%]

1.10 ±0.64
1.40 ± 0.60
1.10 ±0.41
1.42 ± 0.47

top -f bottom
[*]

1.94 ± 0.75
2.43 ± 0.70
2.06 ± 0.51
2.36 ± 0.54

total
[%]
3.88
4.86
4.12
4.72

The average transverse shower profile has been described by the exponential function eq. 4.2.
Assuming that it also describes the transverse propagation of the shower on an event-by-event basis
one can correct the total puls« height of each individual event for the leakage from the top and bottom
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sides. Therefore for each hadronic event one calculates the pulse heights in the two outer strip at the
bottom and the top (»trip l and 12) of the entire calorimeter, i.e.

(4.3)

The value of CS$=i (frorn now on the correction for the bottom side will be considered only; for the
top side it U »imilar) is compared for each hadronic event to the function value of eq. 4.2 with the
parain«ters äs obtained from the fit. If C5s=i is less than the function value /i(x) then x is increased
until C$s=i i« equal or greater than f i ( x = z>). The integral of the function f i ( x ) from z = x> to
z > z >, which U the amount of leakage from the bottom side of the calorimeter under the assumption
mentioned above, i» added to the total pulse height of the individual shower. The difference between
the total average pulse height corrected in this way (for the top and bottom sides) and the uncorrected
one i* given in Tab. 4,8. The quoted errors reflect uneertainties in the calibration, especially for the
outer Strips 11 and 12, and statistical errors.

Table 4.8; Corrected Hadronic Reiponse on an Event-by-Event Basis for Transverse Leakage out of the
Top ind Bottom Side of the T60Pb Calorimeter

E

[GeV)
3
5
7

8.75

without Trans. Leak. Corr.

< P/T(Ä)i-4 >

[ADC CH.]
1119.5± 11.1
1879.2 ± 16.2
2543.1 ± 20.5
3236.5 ± 28.5

<r(Ä)i-4

[ADC CH.]
326.9 ± 8.6
443.4 ± 12.7
582.6 ± 15.6
681.5 ± 22.8

with Trans. Leak. Corr.

< Ptf(A)i-4 >

[ADC CH.]
1124.2 ± 11.6
1917.4 ± 16.5
2584.3 ±20.1
3288.2 ± 28.6

<T(fc)l-4

[ADC CH.]
338.3 ±9.3

448.1 ± 13.2
567.0 ±14.7
683.2 ± 23.0

A < PH(h)l_4 >
< PJJ(A)rrt4fcou« TLC >

(%}
0.42 ±1.43
2.03 ±1.23
1,62 ±1.13
1,60 ± 1.25

4.3.2 Longitudinal Leakage

The total depth of the lead calorimeter is 4.3 A0 (Tab. 4.1); at 10 GeV the fraction of energy beyond
this depth li ahout 6% while — 80% of all events are contained in the entire calorimeter with > 95%
of their total energy, accordjng to [CATSTb],

Bec&use of the strong fluctuations in the hadronic shower development the fraction of leaking
energy also fluctuatei thus deteriorating the energy resolution. Correction for longjtudinal leakage is
thus necessary and c&n be done in two ways:

1. a cut in the last modale; this, however, effectively reduces the total depth of the entire calorimeter
by -v 1.1 AO because onjy those events contained in the first 3 modules (3.2 A0) with some small
contribution from the 4. module depending on the cut will be accepted. The event sample
selected this way is biased toward showers with a dominant electromagnetic part. The shower
vertice» are distributed over the whole calorimeter depth.

2. selection of showers with their vertices located within the first module. The shower vertex
selection hat been perfonned in the following way:

• for each event the module i with mazimum pulse height was tagged. If this was already
module l the event was added to the sample of showers with the vertex in this module. If
not, the pulse height of the module in front of the tagged one (i-1) was checked whether it
exceeded a certain threshold value. If this was found to be the case the shower was assumed
having startet! already in module i-1 and the event was attributed to the appropriate event
sample. Otherwise, module i with the maximum pulse height was considered äs the one
containing the vertex.

• the threshold pul«e height was determined in two ways:
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(a) non-showering particles deposit an energy äquivalent to a minimum ionizing particle
(mip) in the calorimeter modules; the threshold energy was set to a value of 2 times
the energy deposition of a muon: this corresponds to -» 1.1 GeV of incident energy.

(b) the number of vertices should decrease exponentially; by varying the threshold value
iteratively the djstribution of the vertices was thus influenced and the deviation from
an exponentiaj function was minimized by comparing the x2-values of the fit, The
threshold vmlu«* found in this way are listed below and are almost consistent with the
one of method 1.

E [GeV]
3
5
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Threshold Value [GeV]
1.0
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1.0
1.4
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Figure 4.8: Longitudinal Shower Development at 3 and 8.75 GeV for i) all Events; ii) Events of Showers
Depositing less than 10 % of the total Energy in Module 4; iii) Events of Showers with their Vertices in
Modute l ''.W*--

•i? }
The different longitudittfl »hower developments are shown in Fig. 4.8 at the lowest (3 GeV; right

scale) and highest (8.75GreV';'left scale) energy point of this measurement. For comparison the dis-
tribution for all hadronic eventi, i.e. without any treatment of the longitudinal leakage is given, too.
Note that the lines are onlynjbrawn to guide the eye and that the 3 GeV points are shifted in y-direction.
The showers starting in thej|r4t'module show an almost ezponential decrease. The longitudinal profile
of those showers selected by nwthod l is similar to the one of all showers except in module 4 where
the cut against pulse height», exceeding 10% of the total pulse height has been performed.

For reasons of longitudinal nonuniformity in the wavelength shifter readout that will be discussed
in section 4.5.4 the longitudinal leakage correction was done according to the first method. The effect
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Table 4.9: Effect of th« Longitudinal Leakage Cut which rejected Hadronic Events that deposited 10% or

E
[GeV]

3
5

7
8.75

without Long. Leak, Cut
< PJf(A)l_4 >

JADC CH.]

1119.5± 11.1
1879.2 ± 16.2
2543.1 ± 20.5
3236,5 ±28.5

*(Ml-4

'{ADCCH.J

326.9 ± 8.6
443.4 ± 12.7
582.6 ± 15.6
681.5 ± 22.8

with Long. Leak. Cut
< Pff (h),-4 >

[ADC CH.]

1110.2 ±11.7
1861.6 ± 17.9
2514.8±21.6

3200.8 ±31.6

*(A)l-4

[ADC CH-]

326.3 ± 8.9
443.7 ±14.3
560.7 ± 16.3
677.7 ± 25.4

Event Rejection
[%]
6.5
13.8
15.0
18.5

of th« longitudinal leakage cut can be read offfrom Tab. 4.9. The width of the distribution (tr(h))
improve* «t 7 and 8.75 GeV due to the longitudinal leakage cut that rejects those hadron events which
are not fülly cont&ined in the firit 3.2 AQ. However, the rnean pulse height decreases slightly for all
energies lf the longitudinal leakage cut is applied. One would not eipect this decrease because the
low energy tail in the distribution that includes leakage vanishes if fully contained events are selected.
For thi« measurement the last module of the calorimeter was used to cut on high pulse heights in this
module, Thii reiulti in a lower total pulse height of the calorimeter äs can be seen in Fig. 4.8: the
area under the curve of all event» i» larger compared to that under the curve of the events remaining
after the longitudinal leakage cut in module 4.

4.4 Energy Resolution of the T60 Lead-Scintillator Calorimeter

The electron and hadron response of the lead calorimeter was determined at the different steps of the
leakage correction, I.e.

• without leakage correction,

• with longitudinal leakage cut s according to method l,

• with transverse leakage correction for the top and bottom sides of the calorimeter,

• with both longitudinal leakage cuts and transverse leakage correction.

The meajurcd distribution« for electrons and hadrons at 3, 5, 7 and 8.75 GeV are shown in Fig. 4.9.
The hadronic distribution is the nun of the pulse heights of all 4 modules after a cut against longitu-
dinal leakage (method 1) of < 10% of the total sum and after a correction of transverse leakage for
the top and bottom side of the calorimeter, äs described. The distributions for electrons and hadrons
were fitted by a gausiian function ovcr ±3<r around the mean.

Table 4.10: Mean Response and Energy Resolutions for Electrons and Hadrons at l (Electrons only), 3,
5, 7 and 6.75 GeV äs measured with the T60Pb Calorimeter (Resolutions quoted are within ±3<r; only
StatistJcal Errori aregiven)

E

[GeV]

1
3
5
7

8.75

ELECTRONS

< />#(«),.» >

[ADC CH.]
460.2 ± 2.7

1431.6 ±4.9
2387.4 ± 7.5
3274.7 ±6.6
4151.4 ±11.9

<r£?(e)i-2

^E[GeV}
[%]

12.2 ±0.5

12.1 ±0.4

13.6 ± 0.6
13.5 ±0.4
13.7 ±0.7

HADRONS

< PH(h)^ >

[ADC CH.]
-

1115.2 ±8.7
1879.6 ± 21.7
2547.4 ± 15.9
3234.7 ± 22.2

<TE(K)l-4

^E[GeV]
[%]
-

52.7 ± 1.1
53.4 ± 1.3

59.9 ± 1.4
60.6 ± 1.7
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Figure 4.9: Pulse Height Distribution» of Electrons and Hadrons at 3, S, 7 and 8.75 GeV and Muon* at 5
GeV Measured with the T60Pb Calorimeter (Fits are within ±3tr for Electrons and Hadrons)
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The results gjven in Tab. 4.10 are mean values and Standard deviations from the fits. The muon
response of the calorimeter at 5 GeV is also shown in this figure with a convolution of a Moyal- and
a Gauss-function fitted to 1t (see Appendix A).

For electroni the pulse height sum of module l and 2 only (43.8 XQ) was considered in order to
add no further lignal from module 3 and 4 due to pedestal fluctuations around 0. The difTerence
between the mean pulse h«igbts for the sum of module l to 2 and module l to 4 is negligible within
the statiitical errors, äs can be seen from Tab. 4.11. The energy resolution should improve if the sum
of module l to 2 is taken, but this is not significant in this measurement because of the large staust jcal

Table 4.11; Relative Deviation in [%] of the Mean Pulse Height and the Energy Resolution for Elcctrons
if th« Sum of Module l and 2 is considered instead of Module l to 4

E

[GeV]
1
3
5
7

8.75

< PB(c)i-t > - < PH(t)n >
< PH(e)M >

[%]
+0.29 ± 0.60
-0.29 ±0.35
-0.23 ± 0.31
+0.04 ± 0.20
+0.001 ± 0.29

<r(/»)l-2 - ff(/l)l-4

*(h)i-t(%}
-4.07 ± 3.82
-2.58 ± 3.48
+6.49 ± 4.26
-0.37 ± 2.82
+4.00 ± 5.10

Within the quoted statistical errors there is no significant improvement due to longitudinal leakage
corrections even in the case of showers that start in the first module the values of which are not glven
in Tab. 4,10. Tbere is a slight improvement in the energy resolution if transverse leakage correction is
applied.
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Figure 4.10: Energy Resolution of the T60Pb Calorimeter for Electrons and Hadrons äs a Function of the
Energy, and the Conlribution from Photostatistics
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However, the energy resolution deteriorates with higher energies which is a clear indication of the
fact that the described lead calorimeter does not compensate. Fig. 4.10 shows the energy resolution
for electrons and hadrons äs a function of energy, parametrized for electrons äs

yielding

E

a = 11.7% ±0.8%

b = 2.5% ± 0.4%

(4.4)

while for hadrons tbe parametrization

(4.5)

(4.6)

according to eq. 3.61 has been used, yielding

a = 41.0% ±4.8%
b = 6.1% ±2.1%. (4.7)

The quoted errors are obtained from the fit. The uncertainty of the calibration which is supposed to
have the largest influence on this measurernent has been estimated to be about 7%.

The values of th«'en«rgy resolution for hadrons are those with longitudinal lealcage cut and trans-
verse leakage correction (iee Tab. 4.10). The large constant term b = 2.5%±0.4%in the parametriza-
tion for electrons may^be: caused by different effects: the uncertainty in the calibration with muoni,
the crude calibration ofithe first module that was equipped with thinner lead plates than the other

Ap
module«, the contribution from momentum spread of the beam of — = 1% [TIE87] and contribu-

tions from imperfect light readout (sec. 4.5.1). The errors quoted on the mean pulse heights and the
energy resolution are statistical errors. The systematic error is mainly due to the uncertainty of the
calibration and is estimated to be about 7%.

The contribution from photoelectrpn statistics is also shown in Fig. 4.10. The determination will
be described in the next section.

The response to 'tne" incident energy 1s linear within ± 2.5% äs can be read off from Fig. 4.11
showing the deviation'&bm'the mean linearity.

*" *•' * •.

4.5 Light Yield and Influence of the Readout System
•»9t 'i •'

4.5.1 Light Yielgj, bi:

The amount of light 'pfoduced in the scintillator plates of a sampling calorimeter is proportional to
the deposited energy in the calorimeter. The light will be collected via the wavelength shlfter bars
and converted into a measureable signal.

The light yield of a calorimeter can be expressed in the average number of photoelectrons per GeV
of incident energy, < n >, converted at the photocathode of the photomultiplier:

E
(4.8)

with:

E.
mean number of photoelectrons
incident energy in [GeV]
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It is import an t to know the fluctuations around this average value because they give rise to an addi-
tional contribution to the energy resolution of a calorimeter. The relative width of those fluctuations
are given [HOF82] byj

0oe(< ./V«. >)
P*V ** ; = —

oc (4.9)
'E(GeV\e can use eq. 4.9 todetermine the mean number of photoelectrons of aphotomultiplierby measuring

the width of the dJitribution of a monochromatic light source. This can be done by illuminating the
photocathode with an light «mit t mg diode (LED).

In order to mea»ure th« number of photoelectrons per deposited energy in a calorimeter one can
us« a method propoced by [KLA86] if the calorimeter is readout from two edges of the iciittillatur
plates. Under the assumption of equal light transport and quantum emciencies of the left and right
phutomultipliers the relative width of the difference spectrum of the left and right readout channel is
related to the mean uuiuber of photoelectrons collected by both photomultipliers by:

.'t. K

•

< PHL+K >

OL-R

(4.10)

(4.11)

where:

aL-R • •-

average number of photoelectrons per GeV of incident energy
collected by both photomultipliers
photost&tistical contribution to the
energy resolution of the calorimeter in [%]
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The contribution of photostatistics to the total energy resolut i on äs measured with electrons in
the T60Pb calorimeter accordjng to eq. 4.11 is:

(2.95 ±0.09)%
<FB $ (0.80 ±0.07)%. (4.12)

The sampling fluctuation calculated with EGS4 is:

<r.(e) _ (11.85 ±0.16)%
E <E[GeV]

The quadratic sum of the sampling fluctuations and the contribution from photostatistic yields:

<rt(e) (12.21 ± 0.18)%

(4.13)

B
© (0.80 ±0.07)%. (4.14)

and is compatible with the measured energy resohition given in eq. 4.5.
With eq. 4.11 the average number of photoelectrons of the T60Pb calorimeter per GcV of incident

energy has been calculated to < Npt > ~ 1070 ± 70. This corresponds to 11 photoelectrons per AfeV
of visible electromagnetic fhower energy at an electromagnetic sampling fraction of e = 9.52%, äs
calculated with EGS4. ,.

4.5.2 Influence of the Readout System

The quoted absolute value* ftf^the measured electron and b&dron response (Tab. 4.10) are influenced
by nonuniformities of the* light collection System which have to be taken into account in order to
determine the correct e/h-ratio. The main sources of nonuniformities are:

• transversal:

- attenuation length, of( the scintillator following an exponential function,

— deviation from exponential behaviour at the scintillator edges with an increase of light yield,
— nonuniformities because of tolerances ( scintillator , absorber thicknesses);'

• longitudinal:

- attenuation length of the wavelength shifter, which includes the following itezns:
* influence of the reflectivity at the edges, essentially at the far end from the readout

side (end reflector),
* influence of thi reflectivity at the side face of the wavelength shifter bar (back reflector).

4.5.3 Nonuniformity of the Scintillator
i *•

The attenuation length of SCSN-$8 scintillator used in the T60 calorimeter was measured by scanning
the calorimeter horizontally with electrons and muons. Determining the light yield from the left and
right side of the scanned scintiUator strip one can deduce the attenuation length of the scintillator from
the ratio of both pulse heights, assuming that the light absorption follows an exponential function far
away from the edges: ,,

PBL(R}

x ...
pulse height at the left (right) side of the scintillator strip
beam impact position
attenuation length of the scintillator
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The logarithm ofthe ratio relative to the pulse height ratio at z0 = Ocm (muons) and x0 = —15cm
(electrons) it plotted in Fig. 4.12 äs a function of z for both muons and electrons äs incident particles.
The logarithm of the function 4.15 was fitted to the data points, from which the attenuation length
of the Scintillator was obtained:

• :. «<fj 11.

A£M = 109.8 ±3.6 cm
\att = 115.3 ±0.5 cm.

The result is in fair agreement with other measurements which have been done for SCSN-38 scintillators
with different geometry:

= 91.0 ±11.5 cm

= 82.1 ±1.6 cm

= 86.0 ±24.9 cm

[KAM83]

[KLA86]

[BER86].

,.,.

The supertcripts c, ̂ , Äu denote the kind of light generating sonrces in the scintillator.
Assuming again an exponential light attenuation, one eipects the product PHL • PHR to be

independent on the position x:

PHL • PHR a exp (-^-} . (4.16)

Deviation« from this constant value should reflect nonuniformities caused by deviations from the
exponential light attenuation in the scintillator. Fig. 4.13 shows the square root of the product of
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the pulse height at the le$jA$d right side of the scintillator strips which is normalized to the pulse
height at XQ — Ocm (muons) and XQ = -15cm (electrons). The deviations from a uniform light
collection along the scintillator are -2 to 7% äs obtained with muons and -l to 3% äs measured with
electrons. This may be one'wurce of detector imperfections that limits the energy resolution leading
to the constant term in the-paranietrization gjven above.
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Figure 4.13: Deviations from Uniform Light Yield in one Scintillator Strip measured with Muons and
Electrons
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4.5.4 Nonuniformity'Vf the Wavelength Shifter

The energy deposition and hence the amount of light produced along the wavelength shifter depends
on the depth of the shower Jtrithin the calorimeter. As the electromagnetic and hadronic shower
distributions are quite düferrat. longitudinal nonuniformities will effect electromagnetic and hadronic
showers differently. The correction for this nonuniformity is thus important for a determination
of the e/h-T&tio. In the cw« oif the T60 calorimeter the mean response of the electron shower is
significantly influenced by tlus nonuniformity because the electron shower penetrates only partially
into one calorimeter modul* /•?- 22 X0 in depth, TGOPb) with its maximum at the — 10 th layer (see
Fig. 4.14). The electromagneclc shower curve is convoluted with a small pari of the attenuation curve
which means that the mean electron signal will be suppressed (Fig. 4.14). The hadronic shower, on the
other hand, is averaged over the attenuation curves of all modules and hence the mean pulse height
will not be influenced significantly. However, the fluctuating longitudinal depositions of the hadronic
energy will be suppressed or enhanced with different attenuation factors depending on the longitudinal
position. This leads to a stronger influence on the spread of the pulse height distribution than for the
electromagnetic shower.

A correction for the wavelength shifter nonuniformity in the T60 measurements has been done by
two methods:

1. The relative light yield uxoss the wavelength shifter bar was measured by scanning one calori-
meter module with a *°Co source (185 MBq) in longitudinal direction. The light response curve
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measured thJs way was used for an offline correction of the average electron and hadron response.

2. A more precise measurement of the light response curve have been performed with a dismantled
wavelength thifter bar scauning across it with a scintillator plate irradiated by a 106Ru source.
According to this curve an optical grey filter was produced and put in between the edges of the
scintillator Strips and the wavelength shifter bars.
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Figure 4.14: Light Response Curve of Wavelength Shifter Bars in the 4 Modules of the T60 Calorimeter
measured with • *°Co Source by scanning along one Module (EGS4 simuUted Electron Shower Profile
and Hadronic Shower Profile Parametrization at 5 GeV for the T60 Pb/SCI Calorioieter overlayed for
Illustration; PM: Photomultiplier Side)

n •/ *H( t

The second method wa« applied only during the measurement with 3.0 mm thick scintillator plates
and will be described later. For the measurement with lead the offline correction (method 1) was done
using the measured light response curve shown in Fig. 4.14 together with an EGS4 simulated shower
profile at 5 GeV for electrons and the shower parametrization eq. 5.7 for hadrons. The correction was
done äs follows:
the average measured pulse height of the entire calorimeter, < PHm(e, h) >, influenced by the wave-
length shifter nomimformity can be written äs:

'"l l 1 1 ' "'l l"1

e Profile
— h Profile

FjM • WLS Profile J

1

NL^I

with:

NL...
h (WLS)..

V PH MC.SP. (4.17)

number of scintillator layers
measured light response curve of the wavelength shifter.
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For electrons the pulse height PHfsc(e) in the i-th layer according to the EGS4 Monte Carlo is:

where:

deposited energy in the i-th scintillator plate
according to the electron shower profile
simulated with EGS4

< PHl(e) > ... mean electron pulse height not influenced by the nonuniibrmity of
the wavelength shifter

EfC{e) . . . total deposited energy of electrons in
the scintillator plates.

For hadrons the shower parametrization eq. 5.7 has been used:

pzrSP/M - PHpro*{i,\ PH* (h) >PHi (h) - £. (h) HProf (4.19)
&T \)

Ei ro'(h) . . . deposited energy in the i-th scintillator plate
according to the hadronic shower profile
parametrization (see eq. 5.7)

< PHt(h) > . . . mean hadron pulse height not influenced by the nonunifonnity of
the wavelength shifter

ET rof(h) . . . total deposited energy of hadrons in
the scintillator plates.

The corrected (t nie) pulse height follows from eq. 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19:
. • i •

KL
'[V < PHm(e,h) > -ET(e,h) £/< (W IS)

,h) >= - - ̂ — - (4.20)

4.6 The e/h- and e/rmp- Ratio of the T60 Lead-Scintillator Calori-
meter

In Tab. 4.12 the values of Tab. 4.10 (< PHjw = i+a(e) >) for electrons and (< PHM=i-*(h) >i
Cut 10%, TLK Corr t+b) for hadrons, corrected for the longitudinal nonunifonnity are given; the
values for hadrons were additionally corrected for the transverse leakage out of the right and left side
of the calorlmeter under the assumption mentioned in section 4.3.1.

These corrections led to the e/h- and e/mip-ratios quoted in Tab. 4.12 and are plotted äs a function
of energy in Fig. 4.15. The total errors on both ratios result from the propagation of the statistical
errors on the measured pulse height s, the errors on the measurement of the light attenuation curve,
the statistical errors on the electromagnetic shower Simulation and the errors on the parametrization
of the hadronic shower profile.

The e/mtp-ratio of this calorimeter conüguration given in Tab. 4.12 was calculated using eqs. 3.32,
dE

3.33; the values for the muons quoted are mean pulse heights of the whole calorimeter; the — — values
dx

inserted in eq. 3.33 are listed in Tab. 4.13; they are taken from [LOH85, PDG86], interpolated to
the corresponding beam energies. Also given in Tab. 4.13 are the measured electromagnetic sampling
fractiou defined by eq. 3.32 in comparison with result s from EGS4 sknulations. The cut-off energies
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Table 4.12: Electron, Muon »nd Hadron Response of the T60Pb Calorimeter, Corrected for Longitudinal
Nonuniformity («, h) and for Leakage (h), and the resulting c / h - and e/mip-ratio at l, 3, 5, 7 and 8.75

G.V

E

[GeV]

1
3
5
7

8,75

e

[ADC CH.]
504.9 ± 6.4

1549.1 ± 18.6
2563.9 ±32.7
3504.1 ± 42.9
4432.8 ± 56.1

h

[ADC CH.]
-

1138.3 ±46.6
1933.0 ±78.4

2598.5 ± 104.9
3315.4 ±134.6

€

h

-

1.36 ±0.06
1.33 ± 0.06
1.35 ±0.06
1.34 ± 0.06

e

mip

0.60 ±0.13
0.74 ±0.12
0.65 ± 0.08
0.65 ± 0.07
0.62 ± 0.08

M

[ADC CH.]
193.0 ± 41.3
172.8 ± 26.9
206.3 ±25.9
204.4 ± 19.7
221.6 ± 28.8

Table 4.13: Valuef for lonization Loss of Muons in SCSN-38 and the Resulting Electromagnetic Sampüng
Fraction from the Mea>urement and from EG54 Simulat ons of the T60Pb Calofimeter

E

[GeV]

nup
1
3
5
7

8.75

dB ION
(/i) in SCSN-38

dx

e '

1.950 ± 0.034
2.027 ± 0.035
2.206 ± 0.038
2. 298 ±0.040
2.353 ± 0.041
2.388 ± 0.041

e (%}

measured

-
8.43 ± 1.81
10.48 ± 1.65
9.41 ±1.16
9.44 ± 0.90
9.48 ± 1.14

EGS4

-
9.54 ± 0.04
9.55 ± 0.02
9.56 ± 0.02
9.55 ± 0.02
9.56 ± 0.02

for this Simulation s were chosen to EC = 1000 keV (electrons) and Pc = lOfccV (photons). The
agreement of the measured values with the ones predicted from EGS4 is quite well.

From the measurement with the T60 4.75 mm Pb - 5 mm scintillator calorimeter one can draw the
Itrst conclusion that an e/h-ratio / l is correlated with an unsatisfying hadronic energy resolution; on
the other band, U became not clear from this measurement whether only another absorber material
or a different ratio of srintJUator to absorber plate thicknesses would improve the energy resolution.
Therefore, äs a next measurement, only the absorber plates were changed while staying with the same
•cintillator thickness.

:l -

'

•
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Chapter 5

Measurements with
Uranium-Scintillator Calorimeters

5.1 Replacing Lead by Uranium

The measured hadxonic energy resolution äs well äs the e/h-ratio of the lead calorimeter described in
the previous section shows that with this configuration compensation could not be achieved. A way to
reach t/h = l l* to use depleted uranium plate» äs proposed by [FAB75]. However, the thickness ratio
of the passive to the active absorber plate» plays an essential rule in achieving compensation. There-
fore roeaiurements on hadron calorimeter» with depleted uranium and scintillator plates of different
thickness ratios have been performed.

The first measurement hai been carried out with the same equipment äs used before leaving the
active layers unchanged but replacing the 4 and 5mm thick lead plates by depleted uranium (DU)
plates of 3.2 mm thickness.

5.1.1 The T60A Uranium-Scintillator Calorimeter Characteristics

In Tab. 5.1 the dimenlions and specifications of the T60A calorimeter are given in the 3.2mm DU-
5.0mm scintillator configuration used in this measurement (T60UA). Details of the readout systera
which remained unchanged can be found in Tab. 4.1.

The measurements have be«n performed in the same beam line äs the ones with the T60Pb calo-
rimeter with identkal trigger definitions (see sec. 4), The beam rate äs measured by the coincidence
of the beam counter* B\ B3 was 45 000 per spill at a collimator setting of ± 8 mm. The contents of
the beam during this period was estimated after applying the particle selection cuts in the calorimeter
and is listed in Tab. 5.2. It is different to the contents during the period of the TGOPb calorimeter
measurement because of the uncertainties in the calibration of the T60Pb calorimeter.

5.1.2 Calibration and Particle Selection

The natural radioactivity of depleted uranium (see Appendix C) used äs passive absorber provides an
elegant source of calibration and monitoring the stability.

The major part of the measurable uranium noise is due to electrons from the /3-decay in the energy
ränge of 0 - 2310 keV [PEG85] penetrating a few milliineters into a scintillator plate, dependent on
their energy. One can estimate the energy deposition at the surface to be a factor of ~ 40 higher than
the overall energy deposition in a scintillator plate of 5 mm. Hence the calibration with uranium noite
has a different dependence on the scintillator thickness than the response from muons, hadrons and
electrons.

The following procedure of pedestal determination and calibration has been used during this mea-
surements:

• Pedestal Determination
the pedestal values that have been subtracted during the physics runs were measured when the
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Table 5.1: Dimension« indSpecifications of the T60UA Calorimeter inserted with 3.2mm thick Depleted
Uranium and 5mm thick Scintillator Plates

Calorimeter
Lateral Dimension*
Number of Modules

Number of Layers per Module
Total Depth, of 1 Layer

Total Depth of 1 Module
Total Depth of Calorimeter

Airgap per Layer

600 x 600 mm3

4
30

13 mm
390 mm
1560 mm
4.8mm

70.21.Xo

1.02Xo
30.68Xo
122.7Xo

2.56A0

0.037A0

l.HAo
4.4A0

Passive Layer
Lateral Dimension*
Thickneu of Plates

Material

f 600 x 600 mm3

3.2 mm DU
DU:

~ 0.2% ***U
-99.8% 33*rj

1.01X0 O.OSlAo

Active Layer
Dimension of Scintillator Strip

Number "of Strips
Thicknet* of Plates

Material

50 x 600 mm3

12
5mm

SCSN-38 (Polystyrene Base)
O.OlXo O.OOTAo

beam was off, butj with the high voltages (HV) applied to the photomultipliers. The gate length
was 150 n* for thepeflestal measurement äs well äs for the physics runs. In this way, the uranium
noise was measurfd, £00, integrated over 150 nj and randomly triggered. This increased the true
pedestal vahie» fjjy, off) by approximately 5 ADC channebj, while the width of the pedestal
distribution hat become broader. Because the uranium noise is also present äs background
signal during physlcs runs the pedestal values including the contribution due to uranium noise
have been subtracted.

• !m.. • <
Calibration
äs a reference signal for the calibration the randomly triggered signal from the uranium plates
were accumulated with an integration time of 10/w. For this purpose the ADC 2282 B (Le Croy)
was used throughout the whole measurements capable to extend the gate to a time interval of
this order, Before each calibration run the pedestal values at the 10/w gate were determined by
disconnecting th« tjgnal cables in order to avoid switching off the HV of the photomultipliers.
The dÜTerence in the pedestal values determined by disconnecting the cables and switching off
the HV is about 10 ADC CH.. The uranium noise distribution of one photomultiplier measured
thts way is shown in Fig. 5.1. The mean value of the individual spectra were taken äs reference
to calculate the {calibration constant for each readout channel. The calibration procedure has
been done regulaiSy thus monitoring possible drifts. The relative calibration of the 4 modules

Table 5.2: Contents of T7-Be»m at the CERN PS «s measured with the T60UA Calorimeter
E [GeV]

3
5
7

8.75

M 1*1
2.5
3.2
3.1
3.3

«1%)
39.0
17.7
9.5
5.4

M*)
58.5
79.2
87.4
91.4
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Figure 5,1; Uranium Noisc Distribution in one Readout Channel (Photomultiplier), Integrated over 10/iJ

wai checked with the most probable value from the muon spectrum of each module (Fig. 5.2).
Deviationi from the average of all modales were found to be +0.3% (mod. 1), +7.0% (mod. 2),
-6.6% (mod. 3) and -0,7% (mod. 4). No global calibration constant for all strips of each module
could be derived because the muons hit only the central strips of the modules.

• Partjgle Selectiori...
the particle selection was done in the same manner äs described already for the T60Pb calorimeter
(sec. 4.2). The same cuts have been applied including those for pile-up and random triggers.

5.1.3 Transverse and Longitudinal Leakage of Hadronic Energy

Trancverse Leakage

The method for determining the transverse leakage was already described in sec. 4.3.1. Applying the
same method here results In the amount of transverse leakage listed in Tab. 5.3.

Table 5.3: Tran werte Leakage out of the Top and Bottom Side of the Entire T60UA Calorimeter
T?

[GeV]

3
5
7 -

8.75

top

[%]
3.24 ± 1.75
2.57 ± 1.06
2.03 ± 0.68
1.82 ±0.55

bottom
[%]

1.16 ±0.59
1.40 ±0.54
1,46 ±0.45
1.48 ± 0.42

top + bottom
[%]

4.40 ± 1.85
3.97 ± 1.19

3.49 ± 0.81
3.30 ± 0.69

total

(%]
8.80
7.94
6.98
6.60

The fraction of transverse leakage slightly decreases with increasing beam energy in that energy
ränge; the same is true if one applies a cut againat longitudinal leakage of 10% of the total energy in
the last module before estimating the transverse leakage so the decrease is not effected by longitudinal
leakage.
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The corrertion for the transverse leakage from the top and bottom side (see sec. 4.3.1) enhancei
the mean pul« heighti by simultaneously narrowmg slightly the width of the distribution (Tab. 5.4).

Table 5,4: Corrected Hadronic Response on an Event-by-Event Basis for Transverse Leakage out of th«
Top and Bottom SJde of the T60UA Calorimete^

E

[GeVl

3
5
7

8,75

without Trans. Leak. Corr.

< PH(hh-4 >

[ADC CH.]

1079.6 ± 3.6
1749.5 ±6.4
2460.5 ± 4.3
3039.5 ± 4.8

»(Mi-4

[ADC CH.]

228.1 ± 2.8
309.6 ± 5.0
383.8 ±3. 3
425.1 ± 3.6

with Trans. Leak. Corr.

< Ptf(/i)i-4 >

[ADC CH.]

1120.3 ± 3.5
1812.7 ± 6.4
2538.1 ± 4.3
3131.2 ±4.8

<T(A)l-4

[ADC CH.]
225.8 ± 2.7
312.2 ±5.1
384.3 ± 3.3
423.1 ± 3.6

A < J>J7(Mi-4 >
< PHW™^1 TLC >

[%]
3.77 ±0.46
3.61 ± 0.52
3.16 ± 0.25
3.02 ± 0.22

Longitudinal Leakage

The longitudinal leakage of the T60UA calorimeter has been investigated by the two methods described
in sec, 4.3,2, i.e.

1. a cut against events with an energy deposition in module 4 of > 10% of the total energy and

2. selection of event» with the shower vertex within the first module.

Again, the effect of the longitudinal nonurüformity makes the second method less applicable for
the treatment of longitudinal leakage: the maximum of the showers starting in module l coincidences
with the step from a maximum to a minimum of light Output deteriorating again the energy resolution
that primarly improves if longitudinal leakage is absent.

Thus the first method has been applied leading to the improvement of the energy resolution given
in Tab. 5.5.

Table 5.5: E f fec t of the Longitudinal Leakage Cut which rejected Hadronic Events that deposited 10% or
more ofjhe Total Energy in Module 4 of the T60UA Calorimeter

£
[GeV]

3
5

7
8.75

without Long. Leak. Cut
< PH(h)i-< >

[ADC CH.]

1079.6 ± 3.6
1749.5 ±6.4
2460.5 ± 4.3
3039.5 ±4.8

*(Ml-4

[ADC CH.]

228.1 ± 2.8
309.6 ± 5.0
383.8 ± 3.3
425.1 ± 3.6

with Long. Leak. Cut
< P/f(/i)i-4 >

[ADC CH.]
1069.1 ±3.7
1741.6 ± 6.8
2458.6 ± 4.6
3045.3 ± 5.1

*(/Oi-«
[ADC CH-L
223.0 ±2.9
303.4 ± 5.2
373.6 ± 3.5
409.8 ± 3.8

Event Rejection

[%]
10.7
14.6
17.4
18.9

5.1.4 Energy Resolution of the T60 Uranium-Scintillator Calorimeter

The electron and hadron response of the T60UA calorimeter with 3.2mm D U and 5mm Scintillator
plates at 3, 5, 7 and 8.75 GeV together with the muon response at 5 GeV is Ulustrated in Fig. 5.3.

The electron response is the sum of the pulse heights in the first two modules in order to avoid
contributions from pedestal fluctuations and uranium noise of the last two modules. The effect on tbe
mean pulse height is negligible while the energy resolution improves. This can be seen from Tab. 5.6
where the relative deviations of the mean pulse heights and the energy resolution for electrons are
given if the sum of module l to 2 and the sum of module l to 4 is considered. For hadrons the pulse
heights of all four modules were added, corrected for the transverse (top and bottom) and longitudinal
leakage (< 0.1 Eiot in Module 4).
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Figure 5.3: Electron-, Hadron- and Muon-Response of the T60UA Calorimeter at Differenl Energie*
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The curve» ihown in Fig. 5.3 are gaussian fits with a cut of ±3<r for electrons and hadrons and a
fit of a Moyal-Gauis convolution for muons. The mean values obtained from the fits on the electron

Table 5.6: Relative Deviation in [%] of the Mean Pulse Height and the Energy Resolution for Electrons if
u l r 1 *n

E

[GeV]

3
5
7

8,75

! 2 !s considered instead of Module 1 to 4

< PJT(e),_2 > - < «T(e)i_4 >
< P#(e),-4 >

!%]
-0.29 ± 0.12
+0.19 ± 0.22
-0.22 ± 0.08
+0.10 ± 0.11

0E(e)i-2 0J?(«)i-4
E E

<7£(e)i_4

E
[%]

-2.87 ± 1.04
-2.24 ± 2.64
-1.91 ± 1,03
-1.31 ±1.48

w

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

« HADRONS

« ELECTRONS

o PHOTOSTATISTIC

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0

ENERGY [GeV]

8.0 10.0

Figure 5.4: Energy Resolution of the T60UA Calorimeter for Electron« and Hadrons äs a Function of
Energy and the Contribution from Photostatistlcs

and hadron distributions äs well äs the energy resolutions are listed in Tab. 5.7.
The values for the energy resolution are plotted äs a function of energy in Fig. 5.4. The parametru a-

tion eq. 4.4 was fitted to the electron data with the result äs follows:

a = 14.2% ±0.6%

6 = 1.6% ±0.4%.

For hadrons the parametrization eq. 4.6 was used, yielding

a = 29.6% ±1.2%
b = 3.2% ±0.5%.

(5.1)

(5.2)
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Table 5.7: Mean Responst and Energy Resolutions of the T60UA Calorimeter for Electrons and Hadrons
at 3. 5, 7 and 8.75 GeV*"" '

. 3/1

E

[GeV)
3
5
7

8.75

n'? ELECTRONS

<• PJf(f\* , ->

[ADC CH.]
1150.1 ± 1.4
1893.3 ± 4.2
2654.2 ±2.2
3246.2 ± 3.6

**(e)i-a
v/#[ÖeV]

[%]
14.5 ± 0.2
14.3 ± 0.4
14.8 ± 0.2
15.0 ± 0.2

HADRONS

< Pff(Ml-4 >

[ADC CH.]
1110.8 ±3.7
1806.0 ±6.8
2537.0 ± 4.5
3136.8 ±5.1

**(A)l-4

^E[GeV]
1*1

34.7 ±0.5
37.7 ±0.7
38.6 ± 0.4
38.5 ±0.4

u. u

s
1 2-5
W
55

28 n n
0 °'°

S5o
§-2-5

U
Q
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1 i • i • i • i
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; „V, t ;

I
: *'• l :

"
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- BEAM ENERGY [GeV]

Figure 5.5: Deviation from Linearity in [%] for Electrons and Hadrons in the T60UA Calorimeter

The estimated error given for parameter a of 4% is mainly due to calibration uncertainties, the error
on the additive constant i« obtained from the fit. For electrons the value for 6 of 1.6% is caused by

the beam momentum spread of — = 1% and due to imperfect light readout. In the case of hadrons
P

the constant term of 3.2% nflects the fact that the intrinsic e/h-ratio is not equal to 1.
The contribution from photoelectron statistics to the total energy resolution shown in Fig. 5.4 has been
determined from the difference signal due to electrons of the left and right photomultipliers (eq. 4.11).
The obtained result 1s: '•''"' '•

' :'-\)

According to EGS4 calcolations the sampling fluctuations are:

g.(c) (14.5 ± 0.2)%
E

(5.4)
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Uiing eq, 4,11 tb« average number of photoelectrons per GcV of incident energy in the T60UA
calorimeter has been determined to < Np< > = 820 ± 27. With the electromagnetic sampling frac-
tion of i = 7.31% calculated with EGS4 this corresponds to 11 photoelectrons per MeV of visible
electromagnetic shower energy, whicb can be compared with the same yield obtained with the T60Pb
calorimeter. Summing eq. 5.3 and eq. 5.4 quadratically yields:

at(e) (14.92 ±0.23)%
© (0.71 ± 0.04)%, (5.5)

in good agreement with the measured energy resolution for electrons (eq. 5.1).
The response of the calorim«ter l* linear within ± 2% for both electrons and hadrons. Fig. 5.5

shows the deviation from the mean linear! ty.

5.1.5 The e/h- and e/mip-Ratio of the T60 Uranium-Scintillator Calorimeter

The calculation of the e/h- and Ä/rmp-ratio has been performed with the corrected values of electron
and hadron responsei, The correction for longitudinal nonuniformity äs described in sec. 4.5.4 was

Table 5.8: Electron*, Muon- and Hadron-Response of the T60UA Calorimeter, corrected for Longitudinal
Nonuniformity (e, h) <nd for Leakagc (h), and the resulting e/h- and e/mip-ratlo »t 3, 5, 7 and 8.75 GeV

E

[GeV]

3
5
7

8,75

e

[ADC CH.]
1274.3 ± 13.8
2089.8 ± 24.4
2920,9 ± 30.9
3565.4 ±37.7

h

[ADC CH.]

1162.1 ±42.9
1880.8 ±64.2
2629.2 ± 86.3

3244.1 ± 105.5

V

[ADC CH.]

155.7 ±6.1
166. 2 ± 7.8
170.0 ±8.6

174.3 ± 10.1

e
h

1.10 ± 0.05
1.11 ± 0.05
1.11 ±0.05
1.10 ±0.05

l

mip

0.71 ± 0.03
0.68 ± 0.04
0.68 ± 0.04
0.66 ±0.04

applied to both electrons and hadrons. The averaged hadron response was additionally corrected for
transverse leakage out of the left and right sides of the calorimeter (see sec. 4.3.1). The results are
given in Tab. 5,8. The t/h- and the eVmip-ratio äs a function of energy is plotted in Fig. 5.6. The
errors have been determined in the same way äs for the T60Pb calorimeter (sec. 4.6).

Table 5.9: Electromagnetic Sampling Fraction from the Measurement and from EGS4 Simulations for the
T60UA Calorimeter

E
[GeV]

3
5
7

8.75

e[%)
measured

9.57 ±0.42
9.19 ±0.47
9.18 ± 0.50
8.87 ± 0.55

EGS4
7.31 ± 0.02
7.32 ±0.03
7.30 ±0.01
7.29 ±0.01

Tab. 5.9 givei the measured and simulated (EGS4) electromagnetic sampling fractions, showing
that the agreement is not äs good äs in the case of the lead calorimeter with the same scintillator
thickness. The cut-off energies for electrons and photons were chosen to EC = 1000 keV and PC ~
10 keV, The Simulation was repeat«d for 5 GeV with much lower cut-off values, namely Ec = 10 keV
and PC = l JbeV; furthermore, the fractional energy loss per step was set to 0.5% in high-Z and 0.1%
in low-Z materials, Because of the CPU-time consumption for the calculations the statistics is very low
(10 events). The result of e = 8.05% is much closer to the measured value, but still with a deviation
of about 10%. Because of the dependence of the calculated electromagnetic sampling fraction on the
cut-off energies and on the fractional energy loss per step one can not say what causes the discrepancy
between the measured and calculated electromagnetic sampling fraction.
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Figure 5.6: c/h- and e/mtp-Ratio of the T60UA Calorimeter äs a Function of the Energy

The conclusion to be drawn froxn this measurement is that depleted uranium äs passive absorber in
a hadron calorimeter together witb scintillator plates äs active aborbers improve the hadronic energy
resolution compared to a lead calorimeter of sinülar thicknesses of the passive and active absorber
plates. However, the influence ofthose thicknesses on the energy resolution and the e/h-i&tio had still
to be investigated. Therefore the ratio of the scintillator to the uranium plate thickness was varied in
the next steps of the measurements.

5.2 Vary mg Thicknesses

The measurements with the Tß .̂̂ .2 mm DU-5 mm scintillator calorimeter described in the previous
section showed that a signlficant improvement in the energy resolution was obtained compared to the
T60 4.75mm Pb-5mm scintillator calorimeter. Simultaneously the e/h-ratio changed from ~ 1.35 to
~ 1.10 indicating that both quantfties are related and that the material of the passive absorber is one
crucial parameter in optimixing. ̂ e energy resolution of a hadron calorimeter.

Results from the WA78 collaboration [DEV86] from measurements with a DU- scintillator calori-
meter show that the e/A-ratio also depends on the thickness of the absorber plates. In the energy
ränge from 135 to 210GeV an ^/fr-ratio of 0.8 (20 x 10 mm U, 32 X 15mm U, 48 X 25mm Fe) and 0.9
(20 x 5 mm U, 32 X 15 mm U, 48 X 25 mm Fe) was measured which shows that the hadronic response
can even be tuned to be greatefthan the electromagnetic one (overcompensation).

To confirm this dependence .of the e //»-ratio in a much wider energy ränge, i.e. 5 to 210 GeV, the
measurements with the WA78 Calorimeter to be described in the next section were carried out.

i«tK ; . : •

6.2.1 Description of the.WATS Calorimeter and the Beam Set-Up

The WA78 calorimeter consisted^of two tection», the uranium section with 48 plates of depleted
uranium (DU) and scintillator platte grouped into 12 module«, and the iron part also with 48 elements
in 12 module« (Fig. 5.8). The uranium plates, cladded with l mm steel, were 10 mm thick, the thickness
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of the iron plates was 25 mm; both sections used 5 mm thick scintillator plates (NE 110).

Table 5.10: Dimcnsions and Specifications of the WA78 Calorimeter using 10mm thick Oepleted Uranium
and 5mm thick Scintillator Plates

Calorimeter

Lateral Dimensions

Number of Modules

Number of Layers per Module
Total Depth of 1 Layer

Total Depth of 1 Module

Total Depth of Calorimeter

600 x 600 mm3

600 x 600 mm2*
600 x 600 mm3

12
13
4

17 mm
30mm
68mm
120mm
816 mm
1560 mm

DV
Fe

DU
Fe

DU
Fe
DU
Fe

DU
Fe

96.58*o
28.67*o

3.28A"o
1.43X0

13.14*0

5.73*o
157.6*o
74.5*0

3.34 A„
3.1lA0

O.lHAo
0.156A0

0.45A0

0.62A0

5.4A0

8.1A0

Passive Layer

Lateral Dimension*

Thkkneis of Plates

ii'oitoru. "
Total

Thickness of Plates
Material

500 x 500 mm3

600 X 600 mm3

1 mm Fe
10mm DU
1 mm Fe
12 mm

25 mm Fe
DU, Fe

DU
Fe

Mod 1-12

Mod 12-24
3.27*o
1.42*o

0.107A0

0.149A0

Active Layer

Dimension of Scintillator
Thkkness of PUtei

Material

600 X 600 mm3

5 mm
NE 110

(Polyvinyl Toluene Base)

Q.01*o 0.006 Ao

Readout
Optical Fibre

Material
Number of Fibrers per

Module
Photomultiplier

Preamplifier

01.5mm, ~ 90cm long
DUPONT Crofon OE-1060

200

Thorn EMI D254A
LeCroy VVlOO BTB

' The DU absorber plates are 500 x 500mm2, surrounded by a 50mm Fe-frame

The light generated in 4 scintillator plates was collected in one low-gain photomultiplier by optical
fibres; the analog signal of the photomultiplier was amplified by VVIOOBTB (LeCroy) preamplifiers.
FERA 4300 Analog Digital Converters (LeCroy), current integrating with a dynamic ränge of 11 bits
with a gain of 4 counts/pC ± 3%, recorded and digitized the signals that have been split in order to
measure with two gate length, namely 45 na and 75 na.

Tab. 5.10 shows the Specifications of the WA78 Calorimeter; more details can be found in [CAT87a],
The H3-beam h'ne of the SPS (Super Proton Synchrotron; 02200 m,p < 450 GeV/c) at CERN (West
Area) was used for this measurement. The SPS cycle has a duration of 14.4 s with a flat top over
~ 2.8 j at 450GeV/c. . . . -,;
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T60UB1/2 TPb

Figure 5.7: Layout of th« SPS Beam ünes at the West Area at CERN (WA78, T60UB1/2 and TPb
indicatf the Place of the Calorimeter Modules in the Beam Line)
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On the flat top the slow extracted primary proton beam (~~ 10n protons) hits the target Tl and
produces — 10n secondary particles per spill of 2.1j, a small fraction of which is transported along
the H3-beam line. Fig. 5.7 gjvec a schematic layout of the beam lines at the West Area at CERN.

A secondary target was inirtalled for this measurement in the H3-beam line in order to reach low
particle momenta. This left only a small ränge of magnetic bending behind the secondary equipped
target resulting in a poor momehium resolution.

The muon, electron and hadron content of the beam is listed in Tab. 5.11 [KRÜ86, CAT87b]. A

Table 5.11: Contents of H3-Beam at the CERN SPS äs determined with the Cherenkov Counter
E [GeV]

5.1

10.1
20.2
30.3
40.3

M%1
3.5
3.7
3.9
4.3
3.5

e[%]
52.6
22.4
7.2
4.5
2.7

h[%]
43.9
73.9
88.9
91.2
93.8

beam particle trigger bad to fclfiU the following coincidence condition:

BEAM = Bi-Bi>Hi-8fÄ,
• i • . . ,

where B\,B% etc. denote the signals from the scintillator counters sketched in Fig. 5.6.

A
F
AC
EM

Cerenkov Counter .£
Anticounter f \r Hodoscope '•• (

Albedo Counter L
Electromagnetic C&lorimeter

r • '

HI H;

BI Beam TVigger l
Bj Beam Trigger 2
HI Veto Wall l
HI Veto Wall 2
HAD Hadronic Calorimeter

HH~C&lorimeter WA78-Cahrimeter

Beam
A B*

Bl F

AC

HAD

Uranium P&rt Iron Part

Figure 5.8: Experimental Set-Up of the WA78 Calorimeter Measurement
*j.,'

The lim long threshold Cerenkov Counter filled with He gas was used for electron and hadron
Separation.
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One module of the WA78 calorimeter is sketched hi Fig. 5.9 showing 4 layers of DU-scintillator
plates with the fibre conjectjoiis to l photomultiplier; the modules are assembled on two iron raus
and can be moved longitudinaUy.

Flgure 5.9: Sketch of • WA78 Calorimeter Module

'• O t V..

5.2.2 Calibration and Particle Selection

The calibration of the indlvi'dual photomultipliers has been performed with hadrons according to the
method described in [DEV86]. It is based on the assumption that the average longitudinal shower
development is independent of the position of the shower vertex. The hadron sample is subdivided
into lamples of showers wtyb, their vertices located in the individual modules. The average shower
development in each sample is similar under the given assumption, hence for each sample the mean
pulse beight of a module can be taken äs a reference signal for calibration. The threshold pulse
height whlch defines the position of the shower vertex was determined iteratively by requlring that
the number of vertices has to follow an exponential decrease [KRÜ86] (see also sec. 4.3.2).

The mean energy loss of muons was used to check this calibration method, especially for the first
module where the signal is influenced by backscattered hadrons. The first module needed a small
correction according to the Imuon signal, for all other module» the Agreement was found to be good
[KRÜ86]. f > M iv.

The two calorimeter secftions (DU-SCI, Fe-SCI) were intercalibrated by requiring the same pulse
height for a particle completely contained in either the DU-SCI or in the Fe-SCI section.

Electron» and hadrons were identined using the signal of the threshold Cherenkov Counter. Muons
were identined from the calonmeter response in a simüar manner äs described in sec. 4.2 (for details
see [KRÜ86]), electrons could be separated from hadrons by a cut in the Cherenkov spectrum.

The combined information from the Cherenkov counter and the calorimeter was used for final
particle Separation. 1 ( f t S '



5.2.3 Longitudinal Shower Development

The fine longitudinal segmentation of the WA78 calorimeter allowed a precise measurement of the lon-
gitudinal development of a hadronic shower. This is not only of general interest for the understanding
of hadronic ihowers but also for the design of hadron calorimeters. The study has been done by

50.00

o

^10.00
o 5,00

ü
1.00

'S 0.50o
<U
Q
x 0.10
00
fc 0.05

0,01

210 GeV
135 GeV
40 GeV
30 GeV
20 GeV
10 GeV
5 GeV

J i L J i L

0 l 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Calorimeter Depth [X0]

Figure 5.10: Longitudinal Shower Distribution in a Uranium-Scintillator Calorimeter at 5, 10, 20, 30, 40,
135 and 210 GeV for Events with their Shower Vertex in the first Module

[KRÜ86] and is fully described in [KRÜ86, C ATS Tb]. Here it is restricted to the longitudinal shower
distributioni which are shown in Fig. 5.10 for events with their shower vertex in the first module.

J CT

The diitribution represents the energy deposition -:— (z) of the hadronic showers äs a function of the
oZ

distance z frora the shower vertex. It has been parametrized äs follows:

dE
dz"' z" exp (-&z) + (l - Q) c exp (-ex] (5.6)

where:

E,,. incident energy in [GeV]
F(a -f 1)... gamma function.

The first term has the form of an electromagnetic shower while the second term describes the expo-
nential beh&viour of the shower at large distances from the shower vertex. The parameters a and 6
wer« chosen to describe electromagnetic showers in uranium at 20 GeV, where a is a constant and b
describes the slope of the electromagnetic shower:

6 A 0 - ] = 19.5.

The description of the data was found to be not very sensitive to those values because of the coarse
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Figure 5.11: Longitudinal Sbower Distribution in a Uranium-Scintillator Calorimeter for 5, 10, 20, 30, 40,
135 and 210 GeV for all EvtDt»

longitudinal segmentation with respect to the electromagnetic shower development. The remaining
Parameters a and c have been obtained by fitting eq. 5.6 to the distributions of the events with their
shower vertex in the first module. This resulted in the follwing values:

= 0.13 ± 0.02

+
E

50

= 0.67 ± 0.03

= -0.166 ±0.003.

The parameter a is related to the electromagnetic fraction of the hadronic shower while c describes
the slope of tbe hadronic component.

In Fig. 5.11 the shower distributions for all events in the energy ränge 5 to 210 GeV are shown.
Taking the obtained parameter values given above, the phenomenological function eq. 5.7 was deduced
to parametrice the data:

dE l f* i x \ /. \ in T\r ('-*)<*' t5'7'
(XZ

with:

. . . interaction lengtji of the incoming hadrons in units
of the nuclear,|nieraction length Ao of protons; A» = 1.11 .

It describes the shower distributions for all particles (without vertex selection) measured from the
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front end t of the calorimeter. The exponential decrease of the interaction probability is convoluted
with eq. 5.6, i.e. with the energy deposition of hadronic showers along the distance x from the shower
vertei.

5.2.4 Energy Resolution of the WA78 Calorimeter

The empha«iie on this measurements was to extend the previous investigations of the WA78 collab-
oration performed with the uranium calorimeter in the high energy ränge 135 to 350 GeV [DEV86]
to lower energiei [CAT87b], In this section the results from the measurements at low energies are
discussed; they will be compared with the ones at higher energies in chapter 7.

In Fig. 5,12thepulseheight distributions for electrons, hadrons (5 to 40 GeV) and muons (30 GeV)
in the uranium section of the WA78 calorimeter are plotted. A Gauss-function has been fitted to the
electron and hadron distribution while the muon data have been described by a convoluted Moyal-
Gauss-function. For electrons and hadrons the fits were performed with a cut of ±3<7 resulting in the
mean pulse heights and widths listed in Tab. 5.12 [CAT87b], Quoted are systematic errors of ±5%
mainly due to the uncertainty of the calibration [PET86]. The mean pulse height for hadrons have been

.-' *
Table 5.12: Mean Reiponse and Energy Resolution! of the WA78 Calorimeter for Electrons and Hadrons
at 5, 10, 20, 30. and 40 GeV

E

[GeV]

5.1
10.1
20,2
30,3
40.3

ELECTRONS

< -P#(e),_i3 >

[ADC CH.]

176.6 ± 8.8
337.2 ± 16.9
638.8 ±31.9
955.1 ± 47.8
1236.4 ±63.2

<7£r(e)i_i2

v/£[GeV]
[%]

41.0 ± 2.9
40.1 ± 2.8
43.8 ± 3.1
46.1 ± 3.3
48.8 ± 3.5

HADRONS

< Fff(A)i-i3 >

[ADC CH.]

236. 8 ±11.9
438. 9 ±21.9
835.5 ±41.8
1260.2 ±62.9
1672.4 ±83. 6

&B(h)i-i3

^E[GeV]
(%}

53.5 ±2. 7
55.7 ±3.9
61.5 ±4.3
66.6 ±4 . 7

70.8 ± 5.0

corrected for longitudinal and transverse leakage. The amount oflongitudinal leakage was determined
by calculating the fraction of energy on the incident energy deposited beyond a certain calorimeter
depth [KRÜ86, CAT87b]. The values given in Tab. 5.13 have been obtained for the fraction of energy
deposited beyond the depth of the uranium section (5.4 A0). The amount of transverse leakage was

Table 5.13: Fraction of Hadronic Energy Deposited beyond the Uranium Section (5.4 AO) of the WA78
Calorimeter (Longitudinal Leakage)

••411*1 ;

E

[GeV]
5.1
10.1
20.2
30.3

40.3

Longitudinal Leakage
[%]
1.86
2.89
4.05
5.22

5.91

estimated to be 3%. This estimation is based on the measurement with the T60UB1/2 calorimeter
(Tab. 5.24, 5.22) having comparable lateral dimensions.

The small amount of magnet bending after the target in which these measurements have been
performed provided a poor momentum resolution äs mentioned in sec. 5.2.1. Therefore the measured
energy resolutions for electrons and hadrons have to be corrected for the contribution of the momentum
spread of the beam. Two independent methods are used:
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Figure S.12: Electron-, Hadron- and Muon-Rcsponse of the WA78 Calorimeter
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1. Method l'. r_ ._,
From beam optics calculations taking multiple scattering int o account the momentum resolution
was estimated to be apprpacUnately [CAT87b]:

ff(p) _ 14% $7%. (5.8)

Using thi» parametrization the values of the momentum spread at the different energies have
been lubtracted quadratically from the measured energy resolution for hadrons. However, the
estimation ii not very preciie; it can not be applied for electrons because of the constant term
in eq. 5.8 which li larger than the measured one.

2. Method 2:
A part of thit measurement has been performed together with an electromagnetic calorimeter
installed in front of the WA78 calorimeter (HH-Cahrimeter in Fig. 5.8) [GEN87]. This electro-
magnetic calorimeter has been exposed before to an electron beam at DESY so its well known
energy resolution for electront could be used to determine the momentum spread of the H3-beam
line at CERN. For the measurement at DESY the electromagnetic calorimeter was used in the
following configuration [GEN87]:
6 modules, each with 8x3 mm Pb and 9x4 mm SCSN-38 scintillator plates, enclosed in 2 x 4 mm
AI boxes per module; the total length is 26.8 XQ.
For the measurment at CERN the lead plates have been replaced by uranium plates:
6 modulef, «ach with 8 X 1.57 mm 2S*U -f l mm Fe plates, with scintillator and AI enclosure äs
above, yieldmg the saine total length in X0.
The obtalned energy resolution for electrons from the measurement at DESY was [GEN87]:

(9.7 ±0.1)% 0 (0.9 ±0.3)%. (5.9)

The measureraent at CERN yielded an energy resolution for electrons of:

(26.0 ±0.3)%
© (4.6 ±0.1)%. (5.10)

In a first approximation the energy resolution for electrons is supposed to be independent of the
absorber material because the energy resolution is mainly determined by the sampling frequency
which is the same m uniti of X0 for the lead and the depleted uranium connguration. Under
this consideration the quadratic difference of the measured energy resolution eq. 5.10 and eq. 5.9
gives the measured momentum spread of the H3-beam line used for the measurement with the
WA78 calorimeter:

j,- «Kl 1<C
, 4.53%. (5.11)

£.

In Tab. 5.14 the values of the energy resolutions of the WA78 calorimeter for electrons and hadrons
are listed, corrected according to both methods mentioned above.

The parametrization of the measured energy resolution according to eq. 4.4 for electrons and eq. 4.6
for hadroni before and after the corrections for the beam momentum spread yi«ld the following values
for the parameter a and the additive constant 6:
for electrons:

! ELECTRON S
uncorrected

Correction Method 2

a[%]
38.6 ± 1.9
28.7 ± 1.9

b[%]
4.6 ± 0.2
1.9 ±1.2
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and for hadrons:

•t , HADRONS
uncorrected

Correction Method 2

•l«
43.1 ± 5.6
37.7 ± 4.8

b[%]
4.3 ± 1.3
3.4 ± 1.1

Table 5.14: Energy ResolutKJwof Electrons and Hadrons at 5.10, 20, 30, and 40 GeV after two Correction
Methode for the Moment u m Spread (sec text)

.64

2(U

ELECTRONS
Method 2

31.6 ± 2.3
26.9 ± 1.9
30.5 ± 2.2
30.5 ± 2.2
31. 4 ±2.2

HADRONS
Method 1

49.2 ± 3.5
49.1 ± 3.5
50.9 ± 3.6
52.4 ± 3.7
53.3 ± 3.8

Method 2

46.7 ± 3.3
47.2 ± 3.3
52.8 ± 3.7
56.8 ± 4.0
60.0 ± 4.2

The measured value« of the energy resolution of the WA78 calonmeter for electrons and hadrons are
shown in Fig. 5.13 äs a function of energy. The valuea corrected according to method 2 are also shown
and the parametrications eq. 4.4 (electrons) and eq. 4.6 (hadrons) with th« obtained parameters a and
6 given above are fitted to the'measured and corrected data.

1.00
J HADRONS

l ELECTRONS
a(p)/p included

20.0 30.0

ENERGY [GeV]

40.0 50.0

Figure 5.13: Energy Resolution of the WA78 Calorimeter for Electrons and Hadrons äs a Function
of Energy and the Contribution from Photostatisttcs; open Circlei and daihed Lines: measured Values,
füll Dots and Lines: Beam Momentum Spread subtracted according to Method 2 (see text)
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To measure the contribution from photoelectron statistics to the total energy resolution the light
of a LED was distributed to the photomultipliers via optical fibrers. PVom the width of the measured
distribution the number of photoelectrons was determined by using eq. 4.9:

t(<JV~>) = (10.74 ±0.03)%. (5.12)

The average number of photoelectrons per GeV of incoming energy is < Nj* > = 87 ± l, which cor-
resonds to 4.3 photoelectrons per MeV of visible electromagnetic shower energy at an electromagnetic
sampling fraction calculated with EGS4 of e — 2.04%.

The contribution from sampling nurtuations to the energy resolution calculated with the EGS4

•,(e) _ (28.9 ±1.5)%
E

Monte Carlo is:

.

(5.13)
E[GeV]

Adding the contribution from photoelectron statistics quadratically to the calculated sampling fluc-
tuationi results in a total energy resolution for eleetrons of 30.8% which is larger than the measured
energy resolution for electrons after the correction for the beam momentum spread (method 2). Thii
indicates the uncertainties in the correction for the beam contribution. However, the energy resolution
for electrons at 10.1 GeV seems to be too low compared to the values at other energies. This may
underestimate the value of the energy resolution obtained from the parametrization.

5.2.5 The e/h- and e/mtp-Ratio of the WA78 Calorimeter

For the WA78 calorimeter longitudinal nonuniformities are a minor effect äs each scintillator plate
is read out by optical fibres and only 4 scintillator plates are read put by one photomultiplier. The
transverse nonunjformity due to the absorption length of the scintillator plates is small.

Table 5.15: The e/A- and e/mi>ratio measured with the WA78 Calorimeter at 5, 10, 20, 30 and 40 GeV

E

[GeVj

5.1

10.1
20.2
30.3
40.3

e
h

0.746 ± 0.053
0.768 ± 0.054
0.765 ± 0.054
0.758 ±0.054
0.755 ± 0.053

€

mip

0.651 ± 0.061
0.641 ±0.064
0.627 ± 0.063
0.619 ±0.060
0.607 ±0.056

u

[ADC CH.]
5.91 ± 0.45
6.06 ± 0.50
6.15 ± 0.51
6.37 ± 0.50
6.59 ± 0.49

Table 5.16: Values for lonization Loss of Muons in NEllO and the Resulting Electromagnetic Sampling
Fraction of the WA76 Calorimeter (Measured Values and EGS4 Calculations)

E

[GeV]

5.1

10.1
20.2
30.3
40.3

dEION
(p) in NEllO

am
rJ t feVem* 1
l „ J

2.3040

2.4151
2.5274
2.5966
2.6462

*(%]

measured

2.79 ±0.26
2.75 ± 0.27
2.68 ± 0.26
2.65 ± 0.25
2.60 ±0.24

EGS4

2.03 ±0.01
2.03 ±0.01
2.04 ± 0.01
2.03 ± 0.01
2.04 ± 0.01

The measured electron and hadron response can thus be taken directly for the calculation of the
e/h-ratios. They are listed in Tab. 5.15. The mean values of the hadron response have been corrected
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for longitudinal and trantverse lealcage (sec. 5.2.4). The e/mtp-ratios are also given in this table,
calculated by using the vitaes for the ionization loss of muons in NEllO scintillator listed in Tab. 5.16.
Both ratios are plotted vertu* energy in Fig. 5.14. The electromagnetic sampling fraction measured

2.0

1.5

Q>

1.0

0.5

0.0

-h

mip

! j

0.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0

ENERGY [GeV]

Figur« 5.14: c/h~ §pd c/mip-Ratio of the WA78 Calorimeter äs • Function of the Energy

' f £ '
with the WA78 calorimeter and calculated with the EGS4 Monte Carlo program for this configuration
are compared in Tab. 5.16. The cut-off energies for the Simulation had been chosen to 1000 keV for
electrons and 10 keV for photons. For 10.1 GeV the Simulation has been performed with lower cut-off
energies, namely WkeV for electrons and l keV for photons. The fractional energy loss per step has
been reduced to 0.1% in the scintillator material and 0.5% in the uranium plates. The obtained value
for the electromagnetic sampling fraction is e = 2.28%, which is still lower than the measured value.

The most important retult of this measurement is the e/A-ratio: the use of uranium plates 2 times
thicker than the scintilla^f plates enhances the hadron response beyond the eiectron response. This
result has already been found in the high energy region (135 to 350 GeV, [DEV86]) and is now also
connrmed at lower energies (5 to 40 GeV).

• -<.* .'t:--.
Dependence of the e/Ä-ratio on the Gate Time

•: l^-'^fi
In sec. 3.3 the different mfghanisms contributing to hadronic showers and the time dependence of the
energy deposited by neutrons and nuclear 7-rays were discussed. This time dependence was actually
measured with the WA70 $a)orimeter, äs can be seen fzom Fig. 5.15. The e/h-rat i o decreases with
increasing gate time of th* *AJ)C. The effective gate length is smaller by about 15 ns than indicated
in the plot because the rUIng.edge of the gate pulse preceeded that of the photomultiplier signal by
this time. At Integration times < 100 n« one reduces the signal from the photomultiplier which, after
amplincation has a typica}Jttngth of about 100 TU. This effects the eiectron signal in the »ame way äs
the hadron signal so that ffejjüfffect cancels ont in the e/A-ratio. The time dependence of the e/A-ratio
is then only due to the increate of the hadronic signal with time.
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Figure 5,15: The e/fc-Ratio of the WA78 Calorimeter at 30 GeV äs a Function of the ADC Gate Length

5.3 Achieving Compensation

The measurements de»tribed so far together with calciüations done by [BRÜ86, WIG86] predicted
a thickne» ratio of passive to active absorber of Rd % 1.0 - 1.2 (sec. 3.5) for the Optimum energy
resolution of a uraiüuxn-scintiliatbr calorimeter. In order to confirm this prediction two measurements
have been done by the ZEUS coüaboration:

1. T35 [AND86]:

2. T60B;

= 3.0mm.Pt7
d 2.5 mm SCI

=
3.0mm5C7

Ret üt« of the first measureznents can be found in the reference stated above, in the following the
second neasurements will be divcussed.

5.3.1 The T60B1 Uranium-Scintillator Calorimeter Characteristics

The thin absorber plates proposed to be inserted into the T60 calorimeter modules required some
mechanical modiftcations in order to make air gaps äs small äs possible and to increase the depth of
the calorimeter to reduce longitudinal leakage.

The overall T60UB1 calorimeter consisted of 4 identical modules stacked with 45 layers of 3.2 mm
DU and 3.0mm scintillator (module 1-3) and 45 layers of 3.0 mm DU and 3.0mm »cintillator (module
4). One module of the previou» measurements, namely 3.2mm DU and 5.0mm scintillator, wa»
followed to measure longitudinal leakage.

Specificatjons of the calorimeter are given in Tab. 5.17, a top and side view of the fifth module is
drawn in Fig. 4.1 which is almott identical to the first 4 modules except that the number of layers and
the longitudinal dimensions are different (for specifications see Tab. 5.1).

Additionally, each photomultiplier of module 1-4 was fed by individual high voltages instead of
module 5 where a group of 12 photomultipliers was provided with common high voltage.
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Table 5.17: Dimension* and Spedfications of the T60UB1 Calorimeter inserted with 3.2mm and 3mm
thick Oepleted Uranium and 3mm thick Sdntillator Plates

r v..r:-

Calorimeter l
Lateral Dimension! \r of Module»

Number of Layers per Module
Total Depth of 1 Layer

: (;•"• •

Total Depth of 1 Module

Total Depth of C&lorimeter
Airgap

•. f -

600 X 600 mm*

4
45

9mm

405 mm

1620 mm
2.8mm
3.0mm

Mod 1-3
Mod 4

Mod 1-3
Mod 4

Mod 1-3
Mod 4

Mod 1-3
Mod 4

98.51.Y0

95.48 X0

l.02X0

Q.95X0

45.81A"0

42.97A"0

180.4X0

3.32A0

3.25A0

0.034A0

0.033ÄQ
1.55Ao
1.46A0

6.1A0

Passive Layer
Lateral Dimension«
Thickness of Plates

Material

.»>!•-• ',

600 X 600 mm3

3.2 mm DU
3.0 mm DV

DU:
0.2% 3S517
99.8% 238U

Mod 1-3
Mod 4

l.OlXo
0.95JT0

0.031A0

0.029A0

Active Layer
Dimension of Scintillatqr Strip

Number of Strips .
Thickness of Plates :

Material

50 X 600 mm3

12
3mm

SCSN-38 (Polystyrene Base)
O.OlXo 0.004A0

Readout
Wavelength Shifter
Thickness of WLS i

Material [

Lightguide
Photomultiplier

50 x 405 mm2

3mm
PMMA Base, UV absorbant

K27 (120 mg/1)
Bent Plexiglass

XP 2011

The T60UB1 calorimetefwas exposed to the X5-beam line of the SPS at CERN (see Fig. 5.7) which
is the extended H3-beam after*Ü splitter system (the H3-beam line was already described in sec. 5.2.1).
The tertiary low intensity bäum \103 - 104 particles) after the secondary target in the X5-beam line
consists of electrons, hadro'nf'and muons and covers the momentum region of 10 to 100 GeV/c. Lead,
beryllium or copper could't» tHosen äs secondary target material in order to enhance the electron or
hadron component in the beam.

Fig. 5.16 shows the exp'eftm'ental set-up. Two 10m long threshold Cherenkov counters nUed with
He (Ci) and Wa (^2) are used for tagging beam particles. The scintillation counters 81,83, Bt and
83 äs an anticounter to siipprefes the beam halo denne the beam particles.

Particles have been select«d'by the following trigger definitions:

-Hadrons: h =
Electrons: e =
Muons: p =

- B2 • S3 - Cj • C2

At a collimator width of'±5mm the event rates per spül at lOGeV/c were:
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Figure 5.16: B «m Set-Up for the T60 Measurementi at the SPS at CERN
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= 70 Cu target
= 250 Pb target

Ö3 = 25 Cu target
#1 • B? - B3 = 100 Pb target

The beara content has been determined using the Cherenkov counter efficiencies according to the
method described in (KRÜ86). The values are given in Tab. 5.18.

Table 5.18: Contents of X5-Beam at the CE SPS »s determined with the Cherenkov Counter
E [GeV]

10

20
' •

30
50

M%)
29.0
23.0
16.2
9.0
14.6
16.3

e[%]
7.3
29.0
4.3
31.4
3.5
2.7

h[%]
63.7
48.3
79.5
59.6
81.8
81.0

Target

Cu
Be
Cu
Be
Cu
Cu

" •

5.:;.2 Calibration and Particle Selection

Calibration

To calibrate each individual module the procedure used for T60UA (sec. 5.1.2) was applied. A
precaJibration was already dpne by adjusting the high voltages of the photomuHipliers to give equal
avt rage pulse heights for the uranium noise signal in all readout channels. Thus one could follow
-s-hifts in the gain by high-voltage readjustments. The mean value of the uranium noise signal was
at -v 300 ADCCH, with a rm* of - 25ADCCH.. In addition, calibration runs have been taken
reg alarly for a precise offline calibration.

An int er calibration of all 5 modules, indjvidually calibrated with the uranium noise, was tried with
hadrons in the same way äs the calibration of the WA78 calorimeter has been performed {sec. 5.2.2).
For this procedure hadronic eyents have been selected according to their shower vertices (sec. 4.3.2)
leading to 5 subsamples (l per module) of the total hadronic event sample. With this calibration the
hadronic energy resolution was found to be worse than with the uranium noise calibration aloue. It
seemed that because of the coarse longitudinal segmentation of the T60 calorimeter the information
on the longitudinal shower profile was not sufficient.

Because the fourth module of the T60UB1 calorimeter was equipped with thinner uranium plates
than module 1-3 the need for an additional calibration was investigated. First of all it was calibrated
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in the same way äs module In&using the uranium noise signal. A calibration with hadrons resulted
in a deterioration of the energyfiwolution, äs described above. In its simplest way the thickness ratio
of the uraninm plate« was t*Üm< u calibration constant for module 4 because the shower propagates
through less denier matexialiarith respect to module 1-3. The same effect on the energy resolution for
hadrons has been observedVi«*'it became worse than taking the uranium noise calibration only.

The calibration eonstant-ofanodule 4 has then been varied to find a minJTmin) in the relative width
of the hadronic response of module l to 5. The minimum was found at l, i.e. for the calibration done
with the uranium noise. Thwefore, DO additional calibration constant was used for module 4.

9500

4500

accu

-500

•Wt J > •

0 5000 10000

PH(h)UOD1.4[ADC CHANNELS]

Figure 5.17: Pulse Height Dictrilntfton in Module 5 •• a Function of the Pulse Height Distribution in
Module 1-4

Module 5, which had 5 mm talck scintillator plates compared to 3 mm of module 1-4, was calibrated
äs follows: .,.,

• the average pulse height of the uranium noise in each readout channel was adjusted to the same
value äs that of modul«£i-4;f'the uranium noise signal is not very sensitive on the scintillator
plate thickness (sec. 5.1.2); i f

• calibrated this way the mott probable value of the rauon pulse height distributions of module
1-4 was compared to thafof module 5; it is expected that the Signals of module 1-4 should be
3/5 times the signal of näodule 5, which was found to be the case:

- ; i.'(- i *

dSM*'-: < Pff(p)i-4 > _ 93.4
> ~ 152.7

= 0.61;

• the muon calibration is not suited for hadrons because the fraction of energy visible in the
detector is different for hadrozu and muons. To ensure that module 5 yields the same response
for hadrons äs module l to 4 one has to determine a calibration factor for module 5 using the
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hadronic sign&l. Therefore the pulse height distribution of hadrons in module 5 has been plotted
versus the sum of the hadronic pulse height distribution of module l to 4 (Fig. 5.17). For different
intervali in the pulse height distribution of module 5 the corresponding mean pulse height of the
distribution in module l to 4 has been determined. The values obtained are listed in Tab. 5.20
(second and third column). With decreasing mean pulse height in module l to 4 (< PH(h)i-4 >)
the weighted mean pulse height of each interval in the distribution of module 5 (< PH(h)& >)
increase*. The sum of both quantities should be constant for all intervals if module 5 is properly
calibrated which corresponds to a straight line in the plot < P/f(/i)i_4 > versus < PH(h)i >
with a slope of 1. In this way one can calibrate module 1-4 relative to module 5. This is
shown in Fig. 5.18 whexe the measured quantity < PH(h)i_4 > is plotted versus < PH(h}s >;
the straight Une is a fit to the data yielding a slope from which one determines the calibration
factor for module 5. The described calibration method was performed for different energies. The
obtained values are listed in Tab. 5.19. Note that module 5 was precalibrated with the ratio
0.61 derived from muons.

Table 5.19: Calibration Constants for Module 5 obtained from Hadrons (see Text for Description of the

Method)

E [GeV]

10
20
30
50
75
100

< Pff(A),-4 >
< PH(h)s >

0.78 i 0.06
0.86 ± 0.01
1.02 ±0.02
1.02 ±0.01
1.05 ± 0.02
1.26 ±0.04

Table 5.20: Values for the Mean Pulse Height of the Hadron Distribution at 50 GeV in Module 1-4
(< P#(/i)i_4 >) for Different Energy Interval* of Module 5 (< PH(h){ > denotes the weighted Mean in
Interval t). The obtained Energy Resolution and the Number of Events per Energy Interval are also given.
T he Valuts for Mod ule 1-5 after the Caübration are given for Comparison.

£B
El-4

[«]
< 0.25

0.25 - 1
1 - 2
2 - 5
5 - 10

10 - 20
20 - 30

30 - 40

> 40

< Pff(h)l >

[ADC CH.]
-1.1
68.8
142.9
316.8
651.5

1266.2
2191.6

3130.8
4178.8

<- Pfffh}-. A ~>

[ADC CH.]

' 9152. 3± 5.8
9114.1 ± 12.2
9001.4 ± 15.4
8854.4 ± 15.8
8465. 9 ± 20.9
7879.1 ± 27.0
6830. 7 ± 72.2

5704.0 ± 138.2
4467.0 ± 188.8

<rs(h)i-4

^/E[GeV}
[%}

41.6 ±0.3
40.7 ±0.7
43. 9 ± 1.0

47.2 ± 1.0
51.5 ± 1.4

57.4 ± 2.0
100.1 ±8.3

-
-

< PH(h)^5 >

[ADC CH.]

9145.7 ±5.9
9182.0 ± 12.1
9149.4 ± 16.1
9162.0 ± 15.8
9123.7 ± 20.1
9159.8 ±23.5
9016.8 ±59.0

8960.0 ± 128.6
8845.0 ± 160.1

< 9082.7 >
±116.2

ffßCOi-s

y/E(GeV]

W
41.5 ±0.3

40.7 ±0.7
43.2 ± 1.0
45.3 ± 1.0
46.7 ± 1.3

44.4 ± 1.5

68.5 ± 4.5

-

-

Events

4436
986
663
736
508

362

157
56
28

The calibration method has been checked by determining the mean pulse height of module 1-5
at 50 GeV for the difFerent energy intervals of the calibrated signals of module 5. One finds that

~s > Js constant within ±1.3% (Tab. 5.20).
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•-,f,\- •
Pnrticle Selection

The X5-beam that has been used for this roeasurement contained muons, electrons and hadrons
with the relative fractions quotedii^rfpftb- 5.18. The particle selection has been done by means of
the calorimeter'and the Cherenka»^«mnter. To separate muons from the overall event sample the
calorimeter infonnation has been used äs described in sec. 4.2. The electron-hadron Separation during
this pexiod hu, been done indepen^ently from the calorimeter by the use of the signal from the
threshold Cherenkov counter. For.ft gjyen beam momentum the pressure of this counter was adjusted
to a value just below the muon threshold. In this way, only electrons produced a Cherenkov signal
but not the particles of higher znass. The efficieny to produce a signal when an electron passed the
threshold counter was detennined according to the method described in [KBÜ86]. A clean electron and
hadron sample is selected using the-calorhneter infonnation; each of the two integrated pulse height
spectra of the Cherenkov counter for both electrons and hadrons is equal to a detection efficiency of
100%. A cut at a certain pulse height separates electrons and hadrons with an efficiency equal to the
area of the integrated spectrum that is leftover above the cut.

Fig. 5.19 shows the pulse heighVspectrmn of the Cherenkov counter for hadrons and electrons of
lOGeV äs they were separated by the cut indicated at ADC CHAN N EL 30. This value was selected
in order to have < 1% of electrons in the hadron sample without reducing the hadron statistics
significantly. The detection efficiency'Tor electrons at this cut was determined to be 98.5%. The beam
content at this energy was already given1 in Tab. 5.18 where for the particular run a beryllium target
has been used. Ul<,""'

For hadron runs the copper targetSräs used instead of the beryllium target because of the lower
electron fraction (see Tab. 5.18). Th'e'Wasured electron and hadron fractions for the runs at 10 -
50GeV äs well äs the detection effiäeHcies of the Cherenkov counter for electrons at the given cuts
are listed in Tab. 5.21. The percen&ge "of electrons still contained in the 'hadron' sample increases
with energy because of the reduced 'detection efficiency of the threshold counter at higher energies. It
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does, however, not exceed
e/h-ratio.

3 %. TbJs clean electron-hadron Separation is necessary to determine the

Table 5.21: Deteetion Effieieney for Electrons (thiid column) of the Threshold Cherenkov Counter used
for EI«ctron-H«dron Separation, Electron Contamination of the 'Hadron' Sample (fourth column) and
Electron-Hadron Fractions of the 6t»m (fifth column)

E

[GeVl
10
20
30
50

Cut
IADC CH.]

90
100

30
40

Electron
EffieUney'1%1

89't '
54.2
2t.3
29.6 .

Electrons in
'Hadrons' [%]

1.2
2.4
3.1
2.3

Electrons
in Beam \%]

10.3
5.1
4.2
3.2

Hadrons
in Beam [%]

89.7
94.9
95.8
96.8

:..3.3 Transverse and Longitudinal Leakage of Hadronic Energy

Trancverse Leakage

Ihe transverse leakage of hadionic eneigy out of the T60UB1 calorimeter was determined according
o the method discussed in sec, 4.3.1, In, ja first step the amount of transverse leakage was detenuined

A-hile in a second step a correction according to the obtained values was applied. The obtained values
br the top and bottom sides of the calorimeter are Üsted in Tab. 5.22. The values of total transverse
eakage are twice the values of the leakage out of the top and bottom side of the entire calorimet«.

In the second step the correction for transverse leakage on an event-by-event basis for the top and
»ottom sides has been applied (sec. 4.3.1). In Tab. 5.23 the obtained mean pulse height values of
he calorimeter (< P#(h)i_6 >) are giyen together with the width of the pulse height distribution
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abk.5.22: Transverse Leakage out of the T60UB1 Calorimet«
, E
JGeVJ

A 10

20
30
60
75.
10Q, -

top

[%]
1.7 ± 0.6
1.0 ± 0.3
0.9 ± 0.2
0.8 ± 0.2
0.9 ± 0.1
0.8 ± 0.1

bottom

l%]
1.8 ± 0.6
0.7 ± 0.2
0.7 ± 0.1
0.6 ±0.1
0.7 ±0.1
0.7 ± 0.1

top + bottom
[%]

3.6 ±0.8
1.7 ±0.3
1.6 ± 0.2
1.4 ± 0.2
1.5 ±0.1
1.6 ±0.1

total

[%]
7.2 ± 1.6
3.4 ± 0.6
3.2 ± 0.4
2.8 ± 0.4
3.2 ± 0.2
3.0 ± 0.2

Table 5.23: Corrected Hadroojc Response on an Event-fay-Event Basis for Transverse Leakage out of the
Top and Bottom Side of tfce T60UB1 Calorimeter

E

[GeV]

10
20
30
50
75
100

without Tran». Leak. Corr.

^ pjT(h\-, , ̂< rn\n)i-i >

[ADCCH.]

1809.9 ± 6.7
3665.4 ± 8.1
5530.4 ± 4.6—
9147.2 ± 6.5

13746.9 ± 12.8
18556.5 ± 26.2

, '•*(*)!-»

[ADC CH.]

219.0 ± 5.2
311.2 ±6.4

-402.2 ± 3.5
562.2 ± 5.2
694.0 ± 9.9

'861. 8 ±20. 5

with Trans. Leak. Corr.

< Pff(h)^ >

[ADC CH.]

1859.2 ± 6.7
3734.9 ± 8.0
5631,7 ± 4.6
9305.6 ± 6.6

14032.8 ± 13.0
18994.3 ± 26.5

oWi-*

[ADC CH.]

217.8 ±5.2
309.5 ± 6.1
407.3 ± 3.6
566.9 ± 5.2
702.0 ± 10.1
876.9 ± 20.8

A < PJT(A)i-6 >

< PH(h)ft£autTLC >

[%]
2.7
1.9
1.8
1.7
2.0
2.3

. .
^COi-B- For comparison, the uncorrected values are quoted, too, and the difference of the mean pulse
heightsin%. J)(. ,>L;

Longitudinal Leakage ;ioj j^- -,

The measurements with the T60UB1 calorimeter (4 modules, 6.1 A0 total depth, Tab. 5.17) have been
performed with an addittönafmodule of the T60UA calorimeter (1.1 A0, Tab. 5.1) placed behind in
order to receive Information* ön the longitudinal leakage of the T60UB1 calorimeter. The intercal-
ibration of the T60UB1 'calorimeter with the T60UA module was discussed in sec. 5.3.2. The mean

*
pulse height of each module is plotted äs a function of the calorimeter depth in units of A0 in Fig. 5.20
for düferent energies. They are taken from the measurements with the T60UB2 calorimeter which
was identical to the T6QUJI1 calorimeter but equipped with graded light filters in order to improve
the longitudinal unifonni^y^jthe wavelength shifter readout (sec. 5.4).

Table 5.24: Fraction of Total Energy beyond 7.2 A0 at DifFerent Energies according to the Shower Profile
Parametrization ,,

E

[GeV]

10
20
30
50
75
100

Fraction of Energy
beyond 7.2 A0

[%]

0.9
1.3
1.7
2.3
3.2
3.9

The parametrization of the. longitudinal hadronic shower profile was done using eq. 5.6 with the
given parameters (see also [ciTSTb]) and is plotted in Fig. 5.20. The agrcement with the data is quite
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Flgure 5.20: Longitudinal Shower Profile measured in the T60UB2 Calorimeter
na

good except for the last data point which is that of module 5. This can be attributed to the fact that
this module i s quite different {3mm DU-5mm SCI, 1.1 A0 in depth, uncorrected for the longitudinal
nonuniformity) compared to the other modules and that the intercalibration with hadrons has still
some uncertainties.

From the parametrization of the measured shower profile one can calculate the Iqngitudinal leakage
out of the entire calorimeter, The entire calorimeter is 7.2 A0 deep if module 5 is included. The fraction
of longitudinal energy leakage direction beyond 7.2 AO is given in Tab. 5.24 for different energies.

5.3.4 Energy Resolution of the TOOB1 Uraniutn-Scintillator Calorimeter

The response of the T60UB1 calorimeter to electrons and hadrons at 10, 20, 30, 50, 75 and 100 GeV
and to muons at 10 GeV is plotted in Fig. 5.21. The pulse height distributions of electrons and hadrons

Table 5.25: Relative Deviation in [%) of the Mean Pulse Height and the Energy Resolution if the Sum of

Module l is considcred only a> the Electron Response jn the T6QÜB1 Calorimeter

E

[GeV]

10

20
30
50

< PH(e)l > - < Pff(e),_4 >
< W5r<e),_, >

[%]

-1-0,32 ±0.11
-0.19 ±0.08
+0.48 ±0.07
+0.40 ± 0.06

^E(e)i <T£(e)i_4
E E

aE(e)i~4
E

(%}

-5.14 ± 1.43
-3.18 ± 1.45

-2.85 ± 1.50
-1.29 ± 1.55

are fitted by a Gauss function with a cut of ± 3^r while that of the muons is fitted by a convoluted
Moyal-Gauss function. The fitted curves are also drawn in Fig. 5.21.
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The distribution of electrons shown in Fig. 5.21 is obtained from module l only in order to suppress
the uraiuum noise contribution from module 2-5. One module is deep enough (46 XQ) to contain the
entire electromagnetic shower «o no leakage will effect the total signal. The effect on the mean pulse
height and the energy resolution if the signal from module l is taken äs the electron response can
be seen from Tab. 5.25. In this table the relative deviation of the mean pulse height and the energy
resolution in module l from that in module l to 4 is given.
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Figure 5.22: The Ratio R=fo(PH(e)STRIP6/PH(e)STIUp7) versus the Total Pulse Height for Electroni
at 20 GeV (see text for explanation)

In a first glance the energy resolution for electrons was slightly worse than expected from the
previous measurements with the T60UA calorimeter. At 20 GeV, for example, an energy resolution of
19,6%/,/E[<2eV] was determined from the T60UB1 measurement while 15%/ \/E[GeV] was measured
with the T60UA calorimeter (see Tab. 5.7). A careful study of this deterioration of the energy
resolution for electrons showed that it was caused by a mechanical imperfection of the calorimeter:
the dimension of the delivered depleted uranium plates used for the T60 calorimeter were 600 x 300 x
3.2mm3, 600 x 200 x 3.2mm3, 600 x 100 x 3.2mm3 and 600 x 200 x 3.0mm3. In order to obtain
the lateral dimension of 600 x 600mm3, 2, 3 or 6 plates were needed per layer. Because of the
slightly undulated edges of the uranium plates they could not be mounted totally flush to form one
layer. During the measurements at the SPS the beam with energies up to 100 GeV has been direeted
in between the two central itrips 6 and 7 of the T60 calorimeter module to share the total signal
among both Strips. In this way the ADC was prevented from Saturation and the muon signal was well
separated from the pedestals. However, the beam hit also the small gaps between the uranium plates.
The reduced densjty of the calorimeter module in that small region caused higher pulse heights for
particles that penetrate exactly into this region, äs Fig. 5.22 iUustrates. In this figure the ratio

> 0.6

PH(e)sTRJP7

is plotted versus the total pulse height of the calorimeter for electrons at 20 GeV. The region of R
is due to electron« that deposit their energy in either of both strips totally while the region
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of R < l 0.6 l is due to electrons striping both scintillator edges. The average total pulse height of
region R < | 0.6 | is ~ 6% higher than that of R > | 0.6 |. Electrons of the region R < | 0.6 | have been
cut out thus improving the energy resolution to 18.0%/^/E[GeV] for electrons at 20 GeV. This cut
has been applied for electrons at all energies and the resulting pulse height distributions are shown in
Fig. 5.21. The energy resolution for hadrons was not influenced by this effect.

The hadron distQbfftipns shown in Fig. 5.21 were obtained by summing the pulse heights of module
1-5 where module 5 has been calibrated in the way described in sec. 5.3.2. In addition, a cut of
•P#(MM = s < 0.02 '^,PH(h)M = i- 4 > against longitudinal leakage has been applied in the pulse
height distribution of module 5. The effect of this cut on the mean pulse height and the width of the
distribution can be read off from Tab. 5.26. For the transverse leakage from the top and bottom side

Table 5.26: DifTerence Between the Mean Pulse Heights of Module l to 4 (A < PH(h)1_4 >) with
and without a Longitudinal Leakage Cut in Module S of 2% of the Total Energy, relative to the Signal in
Module l to 4 without the Cut; the equivalent Difference (Aff(k)i_4) !$ also given for the Width of the
Distribution*, Relative to the Width of the Distribution in Module l to 4; the Fraction of Events rejected
by this Cut is given in the fourth Column

£

[GeVf

10
20
30
SO
75
100

A < Pff(h)i_4 >
< Pff(A)l-4 >

[%]

+0.08 ± 0.38

+0.48 ± 0.23
+0.86 ± 0.09
+1.10 ±0.08
+ 1.33 ±0.11
+ 1.93 ±0.16

M/l),_4

<r(A)i-4
[%]

-0.63 ± 2.35
-2.09 ± 1.99
-6.67 ± 0.89
-10.91 ±0.90
-15.29 ±1.64
-21.49 ±2.41

Event Rejection

[%]

10.2
11.2
20.5
23.4
31.2
43.0

the correction method described in sec. 4.3.1 has been performed.
The values of the energy resolution for electrons and hadrons äs obtained from the Gauss fit s with

±3<r cut are listed in Tab. 5.27. For hadrons the values without any leakage correction are given for
comparison. The obtained values for the energy resolution for electrons and hadrons are plotted in'•vtlün w '

Table 5.27: Mean Resporue and Energy Resolutions of Electrons and Hadrons at 10, 20, 30, 50, 75 and
100 GeV obtained from the T6QUB1 Calorimeter

E

[GeV]

10
20
30
50

75tm,

ELECTRONS

< PH (eh >

[ADC GH.]

1730.1 ± 1.9
3504.8 ± 2.9
5316.6 ±3.7
8884.9 ± 5.5

i.
r

<rs(e)i
^/E[GeV]

[K]
17.3 ± 0,3
17.9 ±0.3
18.6 ± 0.3
19.7 ± 0,3

HADRONS

< Pif(/Oi-6 >
[ADC CH.]

1852.2 ± 7.1
3731.1 ± 8.4
5609.9 ± 4.9
9308.2 ± 7.2

14038.8 ± 14.8
18989.3 ± 30.3

<7JsCOi-5
^E[GW]

[K]

38.4 ± 1.0
36.9 ± 0.8
39.1 ± 0.4
41.4 ±0.4
41.0 ±0.7
40.0 ± 1.2

*-ittAll ,?J
Fig. 5.23. The parametrUation eq. 4.4 for electrons and eq. 4.6 for hadrons results in the follwing

i r j i TT"S '"•'•values for a and o:
for electrons

16.7% ±0.5%

1.5% ±0.1% (5.14)
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and for hadions

a = 35.5% ±1.1%
6 = 0.7% ±0.2%. (5.15)

The quoted errors are 3% for parameter a while the error for & is obtained from the fit. The
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Figure 5.23: Energy Resolutton of the T60UB1 Calorimeter for Electrons and Hadrons äs a Function of
Energy and the Contribution from Photostatistics

contribution from photostatistics to the energy resolution was taken from the difference signal of
electrons (eq. 4.11) yielding:

<PHL+R >
(6.82 ± 0.09)%

@ (0.51 ± 0.04)%.

The sampling fhictuatkms according to the EGS4 calculations are:

<rt(e) _ (16.97 ±0.03)%
E

(5.16)

(5.17)

FYom eq. 5.16 one obtains the number of photoelectrons per GeV incident energy according to
eq. 4.11: < Npe > = 214 ± 6, corresponding to 4 photoelectrons per MeV of visible electromagnetic
shower energy at an electromagnetic sampling fraction of c = 4.74%, äs calculated with EGS4.

The total energy resolution for electrons obtained from the quadratic sum of the sampling nuctu-
ations and the contributions from photostatistics is:

_ (18.29 ±0.09)%
(0.51 ±0.04)%. (5.18)
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The value is larger than the value obtained from the parametrization of the measured resolution
(eq. 5.14). Thii reflects still remaining uncertainties in the energy resolution for electrons after the
applied tut since the beam was directed between two central strips and into the gap between the
uranium plates.

The response of the calorimeter is linear within ± 1.5% for both electrons and hadrons. Fig. 5.24
show* the deviation from the mean linearity.

5.3.5 The c/h- and e/nup- Ratio of the T60B1 Uramum-Scintillator Calorimeter

The mean electron and hadron response measured with the T60UB1 calorimeter had to be corrected
for the nonuniformity of the wavelength shifter äs described in sec. 4.5.4. The mean pulse height of

Table 5.28: Mein Ekctron-, Muon- and Hadron- Response of the T60UB1 Calorimeter, corrected for
Longitudinal Nonuniformity (c, h) and for Leakage (h), and the resultmg e/h- and e/mip-ratio at 10, 20,
30, 50, 75 and 100 CcV

E

[GeV]

10
20
30
50
75
100

e

[ADC CH.]

1922.2 ± 20.3
3878.3 ± 40.9
5866.8 ± 61.8

9778.8 ± 102.6

h

[ADC CH.)

1925.5 ±63.6
3807.5 ±121. 7
5731.3 ±181.8
9458.5 ± 300.8
14269.8 ± 453.5
19319.4 ±614.2

V

[ADC CH.]
107.3 ± 1.7
113.5 ±4.5

i 106.6 ±3.3
111.3 ±4.4

e
k

0.998 ± 0.035
1.019 ±0.034
1.024 ±0,034
1.034 ±0.035

e
mtp

0.710 ±0.022
0.707 ± 0.034

0.779 ±0.032
0.774 ±0.037

hadrons wai corrected for transverse leakage out of the right and left edge of the calorimeter with the
value» obtained from the leakage from the top and bottom edges according to the method described in
«ec. 4.3.1, The obtained mean pulse heights for «lectrons, hadrons and muons are given in Tab. 5.28
together with the detemüned c/h- and e/mip-ratios. The total errors on both ratlos result from the
propagation of the statistical errors on the measured pulse heights, the errors on the measurement of
the light attenuation curve, the statistical errors on the electromagnetic shower Simulation and the
errors on the parametrization of the hadronic shower profile. The e/h- and the e/mtp-ratio are plotted
in Fig. 5.25 äs a function of energy.

5.3.6 Depeudence of the Electron- and Hadron-Response on the Integration
Time

The time dependence of the neutron component in a hadronic shower leads to a ris« of the hadronic
response of a calorimeter if the Integration time of the hadronic signal increases (see sec. 3.4). The
electron and the hadron response of the T60UB1 calorimeter was therefore measured äs a function of
the Integration time. The result is plotted in Fig. 5.26 together with the e/h-ratio. The mean electron
and hadron response has been corrected for longitudinal nonuniformities (sec.4.5.4), the mean hadronjc
pulse height was also corrected for longitudinal and transverse leakage (sec.5.3.3). The effective gate
length is shorter than the one given in Fig. 5.26 because of two effects: the rising edge of the gate
pulse preceeded the photomultiplier signal by -~ 20 nj; the width of the analog signals from the
photomultipliers give rise to an additional time offset.

The starting point t0 of the shower was defined by the electron signal, supposing that the peak of
the analog pulse from the electrons at tQ gives 50% of the total pulse height. Under this consideration
the effective gate length is reduced in total by 30 ns, äs can bee seen in Fig. 5.26.

This time offset has been subtracted for comparison with predktions of a Simulation program that
will be discussed in sec. 7.4.2.
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5.4 Improving the Longitudinal Uniformity

The optical fibre readout of the WA78 calorimeter (sec. 5.10) has the advantage that the light produced
in each icintillator plate travels the same distance before reaching the photomultiplier. This readout
method provides a good longitudinal uniformity of a calorimeter because of equal light attenuation in
each readout channel. ._...

In order to build a compact detector without introducing large dead spaces the wavelength shifter
readout of scintillator has been developed. However, a longitudinal nonuniformity is implemented
in this readout System because of the different distances the light has to travel within the wave-
length «hifter bar from different scintillator plates to the photomultiplier. This nonuniformity will
be transformed into the signal that is longitudinally distributed according to the shower profile ($ee
sec, 4.5.4). It is therefore necessary to correct for the longitudinal nonuniformity of a calorimeter with
a wavelength shifter readout system.

5.4.1 The T60B2 Uranium-Scintillator Calorimeter with Graded Light Filters

In the measureraents deseribed previously with the T60Pb, T60UA and T60UB1 calorimeter a correc-
tion for the longitudinal nonuniformity has been done offline according to the measured light attenu-
ation curve {iec. 4.5.4, 5.1.5). The method could only be applied to the measured mean pulse heights
of electrons and hadroni. In order to reduce the influence of the longitudinal nonuniformity on the
energy resolution, especially for hadrons, the longitudinal readout has been made more uniform. This
was done by using a light filter with a gradient that is inverse to the attenuation curve. This filter
was placed between each wavelength shifter bar and the readout edges of the scintillator plates of tbe
T60UB1 calorimeter.

The attenuation curve that was needed to produce the light filter has been obtained by scanning
along a wavelength shifter bar with a scintillator plate radiated by a 106Ru source. According to
the attenuation curve graded light filters with a pattern shown in Fig. 5.27 were produced for each
wavelength »hifter bar.

The light response curve of one wavelength shifter bar after inserting the graded light filter has
been measured on one calorimeter module. Fig. 5.28 shows the obtained curve. The measurement

...

Figure 5.27: Pattern of m Graded Light Filter used to Jmprove the Longitudinal Nonuniformity of the
Wavelength Shifter Bars in the T60B2 Calorimeter (PM: Photomultiplier Side)

was done with a MCo source that was moved along the top of the T60 module leaving the module
unchanged, The light response curve of the wavelength shifter bar without the filter is also given
in Fig. 5.28. It was obtained in the same way äs with the light filter. This curve was used for the
offline correction after it has been corrected for the decrease in the first and last layers (see Fig. 5.28)
using informations from the 106fiu-source measurement mentioned above. In both cases the signal-to-
uranium noise ratio was low thus making the measurement less precise which leads to some uncertainty
in the offline correction method of the longitudinal nonuniformity.
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.Bf

5.4.2 Energy Resolution of the T60B2 Uranium-Scintillator Calorimeter
•,<i (»aori •

The calibration and particle lelction for this measurement was done in a similar way äs for the
meuurement with the T60UA/T60UB1 calorimeter. Due to the insertion of the graded light filier
the meah value of the uranium noise distribution decreases to ~ 205 ADC CH. with a rms of ~
18 ADC CH.. The electron-hadron Separation could not be done with the threshold Cherenkov counter
because of deffieneies of the counter. The Information from the calorimeter was used to separate muons,
electrons and hadrons according the method described in sec. 4.2.

The applied leakage corrections are identical to that of the T60UB1 measurement:

- transverse leakage correction for the top and bottom sides of the calorimeter on an event-
by-event basis

- calibration of module 5 with muons and hadrons (see sec. 5.3.2)

- cut of PH(h)ig*i < 0.02- < PH(h)nf-i-4 > in module 5 against longitudinal leakage.
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Table 5.29: Transverse Leakage in [%] of the T60UB2 Calorimeter, determined for the Top and Bottom
Side of the Calorimeter

E
[GW]

10
20
30
50
75
100

top
(%}

0.8 ± 0.4

0.9 ± 0.3
0.8 ± 0.2
0.7 ± 0.2
0.7 ±0.1
0.8 ± 0.1

bottom
[%]

0.7 ±0.3
0.7 ± 0.2
0.7 ± 0.2
0.6 ±0.1
0.6 ±0.1
0.6 ±0.1

top + bottom

[%]
1.5 ±0.5
1.6 ± 0.4
1.5 ± 0.3
1.3 ± 0.2

1.3 ±0.2
1.4 ±0.2

total
[%}

3.0 ±1.0
3.2 ±0.8
3.0 ± 0.6
2.6 ± 0.4
2.6 ± 0.4
2.8 ± 0.4

The amount of transverse energy in [%] leaking out of the top and bottom side of the calorimeter is
quoted in Tab. 5.29. The total transverse leakage has been obtained by doubling the top and bottom
leakage (sec. 4.3.1).

The entire gignal for hadrons is obtained by summing all 5 modules after the corrections have been
applied. The dJstribution» are shown in Fig. 5.29 for energies from 10 to 100 GeV. The curves drawn
in this figure are fitted Gauss function* with a cut of ±3<r. For electrons the signal from moduJe l
was taken only In Order to'iuppress the uranium noise contribution from module 2-5. Gauss functions
with a ±3<r cut have been fitted to the distribution (Fig. 5.29). The muon distribution for lOGcK
also shown In this figure is the response of the entire calorimeter (module 1-5); the fitted eurve is a
convolution of a Gauss with a Moyal function.

The values of the energy resolution for electrons and hadrons obtained from the fits are listed in
Tab. 5.30. The values of the energy resolutions are plotted in Fig. 5.30 for electrons and hadrons.

Table 5.30: Mean Response and Energy Resolutions of Electrons and Hadrons »t 10, 20, 30, 50, 75 and
100 GeV for the T60UB2 Calorimeter

E

[GeV]

10
20
30

50

75
100

ELECTRONS

< P#(e)i >

[ADC CH.]

1335.5 ± 2.0
2717.4 ±2.7
4056.6 ± 3.1
6780.6 ±4.2

<7ß(e)i
y/E[GeV]

[%]

18.1 ± 0.3

17.6 ±0.3
18.0 ±0.3
18.9 ± 0.3

HADRONS

< PH(h)n >

[ADC CH.]

1239.4 ± 2.0
2542.1 ± 2.3
3782.5 ± 2.6
6288.9 ±4.1
9566.0 ±5.3
12707.9 ±4.9

<7js(/l)l_5

^E[GeV]
[%}

r

36.9 ± 0.4
34.5 ± 0.3
34.8 ±0.3

36.5 ± 0.3
37.8 ± 0.4
38.6 ±0.3

' ir-S'
They were parametrized according to eq. 4.4 (electrons) and eq. 4.6 (hadrons) and the following values
have been achieved:
for electrons

•U •*>-» a = 17.4% ±0.5%

6 = 1.0% ±0.2% (5.19)

and for hadrons

32.9% ± 1.0%

0.5% ±0.1%. (5.20)
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The estimaled errors ar« fouud to be of the same order äs for the T60B1 calorimeter (sec. 5.3.4).
The contribution from photoitatistics i» also plotted in Fig.5.30. It was taken from the difference

tu

-̂**
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0.0

HADRONS
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.Q. y-D-
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Figure 5,30: Energy Resolution of the T60UB2 Calorimeter for Electrons and Hadrons äs a Function of
Energy

Signal of electrons eq. 4.11 and the parametrization yields:

(5.21)
<PHL+R>y

The total energy resolution for electrons obtained from the quadratic sum of the sampling fluctuations
and the contributions from photostatistics is:

fft(e) (17.98 ±0.09)%
Jü_£ = i ) 8 (0.52 ±0.04)%.

JE{GCV]
(5.22)

The sampling fluctuations are identical to the value calculated for the T60UB1 calorimeter (eq. 5.17).
The number of photoelectrons per GeV of incident energy has been determined according to

eq. 4.11, yielding < Np, > = 281 ± 8, corresponding to 6 photoelectrons per A/cV of visible eleetro-
magnetic shower energy. The determined number of photoelectrons for the T60UB2 calorimeter is
higher than that of the T60UB1 calorimeter although a light filter was inserted in the T60UB2 calori-
meter. This can be explalned by the width of the difference distribution measured with the T60UB1
calorimeter to be to large caused by the beaxn that was directed between two scintillator strips (gee
sec. 5.3.4).

The respome of the calorimeter is linear within ± 2% for hadrons and ± 1% for electrons. Fig. 5.31
shows the deviation from the mean linearity.

•

rmx>!t
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Figure 5.31: Deviation from Linearity in [%] for Electrons and Hadrons in the T60UB2 Calorimeter

5.4.3 Influence of Transverse and Longitudinal Leakage on the Energy Resolu-
tion .,, r

The energy resolution of hadrons obtained from the previously described measurements with the T60
calorimeter were inflnenced by longitudinal and transverse leakage. The longitudinal segmentation of
the T60B calorimeter into 5 modules äs well äs the transverse segmentation into 12 strips allowed a
systematic study of the influence of leakage on the energy resolution.

The investigation of this influence has been performed in the following way:

— the traniverte leakage of hadronic energy has been increased stepwise by reducing the
number of stxips that contribute to the total pulse height of the calorimeter;

— to increase the longitudinal leakage the number of modules that contribute to the total
pulse height of the calorimeter has been reduced stepwise.

Table 5.31: Influenc* of the Transverse Leakage on the M«an Pulse Height und on the r ms of the Pulse
Height Distribution for Hadrons ml 20 GeV

Lateral
Size
Ao

3.24
2.70
2.16
1.62
1.08
0.54

< PH(h)!_. >

JADC CH.)
2492.3 ± 2.5
2458.5 ± 2.5
2391.9 ± 2.5
2270.5 ± 2.8
2062.9 ± 3.0
1620.1 ± 3.7

rm*
[ADC CH.]
233.9 ± 28.7
235.4 ± 28.9
238.6 ± 29.3
251.1 ± 30.8
280.7 ± 34.4
341.2 ± 41.9
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The mean pulse height and the nns of the pulse height distribution obtained for hadrons at 20 GeV
are given in Tab. 5.31 and Tab. 5.32. Fig. 5.32 shows the relative width rms/ < PH(h)TOT > of the
total pulse height distribution in [%] (left scale) äs a function of the lateral size of the calorimeter,
given in units of AO. A« the lateral size of the entire calorimeter (3.2 A0 effective) shrinks, the
resolution deteriorates while the mean pulse height decreases (right scale; values are normalized to
the mean pulse height obtained from the entire calorimeter). The same behaviour is observed if the
longitudinal size of th* calorimeter (7.2 A0) shrinks (Fig. 5.33), but with a much stronger Variation of
the resolution and the mean pulse height. Fig. 5.34 shows the deterioration of the energy resolution for

Table 5.32: Influence of the Longitudinal Leakage on the Mean Pulse Height and on the rms of the Pulse
Height Distribution for Hadrons at 20 GeV

Longitudinal
Size
Ao

7.22
6.11
4.65
3.10
1.55

< PH(h)i-i >
[ADC CH.]

2492.3 ± 2.5
2453.3 ± 3.2
2330.7 ±4.9
2004.4 ± 7.5
1230.2 ± 9.2

rms
[ADC CH.]

233.9 ± 28.7
299.4 ± 36.7
458.0 ± 56.2
703.8 ± 86.4
867.6 ±106.4

an increasing fraction of leakage and the values are given in Tab. 5.33. The hadronic energy resolution
at 0 is the energy resolution obtained with a longitudinal leakage cut in module 5 of 2% of the total
energy and with a correction for transverse leakage from the top and bottom side of the calorimeter
(sec.5.3.3). Obviously, thf Jongitudinal leakage deteriorates the energy resolution much stronger than
transverse leakage of taai same amount.

ii . - . . y

Table 5.33: Influence of the Transverse and Longitudinal Leakage on the relative rms of the Pulse Height
Distribution for Hadrons «t 20 GeV

LATERAL
Fraction

'/l !•• :

of Leakage

[Kl
0.0
0.34
1.'69
4.35
9.21
17.51
35.22

rms

< Pff(A),_. >
[%]

8.44 ± 1.07
9.39 ± 1.15
9.58 ±1.17
9.98 ± 1.22
11.06 ± 1.36
13.61 ± 1.67
21.06 ± 2.59

LONGITUDINAL
Fraction

of Leakage

[%]
0.0
0.34
1.90
6.80

19.85
50.81

rms
< p/r(/i)!_5 >

[*]
8.44 ± 1.07
9.39 ± 1.15
12.20 ± 1.50
19.65 ±2.41

35.11 ± 4.31
70.52 ± 8.67

This behaviour has also been observed with the CHARM calorimeter [CHA80]. It is explained by
the fluctuations about the average longitudinal energy loss that are much larger than the ones for the
transverse energy loss [FAB85].

5.4.4 The e/h- and e/mTp-Ratio of the T60B2 Uranium-Scintillator Calorimeter

After the improvement of the longitudinal uniformity of the T60UB1 calorimeter by inserting graded
light filters between the scintillator plates and the wavelength shifter bars a nonuniformity of ±5%
could still b« observed (s«e Fig. 5.28). In addition, the light response very near the photomultiplier
side drops down rapidly which is assumed to be due to the bent light guide.

To investigate the influence on the average electron response the first module was turned by 180°
so that the response of the electromagnetic shower at the far end of the photomultiplier could be
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Energy Resolution obtained with a Longitudinal Leakage Cut in Module 5 of 2% of the Total Energy and
with a Correction for Transverse Leakage from the Top and Bottom Side of the Calorimeter

compared with that of the near end. The obtained values deviated by about 10%. Assuming that the
nonuniformity curve decreases almost linear by this amount one can take the average of both mean
pulse heights to get the nearly actual electron response.

The mean pulse height for hadrons has been corrected for the transverse leakage from the left and
right side of the calorimeter (the top and bottom correction was done event-by-event), äs in the case
of all other T60 measurements (sec. 4.6, 5.1.5, 5.3.5). The resulted values of the mean pulse heights
for electrons, hadrons and also for muons, for which no correction is needed, are listed in Tab. 5.34.
Also gjven in Tab. 5.34 is the_e/A- and the c/mip-ratio with quoted statistical errors; the total error
is 3%. The 11 h- and the l/mip-T&tio äs a function of energy are plotted in Fig. 5.35.
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E

[GeV]
10
20
30
50
75
100

nAw »f--

€ .ia*ii\C 'dt] ;

1273.0J±V.2
2575.2 i 1.9
3805.9 i 2.2
6452.4 i 2.5

- • < , [ , •

h

[ADC GH.]
1257.7 ± 6.0
2583.5 ± 9.6
3839.6 ± 10.7
6371.6 ±12.2
»693.2 ± 16.4
12888.5 ± 20.0

/*

[ADC GH.]
65.2 ± 2.0
71.8 ± 3.4
69.3 ± 3.3
71.8 ± 6.6

e
h

1.012 ±0.005
0.997 ± 0.004
0.991 ± 0.003
1.013 ± 0.002

e
mtp

0.774 ± 0.031
0.742 ± 0.039
0.777 ± 0.042
0.799 ± 0.077
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Chapter 6

Compensation with a Lead-Scintillator
Calorimeter

6.1 The Proposed Calorimeter Configuration

The measurement of the induced radioactivity in different calorimeter block« by C. Leroy and coworkers
[LER85] has been briefly discussed in see. 3.4. In addition to a massive block of depleted uranium they
also exposed a massive lead block interleaved with a few thin uranium plates to the beam. In this way
the neutron yield of lead was measured and informations on the neutron spectrum had been derived.
Compared to the massive 3S*U block the measured neutron yield is smaller in Pb and the total neutron
spectrum is harder (Tab. 3,7). The neutron yield of lead is sufficiently high so that it should also be
possible to achieve compensation with a hadron calorimeter built of lead plates äs passive absorbers
and an active absorber that is able to generate a signal via np-collisions. This has been proposed by
R. Wigmans [WIG87] and H. Brückmann [AND87a]. For a compensating lead-scintillator calorimeter
the ratio of lead to scintillator thickness is unusual high, namely 3 to 5, äs predicted by R. Wigmans
and H. Brückmann. -nul

A calorimeter with 10mm Pb and 2.5mm scintillator (TPb) has been built and exposed to a
hadron beam by U. Kotz and coworkers [BER87] in order to find out if compensation ran also be
achieved with a lead-scintillator calorimeter.

6.2 Description of the Lead-Scintillator Calorimeter

The entire calorimeter consisted of 9 towers arranged in a 3 X 3 matrix, with 3 towers combined to l
module (see Fig. 6.1). One tower was subdivided into a l A0 (29 XQ) deep electromagnetic and a 4 AQ
deep hadronic section. The electromagnetic section consists of 16 layers and the hadronic section of
65 layers. One layer is rnade of a 10 mm thick lead plate and a 2.5 mm thick scintillator plate.

Th« lead plates contained 4% antimony for mechanical stability. They were kept parallel at a
distance of 3.5 mm by 2 spacers at the top and bottom of each plate. The whole Stack in one module
was held together by steel rods fed through the spacers and the lead plates.

The scintillator plates have been poh*shed at all edges and wrapped into white paper leaving the
readout edge open. The three »cintillator plates in one module are separated by 2 mm thick PVC rods
(see Fig. 6.1).

The lead and scintillator plates in the hadronic section are smaller in lateral directiou by 7 mm
than in the electromagnetic (section because each section is read out separately on each side by two
wavelength shifter bars of 2 mm thickness; therefore space has to be granted for the wavelength shifter
bars of the hadronic part (s«c Fig. 6,1).

The collected light in the wavelength shifter bars was transmitted via plexiglass Hght guides to the
photomultipliers (XP 2011). In Tab. 6.1 the dimensions and specifications of the TPb calorimeter are
compiled.
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Table 6.1: Dimcnsions and 'Specifications of the TPb Calorimeter inserted with 10mm thick Lcad and
2.5mm thick Scintillator Plates

Calorimeter

Lateral Dimensions
of Calorimeter

Lateral Dimensions
of Module

Lateral Dimensions
of Tower

Total Depth of 1 Layer
Total Depth of 1 Tower

660 x 684 mm3

660 x 228 mm3

220 X 218 mm3

220 x 211 mm2

13.5mm

1093.5mm

EM Section
(AI Front Plate

Included)
HAD Section

EM Section
(AI Front Plate

Included)
HAD Section
EM + HAD

88.47A"0

90.54.Xo
1.79 JT0

28.8A"0

116.2X0

145.0*0

3.14A0

3.13A0

0.062A0

1.04A0

• I . D I A , ,
5.05A„

Passive Layer
Lateral Dimensions

(Effective)
Lateral Dimensions

(Effective)
Nurnber of Layers

Thickne« of Plates
Material

660 x 218mm3

660 x 211mm3

16
65

10 mm
i 96 % Pb, 4% Sb

EM Section

HAD Section

EM Section
HAD Section

t
Active Layer

Lateral Dimensions
Lateral Dimensions
Number of Layers

Thicknes« of Plates ;
Material
Airgap

218x218 mm3

218 x 211mm3

16
65

2.5 mm
SCSN-38 (Polystyrene Base)

1.0mm

EM Section
HAD Section
EM Section

HAD Section

Readout
Wavelength Shifter

Thickne« of WLS
Material

Light gui de
Photomultiplier

310 X 220mm2

918 X 220mm2

EM Section
HAD Section

- 2mm

PMMA Base, UV absorbant
K27 (125 mg/1)

Plexiglas!
XP 2011

f3Mi
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To measure in the low energy ränge from 3 to WGeV the calorimeter was exposed to the T7-
beam at the CERN P^iT^e, same set-up was used äs for the tneasurements with the T60Pb and
T60UA calorimeter (»et^A.])) except for the data aquisition aystem which was a Computer based on
the Motorola 68020 CPIJjni^ead of the FDP 11. In addition, two Cherenkov counters fUled with CO2

gas have been used for electron identification. The set-up is sketched in Fig, 4.3 where instead of the
T60 calorimeter the TPb calorimeter has been installed. The TPb calorimeter was put on a moveable
support. Thia allowedVhoir&ontal scan of the central towers of the calorimeter.

For the high-energy ränge of 10 to 100 GeV the calorimeter was moved to the X5-beam at the
SPS at CERN. In this environment the measurments with the T60UB1/2 calorimeter were performed.
The same set-up was UJJB£ (»ee Fig. 5.16) with the TPb calorimeter replacing the T60 calorimeter.
One module of the T60UB2 calorimeter (1.5 AO in depth) was placed about 80cm behind the lead
calorimeter in order to gain information on the longitudinal leakage. The TPb calorimeter was installed
on a moveable stage for a horizontal and vertical scan of all towers.

In order to avoid a Saturation of the ADC at the highes t energies and to measure the muon
signal well separated from the pedestals the analog Signals of the photomultipliers have been splitted
passively into a 3/4 and a 1/4 fraction.

6.3 Calibration and Particle Selection

0.3.1 Calibration

The TPb calorimeter hat been calibrated with three difTerent methods:

• a *°Co aource of 3mCt (111 MBy), inserted into a hole in themiddleof the lead plate separating
the electromagnetic from the hadronic part, was used for online calibration and to monitor the
gain stability. The signal of each tower due to this source was integrated over 10 /i« and the high
voltage was adjustäd according to the mean pulse height;

• the electromagnetî ^ec îons of each tower were calibrated by equalizing the mean pulse heights
of electrona at 10 GeV. Similarly, the hadronic sections were calibrated by equalizing the mean
pulse heights of hactrons at 10 GeV;

• the intercalibration between the electromagnetic and hadronic sections was done by varying
a multiplication factor o for all hadronic sections, demanding that the energy resolution for
hadrons will becom*'minimal. This calibration has been compared with the muon response at
50 GeV in both se t̂ions. The ratio of the muon reaponae of both sections should almost be
equal to the ratio oC the number of sclntillator plates, namely 65/16 = 4.06 if ionization loss is
the only process of energy deposition of the muons. At 50 GeV, however, one has to correct the
energy loss of muon* £br; bremsstrahlung and pair production which has been estimated to be
about 5% [BEBST)? vtw.,

At the T7-beam the 3 ce^ral towers of the TPb calorimeter could be calibrated only with beam
particles because the entfncjalorixneter was only moveable in horizontal direction. The outer towers
have been calibrated with4ne-^0Co source. The calibration of the central towers with the wCo source
has been compared with the electron, hadron and muon response, ahowing differences of 5%. These
difTerences are attributed to the fact that the *°Co source irradiated only the closest scintillator plates
while the beam particles reached almost all plates.

At the X5-beam all 9 towers were calibrated with beam particles. A first online calibration by
adjusting the high voltage« was done with the signal from the *°Co source. The difference between the
electron and hadron callbration of the electromagnetic section was ±1%, the difference between the
muon and electron calibration was ±5%. The hadron and muon calibration in the hadronic section
differed by ±2%.
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6.3.2 Particle Seleqtion

In addition to the online particle Separation according to the trigger conditions given in sec. 4.2
and sec. 5.1.2 a particle selection by means of the Cherenkov counter and the calorimeter Uself has
been perforaied in the offline analysis. Two quantities were mainly used for the selection, namely
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Figure 6.2: Spectrum of both Cherenkov Counters at 10'GeV used for Electron Separation from Hadrons
and Muons

r

C"ia = C\ Cj, which is the sum spectrum of both Cherenkov counters (Fig. 6.2), and EOUT —
Sot/r PH (c, ^, ^)ofT (Fig- 6-3), where the sum of the pulse height for electrons, muons and hadrons
is performed over all outer towers (OUT)^ i.e. except the central one. In Fig. 6.2 one observes well
separated electrons from hadrons and muons while in Fig. 6.3 muons are well separated from hadrons.

For muoni U wa» required that the deposited energy in the outer towers was sm&ller than ~ 100 MeV.
An equal response in the left and right photomultiplier of the central tower was also demanded from
a U n i o n event.

Electrons were separated from hadrons by a tut in C13. Electron events had to fulfill the ad-
ditional condition that the total energy deposited outside the electromagnetic section in which the
electromagnetic shower wa» contained should be less than ~ 500 MeV. The contamination of the
electron sample with hadrom was estimated to be about 0.1 %.

For the selection of hadrons the muons have to be separated by a cut in Fig. 6.3. Electrons have
already been separated with C^y.

'• A

6.4 Uniformity and Light Yield of the Readout System

6.4.1 Transverse Uniformity in the Scintillator

The transverse uniformity of light collection in the scintillator plates has been determined by horizontal
and vertical scans of the central tower with the beam.
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The horizontal scan was performed with 5 GeV electrons at the T7-beam in steps of 2 cm, the
vertical scan with IQ GeV electrons in steps of l cm at the X5-beam. The response was found to be
uniform within ±1% in *-«gion of ±6 cm around the centre of the scintillator plate (Fig. 6.4). At the
edges of the plates in vertical direction the light yield increased by about — 20% which is attributed
to nonexponential efTects in addition to the attenuation in the scintillator plates. These effects have
also been observed with the T60 modules and explanations are given there (sec. 4.5.3).

At the edges of the scintillator plates in vertical direction the light yield decreased by 8% (Fig. 6.5)
due to the dead area introduced by the PVC rods and the influence of the close reflecting edge,

6.4.2 Longitudinal Üniformity of the Wavelength Shifter

The longitudinal uniforxnity of the wavelength shifter has been optimized in a similar way äs for the
T60UB2 calorimeter (sec. 5.4.1). The attenuation curve of the wavelength shifter has been measured
on a dismanteled wavelength shifter bar and according to this curve a graded light filter has been
produced.

1.5

l 05

ittsh '

•U -rol
•liX-.> T

,-iftKi -t • •

WLS uniformity
{before correction)

El* HAD L( PM

EMsecbonjHAD section

60 80 100 2 [cm]
4O637

Figure 6.6: Longitfdiiwl Light Response of the Wavelength Shifter without »ny Correction

The separate readout of the electromagnetic and hadronic section introduced a sharp decrease
of the light yield in the direction of the penetrating particle (Fig. 6.6). To reduce this effect the
wavelength shifter bar of the hadronic section overlapped that of the electromagnetic section by 10 cm
(see Fig. 6.1). However, fcbi4 correction was insufficient, but with the light filter inserted between the
readout edges of the scintUlator plates and the wavelength shifter bars an overall uniformity of ±5%
has been achieved (Fig*&7)̂

•i »iit i;.

0.4.3 Light Yield of one Tower of the Lead-Scintillator Calorimeter
irUi*'1 !'•

The amount of light that is collected from the left and right side of one tower of the TPb calori-
meter is given by the average number of photoelectrons converted by the photomultipliers per in-
cident energy. The average number of photoelectrons has been determined from the relative width
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Filter

<*£-«(*)/ < PHl+R >(«) of the difference distribution of electrons in the electromagnetic section ui-
ing eq. 4.11. The measurements done at the SPS have not been included for the determination slnce
ffL-R(t)/ < PHl+R >(e) *» sensitive to the beam spät size and no finger counter has been us«d for
the SPS meaiurementi. The obtained relative width of the difference distribution is:

< PHL+K >00 =
(6.6 ±0.1)%

(6.1)

From thil the number of photoelectrons per GeV of incident energy has been determined to < Np< >
= 230 ± 7, TbJi corresponds to 10 photoelectrons per MeV of visible electromagnetic shower energy
at an electromagnetic sampling fraction of e = 2.4% calculated with EGS4.

6.5 Transverse and Longitudinal Leakage of Hadronic Energy in
the Lead-Scintillator Calorinieter

6.5.1 Tramverse Leakage

The amount of hadronic energy leaking into the tranverse direction has been measured by shooting
into the central tower of each module and determJne the energy in the outer towers. A fraction of
— 80% of the total signal is contained in the central tower within the energy ränge of 3 to 75 GeV. The
average transverse leakage waa determined from the energy deposition in the individual towers when
the beam was directed to the center of the outer towers. An average transverse leakage of 4-5% has
been observed which is independent of the incident energy. The obtained values for different energies
are given in Tab. 6.2.
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Table 6.2: Transverse Leakage measurcd with theTPb Calorimeter

m i:

.->

E
[GeV]

5
10
20
30
50
75

: Transverse Leakage in
Fraction of Total Energy [%}

4.8
4.4
4.7
4.2
4.6
4.5

6.5.2 Longitudinal iieakage
3 .-1*1 < <

The longitudinal leakage of hadronic energy out of the TPb caloriraeter has been measured with the
T60UB2 calorimeter module placed behind. The determined fraction of total energy leaking int o the
longitudinal direction l» lisiedin Tab. 6.3.

Table 6.3: Longitudinal Lcäfeage out of the TPb Calorimeter measured with the T60UB2 Calorimeter
Module placed behind

f . M

•3 M
"ä'äV

E
'[GeV]

10
20
30
50
75

Longitudinal Leakage in
Fraction of Total Energy [%]

0.8
3.2
4.7
6.5
7.7

Because of the «gniücaiat influence of the longitudinal leakage on the hadronic energy resolution
one tries to lelect only thoje hadronic event* which are almöst fully contained in the TPb caloriraeter.
Two different methods haw been applied a> in the case of the T60Pb and the T60UA calorimeter
(»ec. 4.3.2,5.1.3): ^ ,

1. AU events that depoiit less than 1.5 GeV in the T60UB2 calorimeter module have been included
in the hadronic cvenfcMUnple» The fraction of hadronic events decreases due to this cut from 4%
at 10 GeV to 50% at ,76 GcV, äs can be seen from Tab. 6.4. The rejected events are mainly those

Table 6.4: Event Reduction due to Longitudinal Leakage Cut according to Method l (see text)

E
[GeV]

10
20
30
50
75

Fraction of Hadronic
Event Reduction [%]

3.5
12.7
21.1
36.6
49.3

with a large shower length or those which start to shower only very deep in the calorimeter.

2. All events that deposit less than 1.5 GeV in the electromagnetic section of the calorimeter have
been rejected from the hadronic event sample. The rejected events are those hadrons which
cross the scintillator platet of the electromagnetic section under minimum ionization loss before
their nuclear interactions generate a shower. In this way the hadron sample consists of showers
with their start vertez placed within the ftrst nuclear interaction length of the entire calorimeter.
About 55% of the total hadron sample passed this cut, rather independent of the beam energy.
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6.6 Energy Resolution of the Lead-Scintillator Calorimeter

The pulse height distribution for «lectrons and hadrons obtained from the measurements at the PS for
3 to 10 GeV are plotted in Fig. 6.8 together with the muon pulse height distribution at 5 GeV. The
same distributions obtained from the measurements at the SPS are shown in Fig. 6.9 in the energy
ränge 10 to 75 GeV (electrons and hadrons) and at lOGcV for muons. The pulse height distribution
of hadron» «re obtained from the event sample left over after the longitudinal leakage cut according
to method 1. The curves fitted to the electron and hadron distributions are Gauss functions, where
for hadron» a ±2ff cut around the mean value has been applied to suppress the small tails mostly due
to leakage. Th« muon distribution in the same figure is the response of the electromagnetic section
only. A convoluted Moyal-Gauss function has been fitted to the data.

The mean values and the wjdths of the pulse height distributions to calculate the energy resolution
of the calorimeter have been obtained from the fits. They are quoted in Tab. 6.5.

C.-l

Table 6.5: Mean Values and Energy Resolutions of Electron« and Hadrons at 3, 5, 7 and 10 GeV (PS
measuremcnts) and 10, 20, 30, 50 and 75 GeV (SPS measurements); (< PH(e,h)r > denotes the total
pulse height in the calorimeter, i.e. in the EM plus the HAD section)

E

[GeV]

3
5
7
10

10
20
30
50
75

1 * ELECTRONS

< PH(e}T >

[ADC CH.]

750.4 ± 1.4
1259.8 ± 1.9
1742.6 ± 2.1
2508.0 ± 2.9
1924.0 ± 3.4
3933'.0±5.1
SSTtlO ± 6.0
9691.0 ± 16.0
14537.0 ±31.0

fffi(e)

{%}

23.9 ±0.3
23.7 ±0.3
23.1 ±0.3
23.8 ±0.3
24.2 ± 0.4
23.9 ± 0.5
24.3 ±0.5
25.1 ± 0.6
25.9 ± 1.3

HADRONS

< PH(h)T >

[ADC CH.]

630.8 ± 1.8
1084.6 ± 2.1
1506.2 ±1.3
2213.3 ±2.9
1726.0 ± 3.0
3535.0 ± 6.0

. 5386.0 ± 7.0
8839.0 ± 10.0
13371.0 ± 13.0

*E(h)
^/E[GeV]

[%}

43.1 ± 0.5
45.0 ± 0.5
46.0 ± 0.5
45.8 ± 0.5
45.6 ±0.7
42.0 ± 0.7
43.7 ±0.7
42.5 ±0.7
44.2 ± 0.8.

The values for the energy resolution are plotted in Fig. 6.10 äs a function of energy. The con-
tribution to the energy resolution from the photoelectron statistic (eq. 6.1) is also plotted. The
parametrizations eq. 4.4 (electrons) and eq. 4.6 (hadrons) have been fitted to the data. The achieved
Parameters a and b for electroo» are

a = 23.5% ±0.7%
6 = 1.2% ±0.2% (6.2)

and for hadrons

a = 44.2% ±1.3%
6 = 0.0% ±0.0%. (6.3)
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a.(e) _ (22.0 ±0.5)%
E

Summing eq. 6.1 and eq. 6.4 quadratically yields:
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Figure 6.10; Energy Resolution ot̂ the TPb Calorjmcter for Electrons and Hadrons äs a Function of Energy
and the Contribution from Pbotostatictic

(6.4)

(6.5)

in good agreement with the m£anired energy resolution for electrons.
The response of the calorim«ter is linear within ± 1% for electrons and ± 2.5% for hadrons.

Fig. 6.11 shows the deviation from the mean linearity.

6.7 The e/h- and 'cMfip-Ratio of the Lead-Scintillator Calorimeter
fll.£ot";f

From the measured mean vahwfbfthe electron and hadron pulse height distributions the e/A-ratio has
been calculated in the energy rang* from 3 to 75 GeV, The major influence on this ratio, the longitudi-
nal nonuniformiiy and the lo&î ^al leakage, have both already been corrected: the nonuniformity
has been improved by a grad*d^g^f filter with a remaixüng nonuniformity of ±5% while for the lon-
gitudinal leakage a cut {metho4-^ pn the hadrons sample has been applied. The transverse leakage
that was found to be of the onfajpf 5% independent of the incident energy has still to be taken into
account for the mean hadron raponse quoted in Tab. 6.5. The mean values of the hadron response
corrected for the transverse leakage are listed in Tab. 6.6. Also listed are the mean values of the muon
response and the calculated efh- and e/mip- ratio. The total error on the e/A-ratio was estimated to
be about 4%. The e/h- and e/mijvratio are plotted in Fig. 6.12 äs a function of the energy.
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Table 6.6; Mcan Response of Muons and Hadrons (corrected for Transverse Leakage), e/h- and e/mip-ratio
for 3, 5, 7 and 10 GeV (PS measurements) and for 10, 20, 30, BÖ and 75 GeV (SPS measurements);
(< PH(H)EM > denotes the Mean Pulse Height of Muons in the EM Section while < PH(h}T > denotes
the Mean Pulse Height of Hadrons in the Total Calorimeter; StatJttical Errors are quoted)

E

[GeV]

3
5
7

10

10
20
30
50
75

< PH(n}EM >

[ADC eh.]
84.2 ± 1.0
84.6 ±1.0
86.1 ± 1.0
87.9 ± 1.0
68.6 ± 1.2
n.7± 1.2
71.5 ± 1.2
74.0 ± 1.2
75.6 ±1.2

< PH(h)T >

[ADC eh.]
659.2 ±1.9
1133.5 ±2.2
1574.1 ±1.4
2313.0 ±3.0
1803.8 ±3.1
3694.3 ± 6.3
5628.6 ± 7.3

9237.2 ± 10.5
13973.4 ± 13.6

e

h

L. 138 ±0.004
1.111 ±0.003
1.107 ±0.002
1.084 ± 0.002
1.067 ±0.003
1.065 ± 0.002
1.044 ±0.002
1.049 ±0.002
1.040 ±0.002

€

mip

0.717 ±0.020
0.749 ± 0.020
0.745 ± 0.020

0.753 ± 0.020
0.740 ± 0.022

0.755 ±0.022
0.774 ± 0.023
0.768 ± 0.023
0.779 ± 0.023
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Chapter 7

Cornparison of the Results

7.1 Compilation of the Results

In this chapter the presented results of the described measurements will be discussed and compared
with results from other measurements and predictions from Monte Carlo calculations. The valuei
obtained from the previously described measurements for the energy resolution, the e/h- and the
e/mip-ratio averaged over all energies are compiled in Tab. 7.1.

Table 7.1: Compilation of the Results obtained from the presenled jdeaiurements

CALORJMETER *

CONFIG URATION

T60Pb

TPb

T60UA

T60UB1

T60UB2

WA78

4,75mm Pb
0.5 mm AI

5.0mm SCSN-38
10.0 mm Pb

2.5 mm SCSN-38

3.2mm DU
5.0 mm SCSN-38

3.2mm DU
3.0 mmSCSN-38

without
lightfilter

3.2mm DU
3.0 mm SCSN-38

with
lightfilter

10.0mm DU
2.0 mm Fe
cladding

5.0mm NE110

"(P)
ö

P

Rd

0.95

4.00

0.64

1.07

1.07

2.00

ff£(e)
^E[GeV]

(%}

11. 7 ±0.8
©

2.5 ±0.4
23.5 ±0.7

e
1.2 ±0.2

14. 2 ± 0.6

e
1.6 ±0.4
16.7 ±0.5

©
1.5 ±0.1

17.4 ±0.5

e
1.0 ±0.2

38.6 ± 1.9
©

4.6 ± 0.2

28.7 ±1.9

©

1.9 ± 1.2

<7E(h)

^E\GeV]
[%]

41.0 ±4.8
+

6.1 ±2.1

44.2 ±1.3

29.6 ± 1.2
+

3.2 ± 0.5
35.5 ± 1.1

+
0.7 ± 0.2

32.9 ± 1.0
+

0.5 ±0.1

43.1 ±5.6
+

4.3 ± 1.3

37.7 ±4. 8

+

3.4 ±1.1

e
< h>

1.34 ± 0.05

1.05 ± 0.04

1.10 ± 0.04

1.02 ±0.03

1.00 ±0.03

0.76 ± 0.05

e
mip

0.65 ±0.10

0.75 ±0.03

0.68 ±0.04

0.74 ± 0.03

0.77 ±0.05

0.63 ±0.06
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7.2 Discussion oJLthe Presented Results

A first comparison of th«*prwented data is done for the e/h-ratio äs a function of the ratio of the
passive to active plate thÖkness R* = d(pasaive')/'d(active) (Fig. 7.1). The c/h-ratios of the two

A

(D
V

1.50

1.25

1.00

0.75

0.50

i T60Pb
*TPb

S T60UA
i T60UB1
S T60UB2
JWA78

i

o.o 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

(passive) / d (active)
. -V •Figure 7.1: The mean e/A-Ratio'is a Function of Rj, the Thickness Ratio of the Passive to Active Absorber

Plate (Curves are only drawn'td'guide the Eye)

calorimeter« using lead a« passive absorber are clearly distinguishable from the ones of the calorimeters
assembled with depleted uranium plates. Because the active absorber is tbe same in both cases, the
passive absorber material i» one of the essential parameter that influences the e/h-ratio. For a given
absorber material the results'ln- Fig. 7.1 show that the ratio Rj is the crucial parameter to tune the
e/h-ratio: inereasing Rj of ** depleted uranivzn-scintillator calorimeter from 0.64 to 1.0 and 2.0 varies
the e/A-ratio from 1.10 (notompensation) to 1.00 (compensation) and 0.76 (overcompensation). The
same behaviour is observed for the lead-»eintillator calorimeter, but with different values of Rj: for
Rd --= 0.94, e/h = 1.34 (no compensation), where for Rd = 4.00 compensation has ahnost been achieved
(e/h = 1.05).

Comparing the lead-scin^Klor with the depleted uranium-scintillator calorimeter at almost equal
ratio of Äj (T60Pb; Ä^ =s jn^j^TOOUBl: Ärf = 1.07) one observes that the hadronic response has
been amplified by exchanging^M; lead with depleted uranium plates. A similar amplification of the
hadron response was obtain^JtWJth a lead-scintUlator c&lorimeter of R<t that is 4 to 5 times greater
than that of a uranium-scintjjl^or calorimeter. The Variation of the e//»-ratio with the thickness ratio
Rj is stronger for the uranium-scintillator calorimeter than for the lead-scintillator calorimeter.

The dependence of the h^ujrpnic energy resolution on e/h is plotted in Fig. 7.2. The values are
caiculated for lOGeV using the parametrization given in Tab. 7.1. For the WA78 measurement the
parametrization subtracted by the contribution from the beam momentum spread has been taken.
The influence of the longitudinal nonuniformity of the T60UB1 calorimeter is clearly visible. The
correction for the nonunifonnity in the T60UB1 calorimeter could only be applied for the mean electron
and hadron response. The hadronic energy resolution is therefore still influenced by the nonuniform
readout. The measured e/A-ratio of both the T60UB1 calorimeter and the T60TJB2 calorimeter are
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Figure 7.2: The Hadronic Energy Resolution at 10 GeV äs a Function of the mean e/h-R»\\o (Curves are
only drawn to guide the Eye)

''i V"--still slightly different, although the intrinsic e/A-ratio should be the sarae. The difference reflects
the uncertainty Jn the different corrections for the longitudinal nommiformity. The optimum in the
hadronic energy resolution of the uranium-scintillator calorimeters is achieved at an e/h-ratio of 1.
Although there are only two measurements with lead-scintillator calorimeters of different ratios Rj one
observe» that the hadronic energy resolution of lead-scintillator calorimeters improves jf one approaches
e/h = 1.

The measured energy resolution for electrons are plotted in Fig. 7.3 äs a function of Rd- It
is mainly determined by the Kontribution from the sampling fluctuatioiis that is proportional to the
thickness of a sampling layer, , One observes that the energy resolution for electrons increases with
increasing thicknes* ratio Äj, independent of the passive absorber material.

'

7.3 Comparison of the Presented Results with Predictions

In chapter 3.5 the predictioni of H. Brückmann and R. Wigmans for the e/A-ratio [BRÜ87, WIG87,
ZEU87] and the hadronic energy resolution [WIG87] for different calorimeter configurations are given.
The presented measurements can now be compared to those numbers. The predicted values by
[WIG87] are approximately only because they have been taken frorn the figures. The simulated T60Pb
configuration simulated by [BRÜ87] is different from the one used for the measurement, namely 6 mm
Pb and 5mm scintillator (SCSN-38). The Rd ratio is 1.2 for which the predicted e/h-i&tio is 1.13
[AND87b, ZEU87]. The quoted value in Tab. 7.2 is an extrapolation to Rd = 1. The quoted e/mip-
ratio is the one for Rd = 1.2.

1

. L'j
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. ..! " '
7.4 Comparison with other Measurements

7.4.1 Results obtained with Lead-Scintülator Calorimeters

The results obtained with the,tlead-scintillator calorimeters cau be compared with the result of a
measurement done by O. Botner and coworkers. A 3.1 A0 deep lead-scintillator calorimeter module
surrounded by copper-scintUlator calorimeter modules has been exposed to a electron and hadron
beam of 5.6, 7.7 and 9.9 GeV [BOTSlb]. Each of the calorimeter modules consisted of 100 layers with
5mm thick lead ajid 2.5mmithidc scintillator plates (Äj = 2.0) per layer. The achieved hadronic
energy resolution was parametrized äs:

The additive tenn is caused by'the non-Containment of hadronic energy. The measured c/Ä-ratio is
1.37±0.03at 5.6 GeV and 1.38 ± 0.02 at 7.7 GeV where, accordingto [BOTSlb], the hadron response
is slightly overestimated because of the surrounding copper modules.

7.4.2 Result« obtained with Uranium-Scintillator Calorimeters

There are more data avail*ble from measurements with uranium-scintillator calorimeters. In the
following the calorimeter configurations are described briefly before the obtained results for the energy
resolution and the c//i-ratios will be compared with the presented measurements.

1. O. Botner et al. performed measurements with three different uranium-scintillator calorimeter
configurations [BOTSlb], namely:
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Table 7.2: Comparijon of the c/ft-Ratio, the e/mip-Ratio and the Energy Resolution for Hadrons of the
presented Mcaiurements with Predictions

T60Pb

TPb

T60UA

T60UB1

T60UB2

WA78

Prediction
UE<\,\(h)

x ^/E\GeV]

[%}
[WIG87]

- 48

40-41

-v 38

- 34

~ 34

~ 51 - 63

€
<l "

[BRU87]
[ZEU87]

- 1.21

1.13

1.08

1.03

1.03, . > .,

0.82

[WIG87]

^ 1.17

- 0.95

~ 1.02

~ 0.96

- 0.96

- 0.81

€

mip

[BRU87]

- 0.60

0.62

0.57

0.59

0.59

0.50

Measurement

fw
x ^/E[GeV]

[%]

41.0 ± 4.8
+

6.1 ±2.1

44.2 ±1.3

29.6 ± 1.2
+

3.2 ±0.5
35.5 ± 1.1

+
0.7 ±0.2
32.9 ± 1.0

+
0.5 ±0.1

37.7 ±4.8
+

3.4 ±1.1

e
<n>

1.34 ± 0.05

1.05 ± 0.04

1.10 ±0.04

1.02 ±0.03

1.00 ±0.03

0.76 ± 0.05

€

mip

0.65± 0.10

0.75 ± 0.03

0.68 ± 0.04

0.74 ±0.03

0.77 ± 0.06

0.63 ± 0.06

- Configuratjon I: 187 x (1.7mm U, 3mm PMMA) Rd = 0.57
- Configuration A: 160 x (2.0mm U, 2.5mm PMMA) Rd = 0.80 '
- Configuration B: 10 X (2.0mm 17, 2.5mm PMMA)

125 x (3.0mm U, 2.5mm PMMA) < Rd > = 1.17 .

2. The HELIOS collaboration used 3.0 mm uranium and 2.5 mm scintillator plates for their calori-
meter of -v 9 A0 in depth; Rd = 1.2 [AKE87],

3. B. Anders et al. [AND86] also performed measurements with a uranium-scintillator calorimeter
of 133 X (3.0mm U, 2.5mm SCSN-38)- Rd = 1.2.

4. The WA78 group exposed two different calorimeter configurations to a hadron beam of 135 and
210 GeV [DEV86]:
- U5: 20 X (5mm U, 2mm Fe, 5mm NEllO);

32 X (15mm C7, 2mm Fe, 5mm NEllO);
48 x (25mm Fe, 5mm NEllO);
< Rd (uranium part)> - 2.23
(the steel cladding of 2 mm Fe has been neglected in R^)

- Ulü: 20 X (10mm U, 2mm Fe, bmm NEllO);
32 x (15mm U, 2mm Fe, 5mm NEllO);
48 x (25 mm Fe, 5 mm NEllO);
< Rd (uranium part)> - 2.62 .
(the steel cladding of 2 mm Fe has been neglected in R<t).
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5. A uranium-copper mixture was used in the calorimeter of the Axial Field Spectrometer (AFS)
[AKE85] with the follgiyfng characteristics:
10 x (2mm U, 2.5 mm^PA^MA);
76 x (3mm U, 2.5mm j»MMA) and
38 x (5mm Cu, 2.5mm, FMAfA), alternatively stacked;
< Rd > = 1.47. ; ]••}'

Energy Resolution and e/h-Ratio

The e/h-ratios of the measurements mentioned above are plotted in Fig. 7.4 äs a function of en-
ergy (open symbols) together with the ones presented in this work (filled symbols). Part of them
([BOTSlb, AND86]) are not corrected for longitudinal nonuniformity. Fig. 7.5 shows the e//i-ratios of
the presented measurements äs a function of Rj in comparison with the measurement listed above. In
Fig. 7.6 the energy resolution for hadrons at lOGeV is plotted versus the e//i-ratio äs obtained from
the presented measurements in comparison with the results of the measurements mentioned above.
The agreement of the measurements presented in this work with the results from the measurements
listed above is quite good if one takes the uncertainties of longitudinal nonuniformity, different leakage
corrections etc. into account.
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Figure 7.6: The Hadronic Energy Resolution at 10 GeV äs * Function of the mean e/h-Ratio, äs obtained
from these Measurements, compared to the Values of other Measurements according to the given References

Time Dependence of the e/h-Ratio

The Variation of the e/A-ratio with the Integration time has been measured with the WA78 and the
T60UB1 calorimeter. Fig./7,7 shows the results in comparison to measurements by [AKE85] and
[AND86]. Results from calculations done with the DYMO program [BRA86] are also given in this
figure [AND87a] for the configuration mentioned in sec. 3.4, Fig. 3.10. The gate length of the T60UB1
measurement has been reduced by 30 na for the reasons explained in sec. 5.3.6. For the same reasons,
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DYMO Calculation [AND87a}>(op«ii Symbols; Curves are only drawn to guide the Eye)

the gate lengths of the other meaiurements (WA78, [AKE85, AND86]) had to be reduced, but because
there is no informations on the ejfective gate time an estimated offset of 20 nj has been assumed and
is subtracted in Fig. 7.7.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

This work presents results of measurements on hadron sampling calorimeters. The calorimeters con-
sisted of lead- or depleted uranium platea of different thicknesses, interleaved with scintillator plates
of different thicknesses. Prom these measurements the kind of absorber material and the Optimum
thickneis of both thc active and passive absorber plates could be determined in order to optimize the
energy resolution of hadron sampling calorimeters.

The energy resolution of a hadron calorimeter is influenced by the strong fluctuations in the
fraction of nondetectable energy.. The presented result s clearly demonstrate that one can compensate
for this fluctuating energy fraction by making use of the spaUation- and fission-neutrons released in the
hadronic shower. The neutrons generate a measurable signal by elastic np-collisions in the hydrogen
containing scintillator material.

Comparing the measurements of different calorimeter configurations one observes a relation be-
tween the hadronic energy resolution and the c//»-ratio. This is because of the fluctuating electro-
magnetic fraction in hadronic •howers. A calorimeter with an e/A-ratio of l, i.e. equal response to
electrons and hadrons, compensates for these fluctuations leading to the Optimum energy resolution
of a hadron calorimeter.

The measurements presented here have been performed to investigate how compensation can be
achieved. The result» for the hadronic energy resolution and the e/h-ratio are summarized äs follows:

• 4.75 mm Pb, 5 mm Scintillator

< ! > = , . 34 ±0.05
n

10 mm Pb, 2.5 mm Scintillator

ff E,,, (44.2 ±1.3)% c
~ = < > = 1.05 ±0.04

• 3.2mm DU, 5mm Scintillator

3.2 mm D17, 3 mm Scintillator, without graded light filter

<rt,.. (35.5±1.1)% , e

~E ^ = JE\v\ t0'7 ± °'2)% < T >= 1-02 ± °-03

3.2 mm DU, 3 mm Scintillator, with graded light filter

<r B / ( , (32.9 ±1.0)% , ^ e

~F^ = —/Pr^ I7! + °-5 ± °-l)% < r >= i-00 ± °-03^ ^JSIGeVl h
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• 10mm DU", 5mm Scintillator

**/L* (37.7 ±4.8)% ,. ,
-j-W = V M+.M + (3-4 ± 1-1)% - >= 0.76 ±0.05.n

One concludes that

- the Optimum energy resolution of a hadron calorimeter has been achieved with a uranium-
scintillator calorimeter of 3.2 mm DU and 3 mm scintillator where the longitudinal unifor-
mity has been improved by inserting a graded light filter between the scintillator and the
wavelength «hifter;

- the e/A-ratio depends on the ratio ÄJ, i.e. on the thickness ratio of the passive to the active
absorber plate of a sampling calorimeter; the ratio Äj can be used to tune e/A;

- the hadronic energy resolution of a sampling calorimeter depends on the e/A-ratio; for
e/A s l &f hadronic energy resolution reaches its optimum;

— comp«at*tian has almost been achieved with a lead-scintillator calorimeter of Äj - 4.0;
the deptndence of the e/A-ratio on Rj and of the energy resolution on e/A are simUar to
th*t of 4 onnium-scintUlator calorimeter;

— an equal'*n«rgy response for electrons and hadrons has been achieved by varying the thick-
ness ratio *Äd of the passive to the active absorber plate. In this way the mean electron
rcsponsW'fafif been decreased while the hadronic response increased via the slgnal frora
neutron«V '

- the amplifiqfttion of the hadron response in a calorimeter is due to slow neutrons that
deposit their energy in tbe scintillator by elastic np-collisions; the moderation of tbe re-
leased neutrons to low energies is time dependent leading to a rising hadronic signal with
Increasing Integration time. This behaviour is observed in two measurements (WA78 and
T60UB1 calorimeter) and is compatible with other measurements and with predictions frora
calculations.

Tht rtsults of the presented measurements are in good agreement with previous measurements.
Tbey art also compatible with predictions of simplified [WIG87] and more elaborated [BRÜ86, BRÜ87,
ZEÜ87] calculations.

*
**
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Appendix A

Energy Loss of Muons in Matter

The mean energy loss of Keavy charged particles like protons or muons in matter results from inelastic
scattering of the charged penetrating particle with the atomic electrons of the medium. A first quantum
mechanical treatment? of this problem by ignoring the dielectric properties of the medium has been
done by C. Möller (1932), H.A. Bethe (1930, 1933) and F. Bloch (1933) ([CRJ70], and references
therein). The influence of the dielectric properties of the medium on the ionization loss was evaluated
with classical methods at first qu&ntitatively by E. Fermi (1940) and has lateron been calculated
numerically by R.M. £ternheimer (1961) with several improvements ([STE84], and references therein).
The resulting stopping power formula, known äs the Bethe-Bloch formula, for a single incident particle
of charge z = l can be written äs follows [STE84], ignoring the shell correction term:

IdE A/eVcm2 (A.I;

where:

\dE_
~ p dt
t...

p...

b - 0.153536

7 =

m,.,,

1(2)...
6...

mean energy loss per unit path length in —* cm

thickness of material in -^ •
Ier" J

density of the medium in ^r
constant in |MeV cm3], calculated from difFerent natural constants

velocity of the incident particle in units of

the velocity of light

relativistic quantity

charge number of the atom of the traversed medium
mag« number of the atom of the traversed medium in [g]

electron mass in ^4^-

mean ionization potential of the medium in [eV]
density correction.

In eq. A.I it has been assumed that the maximum energy transfer £?m between a heavy particle, i.e.
M > me, and the atomic electrons is approximately given by:

EmK2mec3ß372 MeV. (A.2)

The density correction äs a function of the parameter X = log ( ) is given by:
\ec )

6 ( X ) = 4.605A" + a(Xi - X )m + C for

S ( X ) = 4.605 X + C for

(X0 < X <

(X > JTO

(A.3)

(A.4)
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6(X) = for < XQ)
9* metallic conductors)

(A.5)

(A.6)
where:

• I f f f -S

a, m, Cy -X"0, Xi ... material specific constants (see [STE84]).

l dB -h . i : , . ,
Values of - —— for some znaterials have been given in the text; a more quantitative description willp ax
be considered here.

As a fiinction of the.energy E of the incident particle the ionization loss decreases with l/E in
the medium energy rangV/({2) < E < M c2, where Af is the rest mass of the penetrating particle.
At E « 3 Af c2 a Minimum in the ionization loss occurs while at higher energies the In l / f l - ß2 )
term dominates, leading to a relativistic rise in the ionization loss. This rise is due to an increase
in the maximum transferable energy in a single collision and an increased transverse component of
the electric field of the incident particle. The polarization of the medium by the electric field of the
incoming particle becomc* «ffective for distant collisions, an effect that is known äs density effect. The
density effect is much itronger in easily polarizable materials IJlte organic scintillators than in gaseous
media which leads to a less pronounced relativistic rise in organic scintillators. In the stopping region
at very low energies the ionization loss becomes high before the particle reaches the end of its ränge
and the ionization los* cUnp* rapidly to zero.

So fax the mean energy .lots of heavy charged partides passing through matter has been discussed.
However, the process u .«»statistical phenomenon with a distribution that in general may have large
fluctuations leading to a teil at higher energies. This high-energy tail is due to collisions in which a
large amount of energy. ii transferred to the atomic electron of the target material. The thinner the
absorber material, the luger the fluctuations in the total energy loss and hence the more pronounced
the tail in the resulting distribution.

An estimation on thc^ptunber of large energy-loss collisions during the passage of the particle
through matter can be derived from the quantity JT, which is defined by [CRI70]:

with:

Aß*
t MeV.

(A-7)

(A.8)

For a single charged incident particle of charge number z = l, K is the ratio of the total energy loss
to the maximum possibte energy loss, approximately given by:

K Ä
bZ

t.

The quantity K is usefnl to distinguish between the different probability distributions that are valid
for düFerent estimated mmbors of high energy transfers in single collisions of the incident particle.
The probability distribution'of the energy loss has been developped by L. Landau [LAN44], and a
generalixation of this distfitmtion was given by P.V. Vavilov ([SCH74, CHI70], and references thereln).
The Vavilov distribution takes the "lAximtim allowed energy transfer into account. Three cases can
be distinguished;

1. K < 0.01:
Here the number of coUisions with high-energy transfer in each energy-loss interval is small,
resulting in a relatfrely'iarge statistical Variation in this number that leads to large fluctuations
in tbe energy loss per interval. The resulting distribution is asymmetric with a long high-energy
tail and a broad peak, known äs the Landau distribution.
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2. 0.01 < A' < 1.0:
The energy loss distributiou of this intermediate region is well described by the Vavilov distri-
bution. In addition, the distributions are practically Landau (K < 0.01) and Gaussian in shape
(K > 1.0) [CRJ70].

3. A' > 1.0:
The number of collisions with high-energy transfer in each energy-loss interval is large and the
effect of fluctuations is negligible. The distribution is Gaussian.

The moft probable energy loss corresponding to the peak of the asynimetric Landau distribution
is given by:

- ß2 + 0.198 - 6
MeVcm*

(A.W)

where: .«;>%*'T;:.

mott probable energy loss in [ MtVeTn* l per absorber plate of thickness

thickness of absorber in -
L c

Values for K are given in Tab. A.l for two energies and for the materials of interest here. However,
the smalleit layer unit of all the calorimeter configurations described previously read out more than
a single scintillator plate. The resulting nmon distribution is a convolution of individual Landau

Table A.l: Valuei of K äs cajcülatedaccordmg to eq. A.9 for üranium. Lead, Iren and Polystyrene
Material

V
B
Fe

Polystyrene

U
Pb
Fe

Polystyrene

Energy of incident Muon
[GeV]

1.0 .
1.0
1.0
1.0

10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0

K

0.013567
0.008320
0.000679
0.000264
0.000235
0.000144
0.000012
0.000005

distributions. In addition, the measured signal of muons in a calorimeter layer is influenced by different
other effect»; i) the »tatistical distribution of photoelectrons; ii) variations in the amount of light
collected from different region* of the scintillator; iii) variations in the path length etc.. If all these
fluctuations are assumed to be distributed gaussian one can try to describe the measured muon
distribution with a convolution of a Landau with a Gauss distribution.

The Landau density distribution function can approximately be cakulated with a program package
developped by B. Schorr [SGH74]. For easier handling an analytic expression of the energy-loss
distribution given by J.E. Moyal [MOY55] has been used for a convolution with a Gauss function to
fit the measured data. The Moyal function is given by:

(A.ll)

The Moyal function is an approximation of the Landau distribution. Deviations from the Landau
distribution have been discussed in [MOY55].
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Appendix B

Cross Sections for gf8*/, S27pb an<* 1H

The following nuclear intcractions occur in a hadronic shower that arises in a calorimeter with 2STPb
44* '

or 5|" U äs passive absorber and scintillator äs active absorber containing JH:

• high-energy proton induced fission: £§7Pb (p, /) and ffiU (p, /)

• fast neutron (En > 1.2 MeV) induced fission: $?U (n, /)

• neutron capture: wfU (n, 7)

• elastic np-collisions: \H (n, n)

The cross-sections <r/(p,f) for nuclear binary fission of heavy nuclei induced by protons in the
energy ränge from 0.59 G« V to 23 GeV have been measured by R. Brandt and coworkers [BRA71].
Details of the measuremeat cao be found in [BRA71], here only the results obtained for 93* U,
and JfPb » are given (Tab. B.l).

Table B.l: Finion Cross Sectioi» for (p.f) Reactioni in and2 7 Pb
Target
Nucleus

IMTT
92 U

*?u

2fpb

Incident Proton Energy [GeV]
O.S9 2.9 11 18 23

<v(p,/)M]

1060 ± 140

1600 ± 320

144 ±18
•tot'-i , r

1070 ± 160

-

149 ± 23

1090 ± 140

-

-

910 ± 90

1050 ± 200

132 ± 20

752 ± 70

850 ± 130

105 ± 13

The fraction of the fission-cross section <TJ (p, /) on the total inelastic cross-section <TV„ called
nssility is plotted in Fig. B.1 M a function of the proton energy in GeV for ffiU and |°TPb.

The cross-sections <7M (n, JT), fT7 (n,7), and <r/(n, /) forg5*l7 is plotted in Fig. B.2, B.3 and B.4
[GAR76] äs a function of the neutron energy in MC V.

The total and elastic cross-section «TM (n, X) and <r€i (nt n) for \H is plotted in Fig B.5.

nw«iu the n»tuial oocnccace of Pb with A = 207.21; the moct «bundaut Uotope»
(21%) ud H*P6 (52%)

(26%),
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f Pb

Q5 1 2 $ tO

Proton «rwrgy (G«V)

20

Figure B.l: Fissility (tr} (p, f) / <rin)in %*U and J57Pb äs a Function of the Proton Energy in GeV [BRA71]
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Appendix C
* * • 'a**!!* :

Properties and Decay Schemes of 92

Some of the properties of depleted uraniiun metal are compiled in Tab. C.l [BNF74, HOL58].

Table C.l: Properties of Depleted Uranium Metal

Compöütkm
-.-, wof - L ,

Melting Point
Boiling Point

Metal Properties
t jtf< ••-
'•J r n

Colour

Reactlvity

Radioactivity

-• (\,M

• i\\.
y .<•-, '.r

.'?..••. '..

Toxicty
i

Combust bility
! l

~ 99.7- 99.8% 73BU
- 0.2-0.3%238Ü

1132°
3700 - 4200°

thermal conductive
electrical conductor

opaque
malleable

Slow oxidation in air converts the colour
through golden-yellow and brown to black

Very reactive with all non-metals
Turnings and powder are capable of self-sustaining

combustion in air, oxygen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide
Slow reaction with water and most acids

Low »pecific radioactivity (see below)
a—, ß— , and 7-radiation:

- radiation dose niainly from /3-radiation
- 7-radiation accounts for less than 5%

of the ß dose at tbe surface
- a-radiation is of particular significance

if materjal is ingested or inhaled
When inhaled on a mass concentration basis in air

coraparable with lead
In its massive form not easily burnable, but in

form of »warf or finely divided metal

The decay scheme <rf^f is sketched in Fig. C.l [PEG85]. It decays via fourteen steps into the
stable tJfPb. The specific »ctivity has been given by [PEG85]:

=s 4.5X10* y

- decays
= 2.3 X 10°

N = 3.5 X 10
4 decays

cm3 s

(C.l)

(C.2)

(C.3)
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In eq. C.3 a density of p = 19.04 g /cm3 for 238U has been inserted. N gives the measurable number
of events on one iide of the uranium plate under the assumption of a 2*- geometry.

The radiation of 3 mm thirk 238U plates has been measured by C. Pegel and H. Prause [PEG85]
using a Si(Lj}-detector for a- and /3-particles and a Ge-detector for -y-rays. Fig. C.2 shows the measured
Q- and 0-spectrum of 23817, Fig. C.3 the 7- (X-ray)-spectrum of 33S U in the energy ränge of 10-100 keV
and Fig. C.4 the 7-spectrum of 23817 in the energy ränge above 100 keV.

The event rate calculated from eq. C.4 of all 7-transitions in 23817 with energies greater than
QJMeV (1.4%) h:

N(£L > 0 .7MeV) = 3.84^^ (C.5)
cm2*

The transition with the maximum energy of 2.29 MeV in the /3-spectrum is the one from H*Pa
to the ground »täte of gf4!/ (96.8%). It corresponds to a ränge of nearly l mm in uranium, The
approximate countrate of this /3-decay with a mean energy of 0.92 MeV and a mean ränge of about
0.4mm is: - <(• \

N ( ß ) 2600
decays

(C.6)
cm* a

The number doei not include the low energy j3-decays (< 0.2) which have been found with very low
intensity (< 1%). The countrate is expected to be slightly enhanced in the energy region below 60 keV.

The a-particles do not contribute to the total countrate because of their low ränge of 7 um in
uranium.

0.0

23%
•>*
n*

3 0.05___ ^TT

*

90Th /1v\26%iai) s;
T,,,» 24. I d \72.5%f0.2)§ \+ '

4

:jn ; 9l
:>*

• ' •

. .)*-•

rl

•

.
/il'i

— rrr=^— — a U
77%

S 0.213
5 0.17- a 19

0.109
IM

0.0 \\lm) Aj

" ' •

1JÜ

0.08 T1 / 2=1.175m (fJ~: 99.87%)

0.018%

9.5.

•j "*
•> r»

J% - ä iu
" (O
tn in

o

'%( 1.25 MeV) 5«
— r- j O
•J O 01 o

16%ll.53)g|

.6%
(2.29 MeV)

4

9
i • o

-*oU.e
234..

8 MeV) 921-1

1.677

1.738

1.590
1.554

1.045
0.989
0.810
0.786

0.043
g.s.
«2.446-101

Figure C.l: The Decay Scheine of gft/ |PEG85]
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